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Couceruiuff Winter Park.
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A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Ahik on Saturday evening.
Rev.'Pyne.of Elisabeth,"Tew Jersey,
has been called to accept the rectorship
of All Saints Memorial church (P. E.) of
this town. He is spoken of very highly
by Bishop Weed, and it is understood
that Mr. Pyne is desirous of coming to
Winter Park as a permanent resident.
After a test of eight months, the Seminole mule once more wendeth his way
hack and forth over the track from the
hotel to the depot, and the sound of the
car attached to th- aforesaid mule reminds us of the near approach of the
festive tourist.
Mrs. C. C. Hall has been quite ill since
her arrival.
The ladies of the Indian Missionary
society met with Mrs. S. E . Burke on
Tuesday afternoon, for the purpose of
making articles for a Christmas box to
be sent to the Seminole tribe in South
Florida. The gentlemen met the ladies
at tea time, and a social evening was
passed together, much to the delight of
all present.
Messrs. Coan Bros, and Alloott are
clearing ground preparatory to building
a carpenter shop and lumber yard at the
junction of the South Florida railroad
and New England avenue.
The town council met in adjourned
session on Friday evening and determined to make extensive improvements
by laying clay sidewalks on several of
the principal streets. Work will he commenced as soon as arrangements can be
perfected to obtain the material at minimum rates.
Mayor Turner and Dr. Haskell, of
• Maitland, were in town on Saturday in
conference with the street committee of
oureouncil, relative to improving a road
between their town and Winter Park.
Mr. Ronan and ff 'y.are again with
us.
A small cottage occupied by J. W.
Williams and family, a . d Prof. Williams
and assistant, was burned to the ground,
on Saturday. Mr. Williams lost all his
household goods and $260 in cash.
Capt. Butterfleld, wife and daughter,
arrived Monday evening. They willjsw
side at the Rogers House during the
winter.
Rollins College Notes.
The winter term opened Monday, J a n .
2nd, with prospects for good attendance.
Among the new students are James Herrick, a son of Rev. E . P. Herrick of Tampa, MissMetcalfof Melbourne, and Miss
Francis H . Cnooks/f Gilman, 111.
Miss Cordfelia yPaine, who attended
last year, i/exp^bted to return to Rollins in a f^W dafys.
Miss May Sfewton, w attended Beyestuatent/in Rolral years ago^ is agai
lins.
/
Miss I d A F . Hubbar
e new student
in vocaMnusic from N
England Conservatofy of Music, Bosto
Mass., is
already here and doing go and earnes'
work.
Miss Root, of the f/c^tyV. made a
pleasant visit at S t e t s o / u i i v e ' r s / t ^ .
Mrs. C. A. A b b o t / a n d Mrs. Prof.
Ford say they met softie ve>y ^agreeable
Orlando people o n e e v e n i n i lasTS^feek in
the pleasant home of M r . / a n d M r s ! N ^
H . Story ot Orlando.
On Friday evening of vacation week a
large and pleasant company of Winter
Park young folks gathered at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Prof. Ford and whiledl
away the hours with fun and refreshments.
A pleasant reception was given one
evening of vacation at the art studio.
t h e drawing, painting and the sketching
jfrom life by the Sketch Club are very J
interesting. Rollins College has reason
to be proud of the instruction it affords
in art, and of the achievements of the
students in that department as well as
in the other departments of that institution.

1

Cch~fi'nn.ec/
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^_—-".foncenimjr Winter P a r k .
xiss Kate Sherwood, of Rome, New.
York, is visiting Mr. E. L. Maxson and
family. She will probably remain during the winter season, and recuperate
under the beneficial effects of Florida's
unsurpassed atmosphere. / £ - / ^ - 9/
Mr. and Mrs. Denny are once more
"with us, as satisfied as ev^r to seek our
balmy climate and escape the New England severe winter.
Mr. Campbell, manager of the Seminole Hotel, is here, completing the
arrangements for an early opening of
that popular tourists' resort. Extensive
improvements are being perfected, and
every indication points to a prosperous
season.
Rev. Carpenter, archdeacon of this
diocese, will officiate as rector of All
Saints' Memorial church (P. E.) until
Christmas.
A meeting of the citizens of Winter
Park was held on Tuesday afternoon at
Mr. F . W. Lyman's residence, to devise
some immediate means whereby the
charitable work of sustaining the hospital at Orlando could be accomplished.
There was a large attendance, a'nd much
sympathy was expressed in behalf of the
enterprise and substantial aid was provided therefor.
The Free Library Association held
their annual meeting on Thursday, and
appointed solicitors to collect subscriptions for its maintenance during the ensuing year. This institution is very
essential to our residents, and should
meet with generous support as has been
done in the past.
Mr, Edward Hotchkiss, of Naugatuck,
Conn., who, four years ago made Winter
Park a winter visit, is again a visitor,
being entertained by Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Paul.
Mr. C. R. Switzer is back from his
northern trip. He contracted la grippe
while away, and is now confined to the
house from the effects of the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins arrived Sunday
evening.
Miss A. F . Dalrymple, art teacher in
Rollins' Colloge,,«-ill hold an art exhibition of her own work at the college studio,
on Saturday, Dec. 19, from 10 to 3 ;
o'clock. She extends a cordial invitation
to all who mav be interested, to attend.

Frederick Tolly.
WINTER PARK, Dec. 23d,
EDITOR REPORTER :

1891.

DEAR SIR:—Thinking that the death
of Fred Tolly, which occurred at the
Cottage Hospital Dec. 22nd, is worthy
of more than a passing notice, I take
the occasion to say a few things of him
that will be of interest to his friends
here and of consolation to his family in
England and Germany.

Mr. Tolly came here in 1885 to assume
the position of gardener for the lamented A. W. Rollins, and although occupying an humble position it would be apparent to anybody who talked with him
a few moments that he had a fine education, a weinrained mind and that he
had, at some time in his life, occupied
prominent positions of trust and authority. But little is definitely known here
of his life,but from several conversations
that the writer had with him before bis
death he is led to believe that the following is about the truth regarding the
struggles, successes and defeats of one
whom we are constrained to think has
been a remarkable—perhaps an historical-character.
Against his wishes he was educated
as a Catholic priest and received the
full and complete course of instruction
which one of that order is obliged to
possess before going into the priesthood.
His knowledge of ancient languages was
somewhat remarkable, some four or five
of which he read easily and understood
thoroughly.
For some reason he never became a
priest but went into the German army,
became a rebel in the same cause which
drove Senator Carl Schurz, Ex-Gov. I

u.n't:n*.*.<J s;</«- <?r p<^^- 3 £ g -

39/
Concernins: W i n t e r P a r k .
Miss A. F . Dalrymple, art teacher at
Rollins College, will give an exhibition
in the studio on Saturday, 19th inst., between the hours of 9 a. m. and 3 p. m.
All those interested are cordially invited
to attend.
At 3 p. m. Miss Kate Peck and her
pupils will give a musicale in Knowles'
hall, to which their friends have been invited.
/
n ^
The fall term of Rolfins College ends
on Wednesday evening, 29th inst., and
the holiday vacation begins. The winter
term commences January 5tb, 1892, and
the prospects are that an unusual number
of new pupils will enter this justly p o | ular institution of learning, for the balance of the college year.
Mr. F. W . L y m a n and family are the
latest to return to their sunny Florida
borne.
/ *7
Dr. J. E. Brecht, who for some time
has been stationed about 30 miles south
of Fort Myers, in'the capacity of Indian
missionary to the Seminole tribe, has
been making Winter Park, his former
home, a visit for the past two weeks.
While here, he has on several occasions
given narratives of his Indian experiences, portraying their customs, costumes and manners. He returned to his
field of labor on Tuesday evening, having
during his visit here awakened a decided
interest among his many friends, who
have sent with him substantial pecuniary
aid, to assist him-in furthering his undertaking.
Q
/
Mr. C. Denny is quite iiljat his home
on New England avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. King lost their
little one by death on Monday night, of
cerebro-spinal meningitis.
Mrs. Spring and daughter, after visiting relatives in New England and the ]
r

. i d d l e States during the summer, . /
returned to their winter home.
The council met in adjourned session
Tuesday evening to pass ordinances relative to sidewalks, at which meeting the
citizens were particularly requested to
attend and express their views on the
subject. It was the evident desire of all
that good, permanent sidewalks should
gA>e laid on the principal thoroughfares,
p m d , after discussion, the council passed
! an ordinance reguiring the property
! owners to constinct suitable walks of
material conforming to the requirements
of the town ordinances. Walks will be
laid within the next thirty days, from
Canal Bridge to South Florida railroad,
from Rollins College to Prof. Austin's
residence, from O. & W. P . railroad to
Seminole Hotel, from the Boulevard to
. Knowles' public school.
A citizens'
meeting was held after council adjourned,
at which time the question of bonding
the town to improve the streets was discussed pro and con. Major Peck was
appointed a committee to circulate a
petition to be presented to the council,
requesting them to call a special election
to decide this important question.

NOTICE!
T n e T a x Payer* ot>Winter P a r k
a r c h e r e b y notified that, by C O U R T E S Y ol t h e T O W N COUNCIL W e d n e s —
d a y , D e c e m b e r 2nd, h . been app o i n t e d as t h e d a y iipo w h i h t h e
E q u a l z i n g b e a r d of paid C O U N C I L
s h a l l m e e t f o h e a r o b j e c t i o n s Irom
T a x P a y e r s , w h o nu\y feel d i s s a t i s fied A'itli t h e ' v-.iination set u;
t h e i r p r o p e r t y b y t h e assessor. Th<
b o a r d w i l l eel a t t h e W i n t e r P a r k
C o ' s office,between t h e h o u r s of 2
a n d 5 o'clockHENRI

HUNTIVGTON,

Clei k T o w u oi' VV i nrer

Park.
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THE SEMINOLE

U n d e r t h e M a n a g e m e n t of
F. C . C A M P B E L L ,
late of t h e Ponce de L e o n ,

WINTER P/IRK
FLORIDA

St. Augustine.

WILL OPEN FOR THE SEASON JANUARY 1ST, 1892.

*

* #

is conceded by every visitor to be the
W Irs I t,K

most picturesque and healthful loca-

PARK

tion in Florida, and with its College,
Churches, Hotel, Railroad, Mail and

Telegraph Facilities, as a winter resort it is unequalled in the
South.
is complete in all its appointments ; is
' '''-'
SEMINOLE

furnished throughout with every modern appliance for comfort and convenience. Its spacious parlors, dining-

room, halls and piazzas, overlooking grounds tastefully laid
out, covered with shade trees, shrubbery and tropical plants,
and surrounded by a chain of beautiful lakes.
ridors and public rooms are STEAM
rooms " en suite " have open fireplaces.

In the Cor-

RADIATORS,

and all

The water is from

a never-failing driven well, and a careful analysis by eminent

and skillful chemists proves it to be as pure as that from t h e
noted Poland Springs in Maine. The plumbing is of the latest
and most improved system, and the drainage is perfect.
Every possible attention will be
/ tit,
IA DLL
given to this department, and it is
sufficient to say that the " cuisine " of
T h e Seminole will maintain its past high standard.
AMUSEMENTS

Billiards, bowling, tennis, croquet,
fishiugi
saddle and driving horses,

steam, sail and row boats, and a first-lass orchestra day and evening.

MAIL, EXPRESS

Facilities are unexcelled.

Winter

P a r k b e i l l g o n t h e l i n e of t h e

fast

through mail system from New York
TELEGRAPH t Q Tampa, patrons of The Seminole
are afforded precisely the same mail facilities as at Jacksonville, St. Augustine, or any other leading winter resorts.
For terms, etc., address

F. C. CAMPBELL,
12 W . 23d Street, New York,
After January 1st,

. . . THE SEMINOLE . . .

Office of the Plant System.

.

WINTER PARK.

Pullman Palace Cars leave New York at 9 P.M. daily.
Winter Park without change.

Through to

PR.E.5V5

or

L O U Q H = A D % CO.

;

i

P2S2

iz~z?-?i

, COR CHRISTMAS WISHES.
As Christmas day ia near at hand
and as that day is one of well wishing* and congratulations we will
give to a few ot our triends our
best wishes to them :
That our United States may live
lorever in perfect union, stretch he r
borders as far as she can and be the
acknowledged power ot the world.
That it may have surh legislators
as will inaka laws and keep back
from our market the pauper labor
mtu
\ *f_ 5>ru» ccmpetitftB.
Ti a
at Harrison, the
! frier*: of the people, the broad and
liberal statesman who so dearly
loves justice, may be rchominated
at the-Minneapolis Contention and
bo reelected with a larger majority
than in 1888.
T'iat Democracy'of this day'msy
become what|it was intended to be.
T'.at the Farmer's Alliance party
may lind its way to its political
grave as soon as time can take it
there.
That the outrages, which are
being perpetrated throughout our
broad land, may soon stop and the
people learn that peace is preferable.
That Rev. R» S. Qnarterman the
DeLand whooper may ever sucked.
ttat Mayor Chubb may go to
the National Convention as a State
delegate.
TWt Maj. W . G . Peck.may succeed »n g e t t n g a sufficient number
ot subscribers to the bonding list to
call i n election on bonding.
T! at J. S. Capen had one million to plav with.
f i ,,&. 8. Caj*n get all of
pet schemes into opperation.

hjfc

Col. Peckham rest from his past
kbors.
For Kollins College a continual
growth until it reaches its zenith.
For Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cornstock the finest home and grove in
Florida.
For Dr. Eager plenty of musical
talent.
For W. S. Stranghter another eye
For W. B. Simpson preachers
license.
For Joe Jordon plenty religion.
For Doctor Hooker, a continued
presidency of Rollins College.
L

ir

PJTH

For our

Mvcczf^

merchants, prosperity.

For Justice McCallnm, a Judgeship ol Orange County.
For Mr. Ward, success with his
wster-engine.
For Mess. WiDklenmn & Co.
plenty of hardware customers.
For Mr, Woodruff, the handsomest jewelry store in Florida.
For Prof. Ford, a bible.
For Ladd, a glass of wine.
For I. S. tiankins a Sne boy.
For

Winter Park

big

growth

3,

1892.
MIDDLESEX

COCN'

Dracut.
Tbe auditorium of the old Centr
in Dracut, which has been closed f'
will be opened again next Sunday
ship. The interior now presents
Hft'erent appearance. The woodv
been painted a cherry color, the wa
* drab tiut, there is a new carpet
floor and the organ has been moved J
Itft to tbe right of tbe pulpit. Tt
bas been .done by the Ladies
nevoient society, through the effi
Mrs. D. S. Fox, Mrs. K. S. Fox auo
Bernice Parker.
Tyngsborough.
Tyngsborough has a martial histor..
which she is justly proud. Since 1630
has always responded to tbe call to at
whenever her country has needed her ah
In this time of peace she remembers th
brave who have fallen in defence of the flag
and reverently sprinkles their dear dust with
the sweetest flowers which grow in her
pure, untainted atmosphere.
Memorial day was auspicious. The mild
wind blew softly, loaded with the sweet
odors of honeysuckle and lilac and violet.
It contained no trace of murkv, dogdaylike debility. The kindly sky" veiled the
fierce face of the fiery sun that the dainty
offerings of loving hands mig ht not too quickly disappear. Down the principal street
came the dignified Drum Major Davis, wielding his baton. The martial strains of the
tiaud awoke the quiet village, echoed and
reechoed from the hillsides, and floated out
upon tbe clear blue river decked in tbe delicate greens and olives and silver of the tender fresh foliage, unsoiled by dust, unbitten
by insect. As the "boys in blue," but with
hair of gray, marched on with steady tread,
they seemed so like the "boys" of thirty
years ago. grown older, that the hearts of
women uuused to such parades sank for the
moment aud unbidden tears burst out, as
they thought of faces not seen since tbeo,
nor yet forgotten. On tbe return from the
cemeteries tbe Unitarian church was filled,
and the sweet, clear voices of fair children
saug,"Tbe Soldiers' Memorial Day." Kev.
James Daniortb invoked the blessing of
God. Miss Hill read the "Gettysburg Address of Abraham Lincoln." The choir sang
tbe national anthetti. Mr. James Burrows
made an address which was at once
an oration and a
poem,
full
of
patriotism
and
pathos,
abounding
in incident, recalling never-to-beforgotten deeds aud men, stirring the soul
with gratitude to God and the dead heroes,
nerving the living heroes to equally noble,
needful, self-denying, immediate deeds.
After*the singing of the American hymn, ny
the cholt, there were pertinent, pithy and
pointed two-miuute addresses by Commander Woodward of Po>t 185, Chaplain Fulton
of Post 42, Chaplain Lugg of Post 185 and
Comrade Chase of the 44th Regiment Ma*s.
VoN. The. entire audience then saug
America, and the benediction was pronounced by Rev. William Brown. The
audience adjourned to tbe town hal, Iwhere |
such an excellent dinner was in waiting as
Tyngsborough ladies can prepare aud serve
so well. After the dinner the members of the
Grand Army of the Republic were escorted
by the Tyngsborough band back to the depot
in season
for
the
return
traiu at
noon. Everything was on time, and
much enthusiasm was manifested
at
every stage. During the memorial services
at the church, in response to the suggestion
that the representatives of the Grand Army
should reaffirm their devotion to the principle, which stands for the blue which tbey
wore, and for the flag which they had defended and which they wore upon their
breasts,—"The constitution it shall be preserved, and the laws they shall be obeyed,"
the seventy members present rose to a man,
and three rousing cheers, and a "tiger," rent
tbe air. At the suggestion of Comrade Chase |
that he liked to see the children taught to
cheer the flag, all of the children and adults
in the house, including the members of the j
posts, rose to their feet and cheered most j
lustily; the remarks of the orator-poet and j
the other speakers were roundly applauded, i
the ladieB who prepared and served the din-!
ner were gracefully complimented and :'
thanked, and as tbe procession broke up at
the station the band came in for its share of j
enthusiastic mention.
Mr. James Burrows, the orator, was born ',
in a house through which runs the line which i
divides Tyngsborough from
Chelmsford.
With bis "brother Charles, now in New Jersey, and au earnest member of the Grand |
Army of the Republic, and with bis two
cousins, whose graves were decorated on
Monday at Tyngsborough, he enlisted from
Tyngsborough.
A member of tbe 16th
Massachusetts Volunteers, a mere lad, he fell
at Cbancellorsville, wounded, into the hands i
of the enemy. Since tbe war he bas been a {
member of the Boston Museum stock com-j
pany, where he has earned the familiar title .
of "Old Reliability." This is no small ac-!
complishraent, in a company which num-1
bered among its life members William War- -.
ren aud M r s Vincent.
I
There were present among other native'
active participants in the exercises, descendants of the Revolutionary captains, Reuben
aud Leonard Butterfield, Nathaniel Holden,
Ebenezer Bancroft, and Oliver Coburn, all of
whom took part iu the battle of Bunker
Hill, and some of them in tbe battles of Lexington, Concord and White Plains. The
Revolutionary sword of Captain Reuben
Butterfield, now in tbe possession of his
great-great-grandson, Mr. Jesse B. Butterfield, tbe father of Mr. Wallace Butterfield of
the Lowell Institution for Saviugs, hung
upon tbe wall of tbe church. The church j
was everywhere bright with flags, and

blooming with flowers emitting delicious
odors. The three-coruered hat of Mr. Drum
Major Davis was originally worn by the late
Col. Senator Fraucis.Briuley of Tyngsborough, who was three times commander of
the Ancient and Honorable Artillerv company of Boston. But space would fail if all of
the interesting reminiscences and relics of
the olden time which were brought from
their hiding places and re-linked with the
present on that day should be mentioned
now.
The Memorial day arrangements were
made and proceeded with by an active committee of six ladies and six gentlemen under
the efficient chairmanship of Mr. A. A. Flint.
This committee was assisted by a large number of other townspeople, who did whatever
was requested of them in their usual cheerful and commendable fashion. The Idea of
having this observance of Memorial day this
year originated with Mr. Walter H. Farwell,
wbo, after a preliminary conference with a
number of citizens, called tbe meeting at
which the above named committee was elected and the plan set in operation. Mr. Farwell did a great deal of excellent work from
the beginuiug to the end of the undertaking
and much of tbe success which was^had »was
due to his efforts.
Cheiryyi^t^

MISS KATEW. PECK.
WITH HER MAGIC SOPRANO
CHARMES A WELL PACKED
HALL— HER SISTER-MISS H.
A. PECK AS A PIANOIST.
lome people are thorough in their
professions others are not. It is with
Miss Kate W. Peck, the well known
instructor of Rollins College and the
daughter of our geniel Maj. Peck, an
accomplished vocalist. Whatever she
may like in intertaining an audience
with her songs can readily be supplied
by her sister, Miss Hattie A. Peck,
the pianoist.
It was 7:30 last evening when the
two Miss Pecks made their appearance
on the stage, in the Knowles hall, and
a few minutes later they had completely
won theft hearers by the matmificence
ot the excellent vocal and instrumental
music they were furnishing.
The
superb perforance. by Miss Hattie
Peck, on the piano was bewitching,
but when the stentorian voice of Miss
Kate Peck entered and played its
parts so grand, the minds of the listen
CK seemed to have went b tck in
dreamland. "Creation" and "Moonlight" were beautiful to listen to, but
"Spring" was more than captivating
We don't know whether the ADVOCATE reporter is a good judge of music
or not, but judging from the numerous raps given at the conclusion of the
song, "Spring" it must have been up
to what we esttmated. Miss Hattie
Peck then played "Polonaise in D
Minor," with such sweetness that it
raised the fancies of the audience to
an un-expected height in the fuusicsl
world.
How charming wss "Still as the
Night"—With not a discord, but a
continued even high soprano that
would have been accepted any where
in the world. And then "Softly Sighing" was, seemingly, selected for the
purpose of capturing all others sang
and getting a more thorough possession of the hearts of iTTe audfeacer
This closed one of the grandest musical treats the good peopl* of this town
have ever had the pleasure of witness
ing. There if no remuneration in our
opinion, that could be presented those
young ladies that would be sufficient
to pay them for the sweetness of their
eveniags entertainment.

W i n t e r P a r k Whisperings.

jffi%

WINTER P A R K , F L A . , Jan. 19, 18G2.

Tbe "Merry H o u r s " whist club was
dehfa" '-lly entertained at the Seminole
on the 18th, by Col. F. 0 . Campbell, the
manager. Everything was done in faultless style to make the entertainment
perfect. Mr. Williams ar,ci Mrs. Eager
carried off the prize, and Mr. J. S. Capen
and Mrs. Collins proudly captured the
"consolation" prizes.
Her many friends will he glad to learn
of the very marked improvement in Mrs.
Ladd's health, due to the tireless attention of her nurse, Mrs. Bridge, and her
physician, Dr. Eager.
The lecture given by Miss Brown on
the evening of the 15th for the benefit of
the ladies' library at the Congregational
church was well attended, and netted a
nice little sum for the worthy cause. All
who were there speak in the highest
terms of "An old-fashioned talk by an
old-fashioned talker," There will be a
concert given soon for the same object,
and it is sure to be a success, as our
ladies are very earnest in forwarding the
interests of this very important feature
in the attractions of Winter Park.
There was some kind of a magic lantern shew here on the evening of the
15th.
General Palmer and wife are snugly
domiciled at Hotel Osceola.
Mr. J a s . H. Foss, a prominent northern dealer in Florida lands, accompanied
by his family, are here for the winter.
Mr. Foss says that our excellent schools
are the attraction here for him.
Mr. C. J. Ladd is making very extended improvements in his store, and when
complete will have one of the most attractive stores in Orange county.
Mr. Campbell certainly is the right
man in the right place, and in his hands
it is safe to say that the reputation of
Hotel Seminole will be kept up to its
highest standard—more than this it
would be impossible to say.
Mr. G, W. Smith, of Evanston, Ills., a
gentleman of extended scientific attainments, is at cosy Hotel Rogers with his
family.
The town council will begin quite an
extended system of sidewalks about February 1st.
Rev. Carpenter is at present supplying the pulpit of All Saints church.
Thfe New England society in Florida
will hold its annual reunion and banquet
at Winter Park, on February 22d. This
society has only sociability for its object.
They ineet once a year at an appointed
place, have a banquet and talk over "Old
New E n g l a n d . " Those of New England
birth or parentage are eligible, and it is
becoming one of *' » most popular institutions in the St>
The president it
A. A. Parker, of T a m p a ; the vice presidents are Rev. E. P . Hooker and H. S.
Chubb, of Winter P a r k ; Dr. Harvey
Knight, Belleyiew; Hon. John G. Sinclair, Orlando; S. A. Adams, Jacksonville; E. F. Sperry, Orlando; A. G.
Hamlin, DeLand, and Geo. H. Fernald,
Sanford. The secretary is Charles H.
Smith, Jacksonville. To any one of the
above gentlemen application for membership may be made.
Our public school, under the able management of Miss Dart as teacher, and Mr.
Maxson as supervisor, is doing splendidly. So many pupils attend that it has
been found necessary to apply for an
assistant teacher and to increase the
seating capacity. If anybody likes lo
see a thoroughly enthusiastic body of
children, it will pay him to visit our
public school.
The crowd of tramps that threatened
at one time to overrun us has about dis-

appeared, thanks, about equally, to the
very thorough chain gang in Orlando
and to the tireless exertions of our
efficient marshal, Mr. Butler, and our
s'eepless night watch, Mr. Rock. Our
officers are instructed to have no foolishness with the vagabonds, but, if necessary, to go to extremes to rid the town
of them.
Our sociable people are much pleased
at the presence of the Misses Hudson
with us. Come often ladies; you are
very welcome.
The Plant Investment company has
purchased the livery stable ami leased
it to Coffey & Hyer, both of which facts
insure the efficiency of the livery service
here. The stable will probably be largely added to the coming summer.
Mr. J. S. Capen is busily engaged
showing off the b e a r ' ^ s of Winter Park
to visitors. H e wishes all who come to
see the place, and is very glad to show
them round. So whether you wish to
purchase or not, jump into the carriage
aud all take a ride—free, absolutely
free.
About the busiest lan we know of
is Dr. Eager. With hus classes at college, his professional duties and conducting his drug business, he is almost
a stranger at his own home.
The Orchestra for Hotel Seminole has
arrived, and bea" f iful strains of music
once more are heard. It sounds good,
good, good.
W. A. Miller has about completed
the heating arrangements at the new
dormitory at the college, and has also
taken the contract to beautify and enlarge Mr. James Ronan's lovely cottage
on Lake Osceola.
***

Col. BOG'S Beautiful Place,
Col. J- H. Roe, who is offering
his much envied home and place for
sale here, really means. The Col,
emphatically says that he is going
to sell by the i'tirst of next April."'
Certainly "Bellewood" will sell.
It is too pretty to long remain on
market. The well grown and well
c?.red for orange trees, the prepared
pinery, the hundreds ^of bearing
bananas, the bewitching lake front,
the beautiful and odoriferous flower
garden and the very excellent location make it one of the most desirable places in Winter Park. In our
opinion, it is a place any man ot
sufficient moans should own. We
ehall loath to give Col. .Roe up, for
a more geniel. broad-hearted, jovial
citizen has never graced Winter

Park. \ - ^ 0 - «J V

The Society of New Englanders.
Winter Park will be the happy
recipient, on the 22nd, of February
ot the members ot the New E n g land Society ot this State The
society, though very yonng, has
quite a good many members who
will meet here on the above mentioned day and dine at the Seminole.
A grand banquet will also be tendered them while in the town.
Carriages and other vehicles will be
I placed at their disposal by the good
people ot this place—-in which they
will make a thorough retrospection
of town and the surroundings. Owing to the very important facts,
among whichia the one that this
place is largely inhabited by Now
Englanders, there could not have
been a more
appropriate place
s el eted.
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Beautiful "Interouks"
T he beaut ilful home ot Mr. Jas
Kenan is undergoing some excellent and needed repairs. The plana
were explained to us and we think
when the repairs are completed the
building will be an amiable one to
beuold. Th« dining room is being
rebuilt and is to be much larger
than totmerly. It will also have
ons very large glass window, about
rive feet wide at the East end,
through which diners can view the
beautiful lake front. \ -'*> <9 - ^ %**
The front entrance to the parlor
is to also have some repairing done
to it* One attractive feature will
be a large glass door instead ot the
present solid pine door
When all
repairs shall have been completed, it
will be a home beautiful aud grand
Mayor Chubb's Illness.
Last Sunday the people of this
place were shocked over the sudden
illnes ot Mayor H . S. Chubb, and
which came all around removing
from our midst one of the greatest
characters, in the form of manhood,
our
town possesses The troubU
was congestive chills. However, it
was pleading to us on last Monday
to learn that he had so thoroughly
recovered that he was out on the
treets during that afternoon.
Mrs. Charlotte Holden, Cambridge, celebrated her JWth birth-day Deo. 12th, 189G, receiving
callers in her usual bright and genial *j>"r t.
Mr. E. S. L. Swallow has a new Gleawoo 1 furiv*w, p a t in by Nashua parties.
"""There has been added t o o u r village d u r i n g
' t h e past year the tine new residence of Miss M.
K. Bennett, Which may be described as s t a n d i n g
on t h e hill in r a n g e ef t h e school buildings, and
commanding beautiful views In all directions;
especially s t r i k i n g Is t h a t whirl) c n i b r ^ e s the
meandering* of the noble M e m i u a c .
Fno d e Sign of t h e house is s q u a r e , h i p roof,with dorm e r windows, piazza across front and round one
corner, shingled with dark staining and i ream
. t r i m m i n g s a n d blinds. Enter and find reception hall and stairway finished in a n t i q u e oak,
sliding doors between hall and sitting room and
between s i t t i n g room and d i n i n g room, finished
in c y p r e s s ; kitchen and p a n t r y finished in hard
p i n e ; four chambers finished" in white wood,
and t w o finished a t t i c rooms. ll«-at by coiubi.
nation of hoi air and w a t i r , with hot and cold
water in different parts of the house.
The
grounds are prettily g r a d e d , with steps of hammered granite approaching the house from t h e
sidewalk, which has n e a t grnnite curbings.

The steamer Fannie Knowles has
been neatly repainted and is agaiu
on the lake prepared to make its
usual excursion trips.
** *w

. V - o- o - ^

^

Among the arrivals during the
past week may be mentioned ihat
of N. W. Gilbert, I). D . S., formerly a prominet Boston dentist. Dr.
Gilbert is also the'anthor of "Willoughby's Wisdom," a new book
which has elicited many high com- j
mendations from the New England |
preas.
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\ Successful Smoke i^fc
Mr. Luring A. Cliuse of Iioslou, wlio has >
travelkil extensively both in Europe and '
America, j whose observations
of men .
and things bas enabled him to gather in an j
iivtcl'igeut way much valuable information,
which he is kindly imparting to his friends
On Thursday evening by invitation of the
Hyde Park C ub, he gave the first of a series of " s m o k e l a l k s " to the members at ihe
club rooms. A Hip across this continent,
including his observations of the Mormon
set'.lenient, at Salt Lake City, the Chinese
quarters at. San F r a u c i c o , a trip on the
Columbia river, and a description of the
mat vels of the Yellowstone Park, w e e included in his interesting tal . T o i«ive cff cl he was assisted by a well executed
urip, to which he trequrntly referred T h e
size of this country, the speaker said, can
nulv be appreciated by those who have had
the experience of lravel. The Englishmen
at home—those who have had the opportunities of education—have a faint idea of
our greatness, in a geographical sense, and
often make absurd observations concern
ing our statesmen and grandeur of our territorial lines. When in L o n d o n , a gentleman astonished the speaker by the observation that a distinguished Ameriqau was
then in the city of Fogs, giving a Wild
West Shorf—Mr. Buffalo Bill. The Speaker
lemurked with some evidence of delight,
that Mr. Blaine, another distinguished
American was then in Loudon.
'-Oh,"
said the Englishman, " I have not seen his
show as y e t ! " Mr. Chase devoted much
of his interesting talk to % graphic description of the Yellow Sloue Park which he de
cl .red was the most lovely and r o m a n t i c
place on the t a r t h . He paid a j u s t compliuicut to the g o v e r n m e n t for its thoughtfulness in preserving this e n o r m o u s terri oiy
—one-half the size ot Massachusetts—for
public park purooses. T h e wonders of the
geysers,
boiling springs,
hot water
rivers, beautiful lakes, aud waterfalls,
lovely valleys aud ravines, aud petrified
forests all combined to make t e Park on*
of the greatest a t t m c l i ns of the world. At
the conclusion of fie interesting address a
collation was served by Gordon.

11,000 Mih?5 in 60 Minut^.
-

Mr. Loring A. Chase of Boston, will give on T h u r s day evening, J a n u a r y 28th, at 8 o'clock, at the Hyde
Park Club House, the first in the series of Smoke T a l k s .
His subjects will be :

MORMONS

AT Salt Lake City

'—interviews with the

Elders,—visits to their Temples,—services in the great T a b e r n a c l e , etc.
f " H I N F S F A T ^ a n Francisco.—their Joss H o u s e s , —
= = = = = =
Gambling Dens,—Opium Dens,—Chinese
T h e a t r e , etc.

V E f i t O V S T O N E l T S w o n d e r f u l G e y s e r s , — Paint
DURK"
Pots,—Canyons,—Lakes,—Cat> ^ ^'
'
aracts, — Petrified F o r e s t s , —
Glass R o a d s , etc.

Lunch will be served, and a large attendance of
members is desired.
FRANK

<!\V

HYDE PARK CLUB SMOKE TALK?
The liiries of smoke talks at the
• Park < 'lub house was given last evening (iresI ininontV'ommitfr
brief iatrodnctory remarks
and i
-ton.
The speaker, who has been ;i close obsen er
on Ins travelsacrops the continent,dec! >
tn Francisco reali
immeiisit
ountry. He described
ns at Salt Lake, the
('limesr- in Sun I* ran Cisco, boating: on the
< .il#!nbi;i )'i\er H
it to the g
Park, \\ h
half
His descriptio
•i -was particularly interesting,
iven a unanimous vote <>i'
than]
arks. A col-.
/

Mr. Peter Whirmer and wife, of
Eloomington, II!., wer^ at the Serai
nole for a few days this week. Mr.
"Whitmer is one of the most prominent baakers of central Illinois.
There are ju=l eighteen preachers
in Hannibal Square, divideel up
iuto three classes as follows : extorters, local preachers and ordained
ministers. Of the last mentioned
there are only two.
Mi?6 Schultz, a niece of Mr. Wm,
Scrultz, and her friend, Mie^ Mamie Warfhman, of PHlapelphia,
are vising at the residence ot Mr.
and Mrs. H. H . Ferguson Davie, in
Osceola, /y _ ^
„«y
Miss Root, WJO was called to
her home in Cincinnati, from rtol
line College last week, arrived
home only to find that her mother
and sister bo*h hrd past away. In
her sad affliction, Miss Root h»s the
sympathy of the entire population
of W : nter Park.

., inter x ark. b
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Committee.

Hand bills arc out announcing
a Minstrel to bo givm at Ergood's
Hall, F e b . 20th., hy the waiters of
the Seminole Hotel. It is safe to
say that these gentlemen will render
some good plays and will do what
tqey feftn to mak« it interesfcing.
Go out and have 2 or 3 hours of
solid fun.
<y ^ t ^ C} ry
Mr. and Mra. Collins, .who have
been spending the winter season
here, will leave next Tuesday for
St. Augustine, where they will remain several weeks. They wi'l
al»o visit several other places of
interest in Flerula before returning
to their beautiful home in New
York. Harold, their son, will r e main at Robins College.
Mis. Fen ton, widow of the late"
GOT. Reuben E . Finton, of New
Y*»rk, is amonj; the lecent arrivals
at Winter Park. She will probably
reside her? permanently. It wifi
be remembered that Gov. Finton
was one of the-1 most active govern
ore the Union bad during the late
war. He was at one time a TJ. IS.
Senator from New York.
Winter Park congratulates her
eelf heartily in the acquisition of
M r . Geo. D, Rand, of Boston, as
one of h e permanent residents, i f r.
Raud is a very sneceseful architect
and very many of the beautiful
buildings in Boston are of his d e signing. His deciding to make his
home in our midst ie only . another
confirmation of the fact that Winter
Park leads all her sister towns in
attractiveness to pecp'e of fine
taste and good judgement.

Mayor JJabb, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
a
frequent
visitor
to Winter Park, i» again aiUotographed at the Seminole.
Genuine Florida weather prevails
now and the w. ather prrphets
predict plersant weathof foi many
days to come *7 — \Q ~C\ rVJ
Postmaster Thayer is having
the putt otKce lot nicely cleaned up
which makes quite a decided improvement in the looks oi things
thereabouts.
Mr. Gilliland, a prominent citiz«u «f Adrien, Mi'cb,, one of the
largest manufacturers ot electrical
appliances in the United States, is
at the Rogers Hotel tor a few days.
Mr. Todd, a rery prominent
lawyer of Colorado and brother-inlaw of Mr. H. A. CofhiH, is spendin^ a tew days here, the guest ot
Mr.Cofield.
The Town Council has let tha
contract lo 1 paving about 7,0C0 feet
of watd ot Baitow clay to the enterprising iirm of Capen & Co.
The work of paving will commence
a few days,
Mrs. James Ron fin has purchased
the Enrl property on East Park
avenue. Some needed improve
ments are expected to be made on
it in t h t near future.
Mr. A. Earl, who has been spend
ing some time with us, left last
Thursday on the noon train for his
Id home in Boston, Mass.
Mr. and
in law and
j3rooklield
their third

Mrs. Chas. E. Pope, son
daughter of the late Mr.
are at the Seminole tor
or fourth season J

Z ~if**%
Concerning Winter Park.
.Mr. Gillilandj of Adrien, Mich., one of
tbe largest manufacturers of electrical
1
appliances in tbe United States, is at
"The Rogers" for a few days.
Mr. Todd, of Colorado, brother-in-law
of Mr. Cofield, and a prominent, lawyer
in Colorado, is here, at Mr. Cofield's.
The "Merry Hours" whist club met
at Miss Spring's on the 1st. The very
neat and lasteful prizes, which weie all
the work of Miss Spring's artistic hands,
were taken by Dr. Eager and Miss Hudson, and by Mr. Batchelor and Mrs.
Eager.
Winter Park congratulates herself
heartily in the acquisition of Mr. Geo.
D. ,«land, of Boston," as one of her permanent residents. Mr. Rand is a very
successful architect and very many of
the heautiful residences and public
buildings in Boston are of his designing.
His deciding to make his home in our
midst is only another confirmation of
the fact that Winter Park leads all her
sister towns in attractiveness to people
of fine taste and good judgment.
Mr. Peter "Whitner and wile of Bloomingtou, Iils., was at Hotel Seminole for
a few days the past week. Mr. Whitner
is one of the most prominent bankers
in Central Illinois.
The proposed removal of Mr. Collins
and family from Winter Park is much
regretted by their many friends here.
In their removal, however, we have a
line illustration of ^*he value of Florida
climate. They came here to save the
life of their son Harold, and now that he
has entirely recovered, they do not feel
the necessity of staying. We can always count on their enthusiastic recommendation of Winter Park as a pleasant
and healthful place.
Mayor Babb, of Minneapolis, is again
at Hotel Seminole.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Page, son-inlaw and daughter of the late Mr. Brookfield, are at Hotel Seminole for their
third or fourth season.
Prominent among the arrivals at Hotel Seminole are C. D. B. Howell and
wife, Chicago, Ills.; W. H . Mase and
Miss Mase, Mattewan, N. J . ; D. S. Arnold, Brooklyn; F . E. Allen, Fair Haven, V t . ; Craig Lippincott and family,
Amos R. Little and wife, Philadelphia,
P a . ; Mr. and Mrs. B. F , Angell, Geneva, N. Y., and many others.
The town council has let the contract
for laying over 700 feet of walk of Bartow clay to the enterprising firm of Capen & Co.
Miss Root was called home from Rollins College last week by a dispatch announcing the serious illness of her mother. She arrived at home only to find
that her mother and sister had both
been taken away. In her sad'afiiiction
she haB the sincere sympathy of every
citizen of Winter Park.
Dr. Richards has opened an office for
the practice of dentistry in Dr. Henkel's
block.
Mrs. James Ronan has purchased the
Earl or postoffice block and will make
some good improvements on it.
Dr. Gilbert has opened an office for
the practice of dentistry in Dr. Henkel's
block.
If I bad time to-day I could write of
many more arrivals, changes and improvements in Winter Park but. as I
must get this letter off on this mail, will
only say that we are on the high road to
good substantia] growth and development,and that proud as we all are of our
town, tbe present prospect supasses our
most sanguine expectations.

W i n t e r P a r k Whisperings.
The private car of Robert H . Coleman, president of J. T. & K, W. R'y,
arrived here last Saturday, and Mr.
Coleman and family are enjoying the
climate and sights\)f Winter Park for a
week or so.
M
W. H. K
and E. H . Aldricb,
prominent businessmen of Bloomington,
Illinois, and Capt. L. E. Ijams, county
treasurer of McLean county, Ills., have
been here for several days, the first two
having just% returned from a trip to
Cuba.
Mr. and Mis. J. Gt. Dieffenderfer have
returned from a year's stay in Maryland
and Virginia and will be permanent residents once more.
Judge A. Barnett and wife, of Louisville, Kentucky, where the judge is a
very prominent lawyer, have just left
after a week's stop at Hotel Seminole.
The whist club spent its "Merry
H o u r s " Monday evenvhog with Mr. and
Mrs. Paul. As it was V a l e n t i n e ' s Day
the mode of choosing partners was by
Valentine, the ladjf haying the fir.st two
lines of a verse of poetrVTm^ners must
find the remaining lines of the verse
among the uentlemen, and the gentleman having it being her partner during
the evening. It was a novel and very
amusing way of choosing partners. The
Valentines were works of art and were
executed by Miss Hudson and Mrp.
Paul.
Mr. R. A. Edwards and wife, of Peru,
Ind., where Mr. Edwards is a prominent
bankar, were at Hotel Seminole the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Hart and Miss
Wheldon are in Capt. H a r t ' s cosy Osceola cottage for the season.
The illness of Miss Brown will postpone her anticipated lecture for the benefit of the Ladies' Library until her recovery.
Bishop Foster is to preach here next
Sunday.
" T h e R o g e r s " is chock full of people,
all of whom are pleased with the way
they are cared for.
Oranges are nearly all shipped from
here.
We learn with great pleasure that the
road known as the "Brown road" from
Lake Charm to Titusville or Rocklecke
is now in first class shape to be built at
once.
Z—**2-^2-

MT. Gilbert Hart, who has been
spending the past six or seven
months at his summer home \a Detroit, Mir-h., arrived in Winter
Park la6t Tuesday. He left Detroit
last Decern I >er, spending a month at
Hot Sptings, Ark., and New Orleans La. « y , V ^ ^ K
The following aro the names ot
tbe waters who arrived ft the
tfewwole la»t week: Mcssers J
Caldwell, B. Trusty, A, Hinds, J.
H . Bottler J . H. Scott, N. B;
"Robinson, L. K. Brown and S. Ganfy, nil of Ppiladelphia, Penn.
Qui*e a number of our citizens vi*i-1
ted theFai-at Golden Rod yesterday
M r . J. II Abbott, of Lake Mont j
offers hu household goods for eale
cheap ; also his horse and buggy '
A much needed rain fell last
"Wednesday nigut, rnd was followed
by a cold wave*Thursday morning
which makes one feel like hunting
up his over-coat.*
We hear that quite a number
of buildings are to be erected as
soon as the contiacta can be made
and signed up bv the parties concerned. ^ V _ ") o _ Q T - '
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LAST NIGHT'S GERMAN.
The spacLus north cud parlor to j
the Seminole was brill ; antly light
up last night and a charming set of
young people graced the floor of the I
same with excellent German*. The!
dancing commenced about 8o'elock!
and from that time on to 11 o'clock. I
Prof. Parker, the aeoomplished lead J
er of the Seminole Orchestra kepi [
the tiiu ic ot his excellent band
going, and the dancing part or the!
ladies and gentlemen continued to
keep excellent stcpe with the mu<rc.
The ladies were all beautifully
at tired in their charming dancing
costumes and the gentlemen in
their full dress suits.
The following are the names ol 1
those whose accomplished m»vesj
and steps kept tinv* with the music
and made £lie evening one to be re-'
membered in Winter P a r k : Mrs
Oiaig Lippincott, Miss Lippincott,
Miss Sturgeon, Miss A. 11. Smith,
all of Philadelphia ; Mrs. Joseph
Tnompson, Atlanta, Ga.,
Miss
Domerick, New Y o r k ; Mis* A. M.
Linn, Mr. A. M, Linn, Miss B.
Brown, Chatubursburg; Mr. D. A. Loring.
N. Y., Mis* Potter, Miss Van Otter, Louisville. The Misses C'ritchell, Chicago ; R.
V. Critcheil Miss M. F . Tappan, Boston;
Ire. IT. F . Davie, Winter P a r k ; Mb*
Fchnlfe, Phi la.
T h e r e w e r e quite

a number
Ln.-lish gentlemen present th>t
danced whose names we failed tower.
The following distinguished spectators were present to witness the
occasion :
Mr. and Mrs. S J Domerick, »Ir and Mrs
H . B. Peabody, New York ; M-. and Mrs.
Geo. Elliott, Canada ; Mr. tmd Mrs. J. P.
Webber, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tappan, Mr.&
Mr«. Thad Uphtim, Boston, Maes; Mr. and
Mrs B F Angeli, Geneva; Mrs Wm.,Potter'
Louisville; Miss S E Stiikney, Mrs L S
Waterman, Mr W M Slickney, Ni'wburyport; Mr and Mrs J F Boiler, Mr and
Mrs E C Quhiiggle, Hartford; Mrs R S
Critcbell, Chicago; Mr and Mrs C F Pope,
Brooklyn; Mr and Mrs E N Willard,
Scranton; Mr and Mrs Cornsto :k, Miss
Comstock, Judge and Mrs A Mccallum,
Mr and Mrs Win Sclmltz, Mr H F Davie,
Winter Park; Miss A Joy, Miss c Joy,
Mrs P H Grove, fy-^
' W J G ^ ' V *

The appetites of those present
were satisfied at l i :30 oVoek in
the dining hall, after having enjoyed the rariou? dishes prepared
for the occasion. From the number of 'thank*? and "thank you for
• such a gay evening's enjoyment''
.poured upon Mr. Campbell, we imlagine the people were willing to
vote him the badge 01 the season .
At J 2 o'clock the crowd broke
and all retired for their cottages
and for their rooms, seeming to
hope tnat similar occasions'would
be presented them at least once
every week.
The ninth annual session of the
Floiida Women's Christian Temperance Union will be held at
WTinter Park, on March 2d. 3d and
4th. Delegates lr<m all over the
State* are expected to be present.
Mr*. E A . Hill is president, and
Mrs, Lillian IS. Wells is recording
secretary.
V * l^-^V^
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('onceruiiur Winter Park.
WINTER PARK, FLA., Beb. 23,1892.
Never has our little town been more
pained than when it became known that
the failure of his health rendered the
resignation of Dr. Hooker from (he presidency of Rollins College imperative.
The history of the rise and growth of
Winter Park has been made and its successes attained ir> nearly every point by
the hearty, intelligent and.earnest work
and assistance he has rendered. Coming here when its natural location and
ambition was all it had to commend it at
a time when he was physically in very
bad condition, he has been one of the
most courageous and efficient workers
the town has ever had. While in all
matters relating, to the welfare of the
town he has been foremost, the two
works with which he has been most
closely identified are the church and college. The dozen or so of church members who were worshiping in an onfinished room over a store have been led
by him until their present church edifice
—one of the prettiest in the State—has
been built, paid for, and for along time
held the proud eminence of being the
only self-sustaining
Congregational
church in the State. A commodious
parsonage in a sightly location, ail paid
for, is also their properly. At the first
hint of the location of a christian college
somewhere in Florida, Dr. Hooker took
hold with all his power, and to him, perhaps, as much as any one man, we owe
the location of Rollins College in our
midst. Since then, as its president, be
has worked early and late; has seen it
through its most discouraging times ; has
seen its six beautiful buildings arise;
has seen its attendance grow with almost
unexampled strides; and now, broken in
health, but with the heartfelt sympathy
and prayers of every man, woman and
child, both here and wherever his work
is known, he lays down the burden only
as the dread alternative between that
and death itself. That he will speedily
recover bis health, and be able to live
to hearty old age to enjoy the fruits of
his arduous labors, is the sincere, prayerful wish of his thousands and thousands
of friends.
The State association of the W. C. T.
TJ. holds its session here, beginning
March 1st. It is expected that many of
the most prominent workers in that society in the United States will be here,
and that the dedication of the new building which they have been able to purchase through the persistent labors of
Mrs. James Ronan and a few others,
will be a complete success. The free
reading room in connection with the W.
C. T. TJ. work will be dedicated with appropriate exercises on the 23d, and they
have enough funds in sight now to completely equip it with all the prominent
p iriodicals and newspapers to make it
attractive and helpful.
The entertainment given at Lyman
gymnasium on the evening of the 19th,
was a very successful affair.
Hotel Seminole is now doing a large,
satisfactory business, and all speak in
terms of highest praise of the successful
management of Mr. F. C. Campbell.
Many prominent people are there and at
"The Rotters," and both of the proprietors wear a smile of satisfaction.
All regretted that the sudden illness
of Miss Brown caused a postponement
of her lecture in favor of the circulating
library, last week. A sociable will be
held on the eveniug of the 26th, for the
same object, at tbe lovely home of Col.
Peckham and Judge MacCallum.
Messrp. Kent and Davis, with their
families, have taken the "Brecht" house
for the season.
Several houses in town were beautifully decorated in honor of Washington's
birthday and the New England society,
notably that of Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey
Denny, at which some very pretty effects

were produced by Chinese lanterns.
Mr., Mrs. and Miss Comstock have
gone for a short visit to St. Augustine
and Halifax river points.
We have heard several very complimentary references to the splendid music
produced at All Saints church by the
quartette composed of Mrs. Swilzer,
soprano, Mrs. Comstock^ alto, Mr. Comstock, bass, and Dr. Eager, tenor. Miss
ly, of Rollins College, presides at the
or^un.
We were shown the plans for Mr. Geo.
D. Rand's cottage here, a day or so ago.
It is in the Italian style, and will be one
of the most attractive biiildin«s b. ;. .
Prof. J. H. Ford is acting president of
Rollins College until the meeting of
trustees in June. Miss Dart is busy
drilling her pupils for a cantata soon.
The little folks are all enthusiasm over it.
"Merry Hours" whist club met at Miss
DpHaven's on the evening of the 23d.
The Congregational society will hold a
very important meeting on the 24th, to
take into consideration the matter of securing a pastor. It is hoped by all that
Dr. Hooker's health may not be so impaired but that he can once more become
its pastor, now that the heavy burden of
his college duties has been removed.
Lively?—well it just does ns good to
Bee the life and stir here now. Orange
shipping, lots of visitors and stores full
of customers make a sight to please
anybody.
Mr. W H . K roilzer and Mr. E .
R . Aldrich, friends ot Don. J . S .
Capen were at t h e Seminole this
Seminole this weefc.
-»

T h e many friends of Mr. Dale
arc pleased to see him up and able
o be out on the Streets a g a i n .
O w i n g to the German whicn:
c a m e oil at the SetAiuole last e v e - •
n i n g we failed.to get iu the ho'el |
arrivals this week.
W a s h i n g t o n ' s birthday is to be
celebrated in great s*yh next Monday •, watch out tor Prof. Geary's
annual address
Editor H e u d c r r c n returned from
t h e Island City last Saturday eve.
11 c lells ue that h e had a grand time
with the K e y West belles, w h i l
in their city.
M r . H . A. Perkins, of Los A n geles, C a l . , who is here with Mr.
K . H . Coleman, president of the
J . T , & K . W . R . R., was u p to
see us Thursday and sp«ke very
flattering ot Florida's climate.
Three gentlemen of Bloomiugtou, 111., representing large wealth
w e r e Lore this week and had a
thorough inspection of the s u r l o n n d h g country. They speak o<
purchasing some 60 &cres of land
and having the same put out in the
Niagara grapes. 2 — « 2 « 2 ' ~ T 2 M r . R- 11. Coleman, president of
t h e Jacksonville, T a m p a & Key
W e f t By., arrived with his family
in their private car, ''Cornwall,"
yestcrcay evening, and are. guests
ot the Seminole. «
\ ^ ^ ^
A n e n t r r i a i n m e n t was given for
the benefit <>f Lyman Gymnasium
last night, Lot owing to lack ot
s p a c e " an account ot the proceeds
were crowded out this week. They
will appenr in our next is^ut.

MEETING OF T H E NEW EN
G L A N D SOCIETY.
T h e meeting ot the Society of
N e w E n g e n d e r s here next Monday
promises to be well repreaeutei by
the n u m b e r s of that dtfctingui&hed
society. Alorc than one hundred
members alone are cxpe~tod and
betides the*e as many more visitors
will be present. Ler W i n t e r P a t k
m a k e it jloaeant tor these destin gu.ehed visbors nihile lhey are
with u s . There is no better way to
impress a stranger than presenting
him with a clean, well cared for
town with excellent educati tnal
facilities and treat him with every
porsible mite of hospitality. W i n t e r
P a r k has t h e e'enlincfS and the
educational facilities ; N o * g : ve
them the hospitality, V ^ - ^ t * *
I he same day being Washington's
birthday, it will be celebrated at
the Hotel Seminole in it* usual
happy style and this occasion always brings hundreds of visitors to
Winter Park.

TI1E ENTER

TA IN MEN T.

T h e entertainment given for the
benefit of Lyman Gymnasium on
Friday n ; g h t of last week was a
success in every way. The various
petformarcee by tbe pupils were
very interesting. The most amusing
part ot the plays was the primary
class in d u m b bells, in which a very
small boy dressed in trouper? and
co it was performing. H e being the
only boy among the crowd of girls,
he looked very cute. T h e marches
and t i e manly way in which the
scholars handled the Indian C'mbs
shows that Miss Stoormer is doing
a good work in the gymnasium, and
is deserving of much praise for her
n n t n i n g efforts in getting up these
exercises- Another of these entertainments will be j?iven about the
11th of M a r c h .

Quit* a painful accident hap
pencd to Marshal Butler last T h m s
day, through t h e pains ( ,f which, he
has the sympathy ot every man.
wemau and child ot our town. The
*C'.ident was caused by Mr. Butler
j u m p i n g on the street ear while h
was in motion and the m u h btcomine: frightened, ran oft throwing
Mr. But;<*f forward falling between
fell* c*r sad the mule, thereby cansng t h e wheels of the car to run
o T e r h i s ri^ht a r m and across his
breast, crushing his arm and, it is
feared, caused some internal injuries.
H e wa* removed home and Drs. J .
L. B . E a g e r and Heukel were
called. T h e y are now attending
h i m . I t is hoped that the injuries
a»-« not so dangerous a« supposed.

}«%+&

Florida New England. Society.
The annual meeting of the aforesaid
organization was held at Hotel Seminole,
Winter Park, Tuesday, Washington's
birthday, with about seventy-five members in attendance. The meeting was a
very satisfactory one, and added renewed interest to the society. Twentytwo members were added to the roll,
and the deliberations were of the most
harmonious nature.
The election of
officers for the ensuing year resulted in
the choice of the following: President,
A. A. Parker, of Tampa, re-elected ; vicepresidents, J. G. Sinclair, Orlando, J. C.
Greely, Jacksonville, C . H . Newell, Tavares, J. B. Clough, DeLand; directors,
Geo. H. Fernald, D. W. Adams, A. G.
Hamlin and H. S. C h u b b ; secretary, C.
H. Smith, re-elected; treasurer, W. B.
Webster.
During intervals of the meeting, the
steam yacht, Fannie B. Knowles, was
brought into requisition and took the
happy New Englanders the circuit of the
chain of beautiful lakes that environ
Winter Park.
At 8:30 p. m. the members of the society ami their lady friends, together
with a few fortunate guests, formed into
line, and to the time of ravishingly sweet '
music rendered by the Seminole Orchestra, marched into the spacious dining hall, the walls of which were tastefully trimmed in evergreen, while the
national colors were displayed about the
chandeliers, and the most artistic floral
designs were disposed at intervals upon
the festive board, where seventy-five
covers had been laid for the banqueters.
Upon the invitation of President Parker,
Rev. Mr. Herrick of Tampa implored a
blessing upon the bountiful repast prepared. The princely dinner, which consisted of the producis of every soil and
clime of the world, was served in a dozen
or more courses, and fully enjoyed by
that select throng.
While the last course was on, President Parker, as toast master, took the
floor, and in a few chaste and appropriate remarks announced that he had letters of regret from a number of those
whom be had hoped would be present.
Among the letters were those of Mark
Twain, J a s . G. Blaine, Chief Justice
Fuller, McLure, H. B. Plant, Kincaid
Sherman, T. B. Reed, Curtis, H. M.
Flagler, Phelps, G. W. Childs, Roger
Q. Mills, John Temple Graves, Chauncey DePew, Grover Cleveland and many
others.
President Parker then announced the
first toast, "The Day we Celebrate,"
which was happily responded toby Prof.
Jno.
F. Forbes, president of Jno. B.
Stetson University, DeLand.
Among
many good things he said was that the
only way to honor character such as the
Puritans possessed, was to embody—to
reincarnate it—in our lives.
The next toast,*'Tbe State of Florida,"
was responded to by Dudley W. Adams,
of Tangerine, who, in the recitation of
an original poem, struck a popular chord
and amused and edified his hearers.
To the toast "New England," Gov.
Sinclair in his usual felicitous style, responded briefly and ably.
"New England Character" was the
->ext toast, and it seemed admirably fitted to the mood and intellectual capacity
of Rev. Herrick, of Tampa, who so
gracefully responded.
"Puritan Principles and Pluck," a
toast to which J n o . Temple Groves, of
Georgia, was to have responded, was
announced and regretfully passed without a response, as were several others,
on account of the absence of those appointed to respond. Maj. Sidney Herbert ably, humorously, even feelingly
responded to " T h e Old Home and the Old
Friends."
To Mayor W. L. Palmer of this city,
was assigned the difficult task of responding to the toast, " H o w a New Englander
Appears to an Outsider," which, how-
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Concerning- W i n t e r P a r k .
WINTER P A R K , F L A . , March. 2, 1892.
The ninth annua! meeting of the W.
C. T. U. of Florida, is now in session
here.
Delegates begun to arrive on
the evening of the 1st, and there is
every evidence of an enthusiastic meeting. Following is the program fox Friday :

T h e m e m b e r s of t h e S e c i e t y of
N e w E n g l a n d e r s aiet h e r e last
M o n d a y as p e r a p p o i n t m e n t a n d
was largely attended.
T h e society
is a y o u n g o n e in t h i s 8 t a t c j b u t it
is b o u n d to g r o w to b e c o m e a p o w e r
in this S t a t e . T h e influence a n d t h e
part that N e w E n g e n d e r s has
played adjust ing
and defending
q u e s t i o n s o; h i g h m o r a l s a n d freed o m will aver s t a n d on t h e p a g e s of
h i s t o r y as a n e m o l u m e n t to t h e
p e o p l e ot t h a t section a n d t o their*
w h o can b o a t t of h a v i r g o n c e lived
amid t h e snow cap m o n n t i a n ^ o f
od N e w E n g l a n d .

F R I D A Y MORNING.

9:30, Bible reading and prayer; 10:00,
Minutes of previous session ; 10:30, Parliamentary drill by Mrs. M. E. Rich;
11:00, Election of officers; 11:45. Miscellaneous business; 12:00, Noontide
prayer.
FRIDAY

T h e n u m b e r ot N e w E n g l a n d e r *
t h a t m e t h e r e last M o n d a y was
abont seventy-five—a grest many
of t h e m e n w e r e a c c o m p a n i e d by
their wives. T h e dinner, which
w a s t e n d e r e d t h e m on M o n d a y e v e
was g r a n d e n o u g h tor a lrir g s c e l e bration d i n n e r .
Mi*s
. the
h o u s e kef per, a n d t h e head; wait< »•
M r . VYnodlyn, assisted by Mr
T r u s t y ami or her.* h a d t h * large
d i n i n g hall heauHfnlly d e c o r a t e d ,
w s t h a TJuited S t a t e s flag o v e r h e a d
at t b e e n t r a n c e t o t h e hall- S e v e r a l
o t h e r nSgs w e r e courteously h a n g i n g
a r o n n d t h r o u g n t h e d i n i n g hall as a
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ot t h e t r u e loyalty t h e
t h e N e w E n g l a n d e r a l w a y s p a y s to
the anion.
Mr. J . S. Capen'; D r . J L . BEaijer, Mees. F . W . L y m a n , H . 8 .
C h u b b , G e o B . R a n d a n d a few
o t h e r s of W i n t e r P a r k ' s best citizens w e r e a c o m m i t t e e t o r e c e i v e
the N e w Englanders.
Prominent
" a m o n g those p r e s e n t w e r e : Mr
a n d M r s . G e o . H . F e r n a l d , of S>m
ford; M r . and M r s . A . A . P a r k e r ot
Tampa ; Dr. and Mrs. Eager, Mr.
and Mrs. C h u b b , Mr. and Mrs.
Maxson, M r . axd Mrs. Rand, Mr.
and Mrs. F . W . Lyman, Mr. and
Mrs. J . S . C a p e n . ot W i n t e r P*<k ;
M r . a i d M r ? . W . L. P a l m e r ,
Or-.
U n d o ; H o n D . ft . A d a m s , T a n g * i
tin
(
Sever d very able speeches were
maoe
alter d i n n e r ; a m o n g t h e
g r a n d e s t w a s t h e o n e by H o n . \V
L . P a l m e r ot O r l a n d o
T h e g e n e r a l feeling h e r e is b u t a
s i n g l e h o p e t h a i all can c a r r y ^ i m
t h e m w o r d s c i p r a i s e for o u r beaut i f u l l y located t o w n .
Mr. Campbell's hospitality to t h e
society m a d e h i m a g r e a t m a n y
l a s t i n g friends and won for h i m t h e
l a r g e s t v o t e ot t h a n k s ever e x t e n d e d
t o o n e in so s m a l l a p l a c e .

FRIDAY E V E N I N G ,

7:30, Opening exercises, music; 8:00,
Demorest medal contest; collection;
adjournment.
Dr. and Mrs. Eager were gladdened
by the arrival of the Dr.'s mother on
Monday. She will make them quite a
visit.
Work is going on rapidly on the clay
walks, of which a mile and a half will
be laid at once.
W. McCoy, Esq., G. P . A.S. F . R. R.,
was here on the 2 1.
Manager Campbell's mother is here
for the season.
Mr. Farrington, a very prominent
wholesale grocer, of Minneapolis, has
been at Hotel Osceola, for a few days.
On February 25th, Marshal Butler
was thrown under the bagggae car of Hotel Seminole and suffered a very severe
fracture of his rigtit arm. For some
days it was feared that he was internally injured, but this was found to be not
the case and he is recovering as rapidly
as any person could from so severe an
injury.
He has the hearty sympathy
of everybody in his severe ^flU'.tion for
few men have the qualities of a ttern indexible officer and a true and steadfast
friend to so marked a degree as S. P.
Butler.
He is having devoted and
skilful attention from Drs. Eager and
Henkel.
[ Quite a shooting scrape occurred between here and Maitland Monday evening. Your correspondent could not get
at the facts, but it was a dispute atrrrnr
money,in which the shootee was wounded in the back of tbe neck, in the elbow
anil in one finger; the shooter escaped.
Both were colored.

M r . F . W . Lyman attended the
third annual Christian
Endeavor
d a y ot t h e O r l a n d o Y . P S. C. E . ,
last S u n d a y . H e g a v e a l e c t u r e on
the State Chnst.an Endeavor C o n v e n t i o n . H e told of t h e m a r v e l o u s
g r o w i u ~Q -H
y e a r s of its e
THIS
w i t h o n e soci
societies a m
T h e society
d ' r i o n in ev<

AFTERNOON.

2:00, Prayer; 2 :05, Kep ut of plan of
working committee; 2:20, Report of
finance committee; 2:35, Report of resolution committee; 2:50, Election of
national delegates; 3 :00, Question box;
3 :45, Paper on temperance, Missionary
work by Miss M. A. West, of Winter
Park; 4:00, Unfinished business; 4:35,
Minutes of previous session; 5:00, adj mmment.

ever, he preformed in a happy and eretF
itable manner.
After adopting resolutions of thanks
to the Winter Park people and Mr.
Campbell for their courteous hospitality, i
and the railroads for favors conferred,
the Florida New England Society adj o u r n e d until Feb. 22nd, 1893.
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In Honor of The Birth-Day
OF GEORGE WA3HIGTON —!
HOW LAST MONDAY THE
22ND WAS CELEBRATED HERE.
THE

TOWN

ALIVE

WITH

STRANGERS-THE WINNERS OF

THE

y „ *y ^PRIZES. - *? *
Although the person of Gen. Geo.
Washington ha* long since been
called to join the dust of the e s r t h ,
j e t (or his intrinsic services to his
countrj his name will ever live in
the memory and months of the loyal
people of the United States as the
one, through his generalship, freedom came to every American and
the independency of this country as
a government within itself was e s tablished and lias ever since been
so regarded. Not onlv is the works |
of Washington remembered, but bis
birth day is also remembered and
celebrated by all North Americans.
For several years past it has been
the custom here to celebrate Washington's Ivrth day in a grand and
festive style. T h e u s u d custom was
! repeated la*t Monday, and it is
useless for ns to say that tbe occasion furnished no little amount ot
1
pleasure co those wbo availed
themselves with the grand opportunity and turned out to witness the
exercises.
The p r o g r a m m e was
made out as follows :
TROvJRAMME.

B

Racing—Single S c u l l . . L e w i s

G A T H E R , . J O K SCIIAFEK,
M A X W E L L , T O M RYAN.

WILBUR

Fi*st prize $5.;6ecoud prize $2
Racing—Double Seftfl
Lewis
RANCHER,
A.
GRAMLY, LEWIS
GANTIKR, W I L B U R M A X W E L L .

First prize $ 5 , Second prize $2
Tub Race
W I L L I A M ALLEN,
11. Lions» ON.
Prize $ 3 .
* Sack c a c c . . . . . . . . C I I A S

Wu&ec*t»

fixin g GI.OVKK, It. L I O I W O H , W n j j u u
M AXWRLL, C O BKAL, W M . GLBSTS
Potato Rico
SIDNEY A T L BtoH, II AS81K;G LOVER, C C BE.VL,
S\MUKL CKBW. IFM. ALLEK,

W

II

Greased

RUFKIX

Pole

Climbing. .WILBUR

M A X W E L L , R LBIOUSTOK.

Every part was so laughably
earned oat that all spectators were
often forced into very h a u g h t y
\ laugh tor.
T n e single scull race was a very
interesting one and was won byWilbur. Maxwell. In the double
scull race Wilbur Maxwell and A
Gramby proved tbe succeaslul ones
by more than 300 feet
T h e tul> race was very interesting
and the prize was captured by R.
Leighstou. Th« sack race was a
most enjoyable part ot the pro• Minme. Every one was compelled
U. laugh a t the sight o f * J h , \ i dozen
men with their legs stuck in bags,
and the j u m p i n g . T h e resemblance
was more like the Florida toad

when on his sray to his den. In
this there we«*e two prizes : H . C,
Real ~aptured t h e first and W m .
Glenn the second.
W„ I I . Ruffin
WM the most skillful in the potato
race anr! walked off with t h e pnzr<
Wilbur Maxwell captured the
greased pole prize and was styled as
the hero of the day. T h e greased
pig was too sick to run, so they had
no greased pig race.
Mr. F . E . A'len, tliegenud Clerk
in the hotel office, acted as judge
1. S. aides as j u d g e at the turning
pount of the sciill races. Each of
th>'in proved t h e > ability to j u d g e
and was highly Commended for
their impartia'ify,
N.» sra-dl amount of praise is d u e
Manager Campbell of the Seminole
and others who so liberally contributed t» the occasion. Thero were
more than 500 spectators—a great
many from neighboring towns and
the country. I t was nea rly night
before the programme was completed and after which all retired to
their private places.
T h e o a l y noticeably absent feat: are to uaualt he celebration was C.
Gairy and his h o m e - m a d e speeches.

favorable impression in any society.
Col. J. H. Estill, whose fine picture we
present to our readers on the first page, is
one of the brightest examples of what :i
poor boy with pluck, perseverance and in
dustriou8 habits can accomplish. He was
born in Charleston, S. C, but learned the
printing business in Savannah, Ga., where
he was a first-class pressman when the wai
broke out and he went with the Ogle
thorpe Light Infantry to the front. He
came out of the war badly wounded and
poor, but his old energy soon made him a
good living in the News and Herald (now
the Morning News) office, starting at twelve
dollars a week and growing larger
month by month. He also had a nice
outside income from a news depot which
he started with his first spare cash, there
by laying the foundation of those clearheaded, slirewd business habits that have
since brought him fame andTortune. Leaving the News and Herald for a time he conducted successfully a fine job printing office, after which he purchased a half inter
est in the Morning News, and later on became sole proprietor. From that day to
this, through all the vicissitudes of Savannah's career, he has steadily improved his
newspaper, printing and lithographing,
end book-binding establishment until it is
now one of the best pieces of property ot
the kind in the South. A tew years ago
he purchased the Macon, Ga., Daily Telegraph, but sold it recently on account of a
severe spell of sickness. For more than
ten years Col. Estill was president, honored and esteemed, of the Georgia Press As-

Millionaire Journalists.
On Wednesday last our city was hon'
ed by a visit from a party of distinguish'' .
railroad officials, headed by the geni •-•
handsome and popular Vice-President •
the Plant system, Col. U.S. Haines, M
which we were surprised to rind two en
nent millionaire newspaper men, Hon. !.
B. Haskell, of the Boston, Mass., Hera
and Col. J. H. Estill, of the Savannah. G
Morning News, the former Vice-Presidt
of the South Florida railroad and the h :
ter a Director in the Savannah, FIori<:
and Western railway. \ „ \ \ «.^*|*'
Both of these now rnstinguished men
started out in life at the "foot of the lao
der" in the newspaper business, but 1»
their persistent pluck and energy th< <
have reached the "upper story" that D« w
ici M eustei sartrarwnys murrbbnTTn
men of push and real merit, and are n<
counted among the best examples of mi
lionaires in their uncertain profession win
have become millionaires where thousand who started under apparently more fav<"
able circumstances "fell by the waysich
and became financial, physical and morai
wrecks.
Hon. E. B. Haskell, was born in Easi
Livermore, Maine, (the home of the fain
ous Washburn family, all of whom becaru .
Governors, Members of Congress, United
States Senators, Generals, etc.), and iabout fifty-five years of age. After getting
a good common school education, he wen.
to Portland, Me., 'when only seventeen
years old and entered the Daily Adverti*
office. The next year he spent in New
Orleans and on his return became conneel
ed with the Saturday Evening Gazette, ol
Boston, from which he went to the Da
Journal. His next and most irnportani
move was to the Daily Herald, of that city.
as one of its editors. Later on he became
a proprietor, with It.M. Pulsifer and Chas.
H. Andrews. On the death of the former
gentlem.in he joined with others in form
ing the Herald Publishing Company, and
is now one of its largest stock-holders. He
has a son at Minneapolis, Minn., connect ed with the Daily Journal, who is one of
the most brilliant young journalists in the
West. Mr. Haskell, who is a brother of
Dr. C. C. Haskell, President of the Sanford Loan and Trust Compnny, and Treasurer of the South Florida railroad, for so
many years, was one of the original stock! holders in the South Florida railroad and
has made other large investments in our
e. iiu i»a a;'.:!Mjuuiegeutien»au,oi medium height, rather sf out build, and makes a

earnest protests of the members.
Outside of his newspaper work, Col.
John Holbrook Estill has been one of Savannah's most useful and public-spirited
citizens, always ready with his time,
money or advice to assist _any enterprise
calculated to help the <°ity. No man ever
held more offices in charitable and business
organizations than he, or gaye to them all
better service. We have not space to mention them all, but can bear testimony to
the fact that he never accepted a position
that he did not fill with ability and zeal.
In street railways, as well as the Savannah, Florida and Western railway and the
Waycross Short Line, he has been a prominent worker, and President Plant has
Jong held hini in high esteem as a safe ad1
viser in matters.connected with ihe Plant
System. Col. Estill has never sought public office, but for several years he has been
on the staffs of Governors Colquitt, McDaniel, Gordon .and Northern, a position
his distinguished military bearing eminently fits him to fill with rare success.

snclatton, and

-finally rotirod against the

Mrs. B o n a n ' s Handsome Gift.
We have been"" a little slow in
reporting t h e valuable gift of Mrs.
.Tames Ronau to t h e W . C. T. U .
However, late, the news to those
who have not heard of it will be
fresh. M r s , Ronan, being a c h a r itable christian woman, with every
nocess-ary tenderness to eans-» her to
feel sypathetic toward tln.se in need
rind ehe seeing the n°ed of f\ reading
room tor the use of the W . C T . TJ.
of this place and their visiting
friends, she purchased - the Earl
building [where the post office now
i*] and ha* made it a present to the
Union. Of course ehe will receive
some help in paving for the build'pg
but she will doubtless pay a muc
larger part than any one n e m b e r .
The building will have every needed repair ahonf it to r nder it pereetfy Comfortable.
/Q
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Winter Park WliBPerina
The Operatta of Laila us presented by
the public school ' children under the
leadership of its efficient principal, Miss
Dart, assisted by Misses Hnn«erford,
and Dart of Maitland, Miss Jewel and
Prof. Hoyt, was one of the most entertaining and attractive entertainments
ever given in Winter Park. The children bad been thoroughly drilled. Eryood'a Hall was trimmed very elaborately with flowers and plants and everything had been done to make it a complete sue
With a few introductory
remarks by r. YanSickle the curtains
were drawn i 1 a merry party of picknickers discovered amoi.g whom their
favorite Laila—Miss Dart—was seen
leading them in all their games. Their
sports are interrupted by the arrival of
a party of beggars who are about to be
driven away when Laila intercedes for
them and they are invited to join tbe
sports. In tbe next scene Laila wanders
off from the party and gets lost, she is
found by a party of fairies headed by
their queen, Miss Hungerford, who at
first solicits Laila to join' their number,
but on finding that she prefers to go to
" H o m e , Sweet H o m e ; " they offer to
conduct her. Arrriviug where the pici.i" party are tbe fact is disclosed that
the fairies and the partv of beggars are
the same people and Laila is duly
crowned Queen of the merry party of
Mountaineers by the Queen of the Fairies.
Where all did so well it is perhaps not
just to name any particular ones, but
your scribler can't forbear saying that
the singing and acting of Misses Dart
(Laila) and Hungerford (Fairy Queen)
were first class and would do credit to
many a professional opera troupe; then
too, the duets and trio in which, among
others, were Misses Mary Dart, Guflin,
Obenchain, and LeG eve were very attractive.
The recitation 01 Miss Lena Paul between the first and 2nd acts was well
rendered and the song, Signor Bingbinger, by Louise Capen was one of the
features of the evening. She sung it so
that every word could be understood,
in perfect tune and with much expression and gracefully responded to an
encore.
The Operetta netted about $50, Which j
will be used to furnish calesthenic apaparatus and instruction at the school.
It was a grand success and everybody
praises Miss Dart for her indefatigable
work and efficent training in producing
it. A large delegation of Maitland people was present and added much to the
success of the evening. We were not
successful in getting the name of the pianist, but heartily congratulate her on
her careful and skillful accompaniments.
Vice-president and general manager
H. C. Potter, of the Flint and Pere Marquette R. R. accompanied by secretary
and treasurer H. C. Potter, Jr., assistant superintendent W. F. Potter, and
their families, are at Hotel Seminole,
and their magnificent private car is on
the S. F. track.
Our town was honored the past week
.' a visit from Capt. J. P. Rea,"cx-coiomander-in-chief of the G. A. R., and
Judge Advocate C. J. Bartleson, both
gentlemen accompanied by their wives,
and all of Minneapolis, Minn.
Prof. Miller, the celebrated slight of
hand performer, will give a performance
at the dining room of Hotel Seminole on
Monday evening, March 14tb, for the
benefit of marshal Butler, whose unfortunate accident has rendered him unfit
for work. We sincerely hope that Prof.
Miller will be given a crowded house,
both on account of his wonderful performance and the very worthy object,
thereof. Manager Campbell very generously furnishes the dining room for
the performance.
Mrs. G. E. Abbott and family, of
Bryn Manor, Pa., is at Hotel Seminole.
This arrival is of interest to our citizens

!rs. Abbott is a sister of Mrs. Dan. W. Holden.
Dr. Henkel is busy shipping the crop
from his celebrated grove "Claremont
Pi a
Mr. Frank P. Presbrey, manager of
Public Opinion, published at Washington and New York, with his wife are.
making their old friends Mr. and Mrs.
J. S. Capen, a short, visit.
Mr. Allen C. Mason, a very prominent
capitalist of Tacoma, Washington, and
his wife, are at Hotel Seminole.
Oh ! that we bad some more good places to board here! People leave here
every day because of the scarcity of
boarding accommodations.
A good
boarding house at medium rates is a necessity and the person who supplies it
will get a bonanza. Fact. No rainbow
chasing in this.
< . Col. J. H. Roe has sold his beautiful
"Bellwood" to Mr. Tousey.of Brooklyn,
New York. While we are sorry to lose
Col. Roe and his family from among us,
we heartily congratulate Mr. Tousey on
the possesion of one the prettiest places
in Florida.
3 ^ / 0 — *$%t

The concert last Monday night
by the scholars of Knowles' public:
school, Mi«s Dart principal and.'
Miss Jewell assistant, was a success
in every particular, The "Romancej
of Laila" was, as exhibfed by tlic
school, of great interest to those
who saw it actad. The school j
children did their part excellently
well. Thei** singing was splendid
and the entire performance went
out without a single mistake.
Every seat in Ergood's hall was
occupied by the parents and friends
of the ehildren and every one
appeared,to have enjoyed the occasion splendidly. The financial contents was $50. This was far beyond the expectation of the mos^
sanguine. For the excellent trainnig; the children had and for so
grand an occasion, Miss Dart deserves the thanks ot the entire
community.
:

Col J . H. Boe has just sold his,
pietty and much envied home/!
>
'Bellewood, , ' as it is kuown, has
often been spoken of as one of the
pro+tiest places in Winter Park
(and there are many pretty homes
he r e), and it never fell beneath the
opinion ot the public. Oti-s thing
making '•Eellewood'' such a beauty
is the splendid lake front it has.
The dwelling is a handsome one
I with every necessary improvement
j about it. It has splendid surroundi
lugs and will make a pleasant home
tor.nny one. ^ - | > - f
^
The place was sold to Mr. C. G.
Tausy, a very wealthy New Yorker.,
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Foster, of
ChPin Springs, New Y..rk, and
Mrs. Payne, o» Syracuse, N. Y . ,
arrived here yesterday and are the
dcptingnished guests ot Mr. and
Mrs. F. W Lyiran.
Mr. James Ronan has a Date
palm in bloom. It i3 the object ot
visitors.
% _ 1*7^ — Q "y~*
Mr. and Mr?. S. M. Nevins, of
Kearney, Neb., are visiting Col.
aid Mrs. Roe. Mr Nevins is a
prominent lawyer ot Kearney.
Mr. W . J Ki'kpatrick and two
daughters, Misees M^y and Mattie,
of Philad* Iphia are spending a short
time with Mr Jamey Hon an and
family. M r . Kirkpatrick is one of
cho prominent amskjiara ot the
country.
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P r o f . M i t ' e r ' i Entertainment,
Too much praise cannot be given
Mr. F . 0 . Campbell tor having to
graciously tendered to P r d . Miller
mu\ his wife, on l*st Monday night,
the spacious dining room of the
Seminole hotel lot an entertainment,
t he contents ot which went to
Marshal Butler, who WHS rendered
unable to d ) work some three
weeksfago.
Prof.
Miller's cnterraimnent
which was opened np at 9 o'clock,
•-as a icries ol tricks and wonders,
loo tar beyond the comprehension
of an ordinary man to be understood.
One of his first wonders was a sim^
p le glass bottle, filled with clear
water and from which he poured
sherry and blackberry wine, brandy
lemonade, coffee, tea, milk and.several other drinks. To convince his
audience that this wa« not a mere
appear*nt affair he passed the several drinks around in a waiter and
had all, who would, to take a drink%
Another of his wonders was the
borrowing of a couple of silver dol
Jars—placing them in a common
plaaa,—he took in hand a pack of
cards, asked some one to draw a
card from the pack and then he
ask the'silver dollars to tell wha^
k i n d o f a c a r k it was. H e would
a^k "is it a face card ?" If it was
Vhesiher dollars would jump up
a r d mafcc a simple r a t t l e "Is it &
queen V lie weuhl ank, and if it
was the silver w<aild go through
the smite procedure, ^ > . { ^ » 9 ^
One ot his startling tricks wag t >
break three or f nr eggs in a pan
«tir tlmn well in flour, dropped a
couple of liorrowed gold rings in
the pan and continued to stb' and
then poured a kind of fluid over
mixture, s'uck a burning match to
it, p u t s co»ple of ban kerchiefs over
the fia^es and then put over the
pan a cover, and a minute later uncovered the pan and out came three
or tour pigeons. Another mysterious wonder was the tieing of Mrs;
Miller, good and fast to a bench,
sealed the knot, and the.i Judge
McCsllum pulled off his coat and
threw it across her lap—a curtain
was pulled between her and the
audit nee and but a minu'e later the
cu rain WHS pulled back—phc was
stiil tied, but she had wisterioosly
tjot her aims through the coat
sleeves. Path of her arms weve
thronsh the sdeeve>s snd still fire
was tied as they had left her only
a minute before. Several other
mysterious wonders were performed
and Hie entertainment closed.
Mr. Butler was handed
-tis pnrt.
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Whiter Park Wliisperiiiars.
Mr. C. R. Toudy, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
who recently bought the Rollins place
will begin the erection of an attrac1
cottage on his purchase at once.
The infant child of Mr. Luther Buch• ri was buried on tbe SOlh.
Col. 1». II. Elliott has rented the
Breoht house for the summer and will
become a resident of Winter Park.
Ex-Gov. Lounsbiui.', of Connecticut,
een at Hotel Seminole for several
days.
The lovely cottage that Mr. Geo. D.
Hand is erecting, is trohnr forward rapidly under the skitlfnl hands of Messrs.
(loan Bros.' & AleOtt.
Captain Gilbert Hart and family will
leave their pretty Lake Osceola cot tape
on the 31t for their home in Detroit.
Mr. Paul took a much needed rest the j
»t week, his close personal attention
all the details of his large business
made it almost imperative.
Our public school is the grateful recipient of a complete calesthenic outfi ,
the gift of Miss Stoermer, of Rollins College. This, with the apparatus secured
by tbe Operetta given by Miss Dart a i d
tbe pupils of the school, fits them out
very completely for light gymnastics,
and the school oflicials and patrons are
under many obligations to Misses Stoermer, Dart and Jewel! for s^ine.
Prof. Kirkpatrick, of national imputation as a teacher of music at Chautauqua Assemblies,has purchased the White
Cottage and will become a winter resident of "Lovely Winter P a r k . "
Capt. Bobb, ex-mayor of Minneapolis,
after several weeks at Hotel Seminole,
left for his home on the ;>0th.
The officers' car of the Atlantic Coast
Line is on the S. F. side track here.
Col. John H. Roe and family leave on
the 31st for their old home at Kearney,
b. We all feel sorry to lose Col. Roe
as a resident but we do not believe that
he can stay away very long and shall
expect to see him back among us before
many years. Mrs. Eliza Capen, mother of Mr. J. S. Capen, will accompany
!. Roe ami family as far as St. Louis
on her way home to Bloomington, Illinois.
The Advocate bas bought a lot and
will put up an office next to Coan Bros.
& Alcott's lumber yard.
Hotel Semonole, after a prosperous
ason under the management of that
Czar of Hotel keepers Col. F. C. Campbell, will close about April 5*. We hope
Col. Campbell back next season ;
he has made many friends and after
"learning the ropes" is better fitted to
ntinne the wonderful reputation of
Hotel Seminole than anybody else could
be.
Major W. G. Peck and family spent
the 30th in the classic shades of Clay
Springs.
Mr. Campbell's brother as steward,
j Mr. Willard as head clerk and Mr. Tupper as cashier of Hotel Seminole have
won "golden o p i n i o n s "
Yice-Presidenls Welling and Hoarahan, of the Illinois Central, went
through here on their private car, accompanied by Snpt. Swoope, of tbe
South Florida on the 28 h.
Mr. and Mrs. Comstock soon leave tit
for a summer in Europe.
This season has demonstrated n n r c
than ever that a frst class hotel at medium rates or an A No 1. boarding
house will be a b o n a i z i for somebody
here. "The Rogers" has turned people
away that ir could not accommodate.
The Palmetto and City Hotels haVedone
a good hus-iness. Not half enough accommodations here for those who wish
from one to three months bul
who do not feel able to pay anything
more than a moderate board bill. We
certain that a good neat house of
i 101) rooms with wholesome but not
elaborate table, could be run from No-

vember to May L-t, and yield a bant
some income from tbe first day i;
opened. Here is something that, for
the amount Invested, will knock a
phosphate mine silly. Who is the one
to step in and avail himself of this
grand opportunity?
This season has also added anothe
demonstration that central Orange coun
ty stands at the head as a sure oranuto
grape and vegetable producing seclior
While some of our neighbors have si1
fered this spring from'the effects of fro?
our section is practically unhurt. 0 ,
trees are loaded with bloom and tbj
crop for next season will be enormous
Not one of them, so far as we can fin
out, has been touched with frost and is
vestors can feel sure of not having that
as one of their troubles to cxmleuxLvtith.
His very many friends are glad to see
General^Paltne.r on our streets again,
having entirely recovered from his recent serious illness.
The ladies of our circulating library
are busy at work picking oat a long list
of new books that they have secured h
giving entertainments the past wintt
Or library is one of our of our most pre
perous and laudable institutions.
W. C. T. TJ. bas been incorporati
and is in a very prosperous conditic
here.
.
Coan Bros. & Alcott have the pro r
pect of a very prosperous summer"
work already, and may congrattiia'
themselves that their honest, faithf
work of the past eitjht years, durfc*
i hich time nobody has been "skinned
by them is bringing its sure reward.
Mr. J. H. Abbott and family left for
Worcester, Mass., on the 2(5 h to tak
up a residence there. All will mi
them from here for they were among i
j most indefatigable workers for the b( st
interests of Florida. Mr. Abbot goes to
accept a
very
responsible position as mechanical engineer in a large
concern at Worcester.
Woods fires came very near burning
the residence of Rev. Missildine and tbe
lumber yard and shop of Messrs. Coan
& Alcott the past week. The careles~
setting of fires in ibe woods near settle
ments should be made a penitent
offence as it results in the dostructio.
valuable property so often.
We were honored the past week bj
j short visit from Col. I . A. Rosecrans,
(Washington, D. C.
He is a cousin _
"the honored register of the treasury and
was a gallant officer in the army of the
Potomac through the war. He will
probably settle in Winter Park.
Capen & Co. have completed about a
mile of the clay side walks and they
give splendid satisfaction.
The New York Laundry closed on the
30th after a very successful season.
Rev. and Mrs. Strong, old friends of
Mrs. E. Capeirs girlhood, were here the
. nfsf

wfclf

The Episcopal edifice was crowd
ed last Sunday morning to its utmost by members and friends to
he*r the lit- Rev. Bishop WiiippU
preach. The Sermon the IJishop
preached was a masterly effortfand
one c*"Iculntcd to do groat good.
Bishop Whipple is a power. His
head conf*iu8 a history of face
which any man would bo proud to
h*arj!lii:n expound. ^ \ ^ ^ ^
Tho choir of the EpisctrpmJ church ;
is composed of four voices—all of,
which are well trained and the
f n ,mg is superb Dr. Eager, Mis.
8<viiz">r aud Mr. Comstock are
calculated to favorably impress
any audience with their singing.
Bithop Whipple occupied the
pnloit <d'the A. M . E . Church in
liannibal Square in the afternoon
at which place he preached to a
large^and enthusiastic audience.

T H E CAKE W A P !
The large dining h»i] of the
Seminole b«>t< i was filled with
spectators last Wednesday roghfto
witness the cake walk: W tho c«dojred people. Alter the judges and
manage/** had boon selected the
wn'k h^goB, load by Jarrctt ifbd
Mrs. Clark and followed byseveral other couples The Scrm-d" or
ehestra i/.rnished excellent tiirjo an '
the walkcra seemed to hnve firgotten t very thing oLe and dcvot-)d
their entire time to tlvi- st (JAS.
Every one i and a while the
manager won!;] e.^ll timo and the
pedestri TH would felt and s< mo
0'ie or twc'would have to lull out
f>r their failure to keep tira?, ac.lpr
ditir- to the rules. This was dope
until there were but three eonpVs
loft. I t wss ''nip and t i u V for 10
minutes; who
ould and who
wouldn't, until Judge Campbell
Btenp^d ioi'ward with a very fiue
c.ike and pros. ;itM it to W . 11.
Allen, one of tin Seminole boll m?>.
and Mrs. Irvfu of Orlando. The
cou-ple continued to wa'k, Alien
holding Hie cake in his right hand
until ^tePhersort, another one of
the bellmen, whose partner was
Miss Harriet Merritt, was presented
with a eiker cup and eane» The
cake walk wa? *m en:oy»U!u affair
for tire guest and visitors and Mr.
Cample*I was highly spoken o
heingfoneof the most jovial !>c::elaoes in Oic State.
The evening'* entertainment wa?
.'ooeludcd after a lew songs by
the Seminole Quartette and a Vir
gini:. by a few of Orlando's yoiwijr
tg*ntlemcn and ladiee.3-*/f*»vt»
Mrs. E. Capen, mother of our
popular Mr. S. Capen, left last.
Thursday for Bloomington, ill ,
her ho lie. Mrs. Capen spent several months here this season with
Mr. J . S j a n d hm family. *% n
Quite a Vowd assembled at the
depot last Saturday night ko bid
James A. Glass, their old friend,
and others who left with him, adieu
Mr. Glass dining his three months
stay here, made many friends
among the colored people. He did
a great deal for the church in Hannibal Square and left with the
good wishes of all.

Mr. Win. J Kirkp;:trick, a genfleman of exceptional musical qua!
ities, a eompiirr of music books for
religious assemblies and a. noted
worker in the Sunday school assemblies, has purchased the Root.
"White property on Chase Avenue,
bordering on the E. F . & A- R. R.,
near the Seminole. This is a very
fine place and be, with a little
additional improvement, made one
of the choicest homes in Winter
Pa k0 Mr. Kirkpatrick and his
occ« niplished daughters are quite
J»n acquisition to Winter Park, a
family that Winter Park welcomes
to a home within its linrts.

yo/

Winter Park Whisperings.
Messrs. Kent,Davis and Counard with
their families leave this week for their
Pennsylvania homes.
Mr. F. C. Campbell leaves on the oth
for Tampa and his brother and Mr. Tupper for New York.
W. C. T. U. held their annual election
•Sx
of officers on the 5th, resulting in
naming Mrs. James Ronan for president,
Mrs. Hawley, Vice-president, Mrs. J. H.
Ford, treasurer, Mrs. J. G. DiefJ'enderfer, corresponding secretary and Mrs. S.
E. Burke, recording secretary.
-.;..
Mr. Kellum and family who have
been occupying the Lamson cottage,
leave for Medford, Mass., on the 7th.
Mr. F. W. Lyman and family leave orT
the lltb for Clifton Springs, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. W, C. Comstock sail on
the 12th for a summer in Europe.
Col. Peckham and wife and Mrs.
Judge McCallum £re on a trip to Lake
Worth this week.
The election off officers of the E. F. &
A. R. R. took pl&e on the 4th, resulting]
in the election ak tbe old board.
Mr. D. F. /acks pent the 3rd here
at tbe Seminole.
Rev. H. M. Ladd, of Cleveland, will
arrive here on the 11th to accompany
his mother, who has epent tbe winter at
J. S. Capen's, to Northampton, Mass.
Quite extended improvements will be
put on the Seminole the coming summer.
Orange trees in this locality are loaded .
The above sketch represents H o n . 1 , , -•.-"»• 1VLT»TJ. ^ - I ™
'JiZ^L^L^
with bloom, giving evidence of an im-'
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mense crop next fall.
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going to put it ra first class condition.
Mr. F.. C, .Campbell lcf> the
The ilajor is a hustler, you know,
W. C . T . IJ. ht-Id their annual
Semirole hotel last ' W e d n e s d a y —
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « i Our geniel, progressive, ai^d phil-election ot officers on the 5. resulted
going to Tampa^ t h a ^ afternon, he | a n t [ ) r o p i C j Mj F w
Lyman
a n d hjs
in naming Mrs. J a m e s Ronan /or
woHt••direct Troni J t l i e r ? to INew
a m i a b I e w l f e w i l l ] e a v e Monday next
president, Mrs. Hnwley vice-presiY o r k . Although Mr. C H ^ P ^ " J jfor Clifton Springs, N».;Y. After four
d e n t , Mrs. J . H . Eord treasurer,
has not been eo very long in the
weeks they will leave there for MinneMrs. J . G. Dicfienderler eerreshotel business, ho has alreidy built
apolis, Minn.
up a graftid reputation h»r himself.
Mr. Tousey and family, who pur- j |»*nding secretary, and M r s . S. E.
His olcar piofit noiountci to mure chased beautiful "Bellewood", the • JJurke recording sceretarv^ Q *+,
J. H. Roe,
S than $8,000 ' f o r i h e three months elaborate home of Col
moved into the house, but will leave
he kept the Srminolo doors open. to-day for Clinton Corr.eis, N Y.
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Local BrYities.
The Tampa Bay hotel closed last
Monday morning after breakfast.
Mr. Frank Burfce left yesterday
morn ing
tor. Jacksonville on a
pleasure visit.
M". F . B. Lnnsiiiir, son of Mr.
A. V. Lansing, was here this week
visiting his parents.
Jndge J. F. Welborn,of Fanford,
v, i .in b'vvu this w» •• k Shaking
h: 'ids with his many friends.
Miss Tracy, a pleasant young lady
or Long wood, spent a tew days IU
the city visiting friends.
Editor Hendeison attended The
Republican State Convention, at
Tal'ahassec thib week.
The paving ot the side walks
ni :>oTe.°scs sieadily.
The el«y
Iks give the streets a unique
appearance.
The erection ef the handsome
cottage ot Mr. Geo. B. RanJ by
Mess. Coan Bros. & Alcott ia progressing rapidly.
M B . J. II Reese, a premium!
business nun ot Tarpon S p r i n g ,
wis in th \ city last Wednesday,
the guest, o« Mr. J . 11. Walker.
lion. IT. 8, Chubb is attending
ihe Republican State Convention at
T.'Iiihabsee this week, as one of the
delegates from "'>ld Orange.
II. McFnrlane, the barber, in
having a neat three room cottage
•fee. on his l»t recently purchased
d m Mr J . I I . Cear.
An oil colored man name Moore,
n the employ ot Judge J . it. Mi7.-. , taken SICK in Orlando last
lay toid WHS hauled home o
Moo.id«y and died the same day
Mr. J. E. Ingr.ham, president o!
the South Florida K. K., spent a
few hours in town !a3t Thursday.
IK-lett in his private car on tin
South bound fast mail Thursday
afternoon tor Tampa.
One day recently Mr Jame« Tfo
nnu, owner of beantilu' "Inter oak**'
•v&nt out on Lake Osceola 6shing,
and pulled in with hook ami line
20 perch and one bass weighing 4
pounds. Mr. Ronan is a "Saint
Peter" at the fish pond.
To-night has been chosen b^
the authorities .of Rollins College j
tor the formal opening ot the new
dormitory, which was completed
last tall.
Easter, last Sunday, was received
by the best people here in the usual
christian manner. All ot tht
churches here were handsomely
decorated and the service^ went
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Ucv. K 15. Mrookinsoi Orianc'o,
was here last Tuesday on a visit.
x
fc Thc Rev.
has just gone through
I some very haro and fatigued ex- I
I pc: iences and his friends are proud
•to welcome him as the victor.

Winter Park Whisperings.

Winter Park Whisperings.

Easter was celebrated here in all the
churches with appropriate ceremonies.
Tne Episcopal church was a 'jjautifully
decorated and the beautiful c
monies of
that church, were conducted by Rey.Carpen!e r , with tine music by their excellent
choir. At 3 p. m. the Sunday school
celebrated the day wish appropriate exercises and good music. At the Congregational church Rev. Dr. Hooker delivered an impressive sermon in tbe
morning and the choir, consisting of
Misses Peck, Miss Dalrymple, Messrs.
Shaw, VanSickle and Maxson, executed
some very fine music. The church was
beautifully decorated. At the Methodist chur.h Rev. Beyer gave a powerful
address, the music was good and the
church handsomely decorated with flowers.
Major W. G. Peck has purchased the
College grove and is improving it wonderfully.
A contest for the Demorest medal takes
place at the Congregational church Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronan leave on the 23d
for their home in Trenton, N. J .
Hon. Henry s. Chubb, mayor of our
town, was one of the delegates elected
to the R publican national convention
at Mintieayoiis by the Slate convention,
at fallahasse
The 'Pleasant H o u r s " whist club was
nicely entertained at " T h e Rogers" by
Mr. and Mrs. W, R. Smith, on the
evening of April 18. Dr. Eager and
Miss Tompson, J. S. Capen and Mrs.
Paul won ihe prizes.

The Demorest contest at the Congregational church on lasi Friday night was
a very interesting affair. The church
w a s nicely decorated with roses and
magnolias and the interesting program
was carried out with spirit. The music
was in charge of the Misses Peck, and
to say that the large and intelligent audience was highly pleased is to put it
very mildly. The medal was awarded
to Miss Thayer, of Rollins College.
Rev. L. Hawkins is conducting services in the Henkel block this week. A
good deal of interest is manifested and it
ia hoped that a revival will result.
The formal opening of the ladies' dormitory of Rollins College was on the
evening of the 23 I. The college campus was illuminated with bonfires, Chinese lanterns, etc., and a general invitation was extended to all the citizens of
the place. The building was beautifully
illuminated and decorated throughout,
and each young lady occupant vied with
all the rest in beautifying her apartment. Tbe result in most of the rooms
was very beautiful,and flowers, pictures,
works of art and articles of veitn all
tastefully arranged, made the attractive
edifice a thing of beauty. Choice music
under the direction of the Misses Peck
lent its powerful attraction to the delights of the evening. The matrons and
teachers were untiring in their efforts to
make the large crowd feel at home and
to display the beauties and comforts of
the dormitory, and when at half past
nine thedelighted guests'retired to their
homes it was with the pleasantest recollections of the teachers, pupils and
matrons and with the feeling that Rollins College was keeping up to its high
reputation in looking after the material
interests of its pupils.
lM^%%~^3*
The most unfortunate occurrence that
has taken place here for a long time resulted in our old and esteemed citizen,
Dr. Ira B. Geer, falling from a porch on
Monday night and breaking the bones
of both his wrfsts. Dr. Geer has been
in a very feeble condition for a long
lime and must necessarily be a long
time recovering from this serious ir.jury.
He has the heartfelt sympathy ot his
many friends here.
The "Pleasant H o u r s " whist club was
delightfully
entertained on Mood ay
evening at the residence of Mr. and Mr.-.
Rand. The hosts of the evening have
made for themselves many warm friends
this winter who will regret their departure for the North next week.
Col. and Mrs. Peckham leave for their
borne in St. Louis on the 27th.
Mr., Mrs. and Hal. Mullen left on the
26th for Minneapolis via St. Johns river, Chattanooga, &c.
Mrs.
Clark and Miss Nellie Lyman
left on the 26th for Minneapolis.
Col. Plant with a party of S. F. & VV.
and S. F. R. R. officials were at Hotel
Seminole on the 25th, inspecting the
property and making plans for improving it.
Mr. and Mrs. West, brother and s's-;
ter-in-law of Miss Maria A. West, left'
I his week for their home iu Denver.
Miss Cora Cunningham spent the 22d
with Mrs. J. S. Capen.
The Ministers' Union of the Baptist
church (colored) convened here last
week. There was a large attendance.
Mr. S. P. Butler, our efficient marshal, is custodian of Hotel Seminole for
the summer. He occupied the same position iast summer to the entire satisfaction of his employers.
Say, honest injun, wasn't the rain of
the past few days gorgeous?
Jerome Capen has a fine camera and
will study the art of " t a k i n g " the coming summer.
Several snide Building and Loan associations have flooded our town with i
circulars the past week. The reliable ;
ones are all right but look out for the
" s n a p " scheni

We

are beginning to need rain t a f l l y .

Co!. B R. Swoope, wife and niece are
at '"'J be Rogers" for n hhort time.
J. Si Capen has rented a type writer
and is learning to "play i t "
C >l. D. H. E lio t and family have
moved into the Brecht place for toe
summer.

' F a r m e r " Peck is being seriously annoyed by some ef Job's comforters.
Mr. Henry R ck has been a most
faithful ami efficient night watchman
amnnd the business part of town the
past winter.
Mr Haydock, of the extensive buggy
manufacturing torn of Haydock Bro>\,
of St. Louis, lelt last week after spending quite a time h *re.
Miss Minnie Smith of Booneborro,
l a . , ivft here on the 18ih for her hom^.
Mr. D'liiii ar.d sou spent Easter Sunday at Mrs. BiMirjisley's. Mr. Dunn is
one of the mosi popular of the employees of the Oranprp H 'It R. R.
The ehange in the schedule of the S.
F R. R. is to be regr -tted as it makes
so few trains a dar^vbut, we suppose,
Ihe S F is givi: ii u . ' d i e best serivce it
can hfford during ihe'summer.
We hear rumors of some fine imDrovements to be made here this summer
which we hope will " e v e n t u a t e . "

tf^Zf-92,

Col..and Mrs. P . Peck ha re, lelt
'a-t Thursday morning for S . Loins
Mo.
Though it ,vas unusually
early in the season for the Col. and
hie amiable wife to leave tor the
.North., it may woll be s:iid that
theii early departure is n:>t due to
any
dissatisfaction with Winter
Park. They will return p.gain early
nex*: season. Col. Peckham lett hie
usual compliments with the ADVOCATE
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A few days since we called on Mr.
j I I . C. Clark who is in charge of
i Mr. Lawrence's two fine oiange
groves and had a retrospective view
1
oi things about the places. Mi.
Clark keeps these groves in fine
condition and they never looked
better than now, considering . t h e
continual drought;

Winter Park Whisperings.
The news of the death of Mrs. C. H.
Ladd, which was announced from the
pulpit by Dr. Hooker on last Sunday,
while not unexpected, was received with
sadness by all. Mrs. Ladd was a noble
woman, and her life was one of good
works. On her marriage she and her
husband went to the then almost unoccupied missionary field in Turkey, where
they passed thirty years of self-sacriticing toil in the service of their Master.
About twenty years ago her husband
died. She was among the first to become a winter resident in Winter Park,
and has only missed one winter in the
past eight or ten. Whenever able, she
has been foremost in all good work in
our community. Last December she
came here and lived with Mr. J. S.
Capen. On New Year's day she was j
taken very suddenly ill, and for weeks
her death was hourly expected. About
a month ago her son, Rev. Henry M.
Ladd, pastor of one of the most prominent Congregational churches in the
North, on Euclid avenue, in Cleveland,
Ohio, came after her, and they went by
the Clyde line to New York, and from
there to Middlebaty^ Vt., where her
daughter's nusbanu - Rev. Webber—
was a valued Professot in the college.
Word of fcei safe arrival at Middlebury
preceded the-Lt*l hews of her death but
a short time. Thus has passed to her
sure reward one whose long life of about
eighty-three years was filled with devotion to" noble works, and in her death
the Master has taken to himself one
who, to a pre-eminent degree,has earned
the plaudit, "Well done good and faithful servant."
Mr. and Mrs. C Denny and the Misses
Taylor left for their Northern homes on
the 3 I.
The Sanford Loan and Trust Company, of which our enterprising citizen,
Capt. Gilbert Hart is principal owner,
held its annual meeting on May 3. The
report of its president, Dr. C. C. Haskell, showed a gratifying and prosperous condition, and the officers for tbe
ensuing year were elected as follows:
Directors, Gilbert Hart, C. C. Haskell,
A. M. Thrasher, J. E. Pace, P. J. Parramore, W. T. Deane, D. L. Way, Seth
French, J. S. Capen; president and
treasurer, C. C. Haskel ; vice president,
J. S. Capen; secretary and teller, D. L.
Way. A snug profit was oassed to surplus account, and the institution started
on what cannot help being another prosperous year with its live, energetic directory and executive officers.
Mr. Harry Street, who has been with
his annt, Mrs. C. R. Switzer, for the past
six months, left on the 2d to resume his
college course at Yale.
A pleasant musicale was held at Mrs.
J. ,S. Capeu'son the evening of April 28.
The house was beautifully decorated
with roses, oleanders, etc., by Mrs.
Paul, S. S. Capen and Eager, and delightful music rendered by Misses Kate
and Hattie Peck, Hungerford Lena Paul,
Louise Capen and Mrs. Swiizer, and
Messrs. P]ager and Peak. The occasion
was greatly enjoyed by all.
Geo. D. Rand and wife leave us on the

V-3<0-?*.
N e w s has reached us that Dr.
Geer happened to a painful accident
last Monday afternoon. It is r e ported that an awkward step caused
him to Jail from his piazza floor to
the ground and cam sod both ot hi*
arms to get b r o k e / Whether it is
true or not we are not able to say
at this writing as we have co<
talked with his physician.

The union revival services, now
being conducted by P e v . M r .
H a w k i n s , in the tlenkcl block, wdi
he ecntii tied over to-morrow [Sabb a t h ] with prevailing service* at
10.30 A. M. and at 3:30 and 7:30 p.
M . T h e people ot W i n t e r P a r k ,
of all denominations are cordially
invited to attend these services.
M r s . C. I I . L-idd, who spent last,
W i n t e r h.-ve with Mrs. J . S. Capon
and family died last week at M i d dkburg, Vt.
Mrs. Ladd w a s one
| of thc-firist visitors to Winter P a r k ,
and she has continued to come to
the Land of Floweas every winter
with a snigle exception . She was
one of the pioneer missionaries to
T u r k e y where she remained lor 30
years, accomplishing much good .
She bad quite a foreign as well as
a home reputation as one ot this
country's greatest workers iu the
missionary field' She had a great
many friends here among whom
none were more devoted than the

Capens.
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Winter Park Whisperings.
Through the watchfulness of Marshal
Butler and policeman Lovett, a burglar
who is supposed to have been concerned
in several burglaries in this neighborhood, and who gave the name of Wm.
McDonald, was arrested on the ltth.
'
Deputy Sheriff took him to Orlando.
Mrs. E. D.Billingsley was telegraphed
for from Mt. Dora the past week to
nurse a case there. ^-~ f2* ~i%>
Mrs. Neff, of Tampa, was here this
week looking for a cottage for herself
and family to live in next year. She
comes here to, send her children to
school.
We are not much given to kicking but
there is one class of citizens that we could
net along .without very nicely and that
is a class that take no pride in the place,
and whose every effort seems to be to
show people that like to have things
nice that they are* superior to such
"stuck up" notions. To this class beloTg those who hitch to our shade trees,
drive across our sidewalks, persistently
pasture their stock on our trees, flowers
and improvements and who seem to feel
that because there is'nt a policeman
stationed every fifty feet to watch everything, they are at liberty to do as they
please in such matters. Thank goodness most of our people have a pride
in keeping the reputation of the
town up to the standard for neatness
and attractiveness, and it seems a pity
that their efforts in doing it are nega-

I think since Prof. Ford has been |
pro.r.oted to the presidency ot Red
lins College he ie looking so very
much better. Ol c >urae, I don't
mean to cast any reflection on his
past appearance, because I always
thought. h i m a kind of a royal appealing gentleman ; bat position has
a great deal to do with ones loi ks
A bad lo >kin^ man couldn't be
president of Bob ins college
I think the town council, or the
Mr. Capens ought t# b e | e o n g r a t ulated np^n the m a n n e r they have
dispatch* d t h e laying of clay on
our side walks. W e have some
2 miles ofaefrne paved side "~a!ks
as any town in Florid

for their Boston home.
a
The "Pleasant Hours Whist Club"
was delightfully entertained at Dr. Eafger'fl by the Misses Hudson on the 2d. j
The artistic prizes, which were Miss
Hudson's own work, were taken by Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Capen, Mr. Street and
Miss DeHaven.
Mayor Chubb offers a* reward of fifty
|dollars for the arrest of the person who
fired the grass near the parsonage on
the 29tb. We hope somebody will earn
Ithe reward, and somebody else get the
full penalty—fine and imprisonment—
for such malicious deviltry or criminal
carelessness.
A very pleasant party spent the day
at Clay Springs last Saturday. Our people do not fully understand the pleasures
of that resort, or more would flock
there; nor do the owners appreciate the
fact that a few dollars spent in pavilI ions, etc., would double the attractions
I of an already very pleasant resort.
Mr. J. H. Wyeth has purchased two
lots adjoining the Brecht place, which
i he now owns.
Mrs. S. S. Capen entertained a party
of friends at tea on tbe 2d in a delightful manner.
Our town cortncil extended both the
white and colored schools one month at
n their last meeting.
Dr. Lansing has gone to Coronado to
make arrangements for bis summer busI iness.
Rev. Hawkins is still keeping up his
| interesting revival services in the Henkei
'Block.

Mr'. P>, 11. Swoope

is

<

stopping

at the IiOgore H o u s e .

Mr. Harry Street, who has been
with his aunt, Mrs. C. R. Switzer, for •
the p?st six months, left on the 2nd to (
resume his college course at Yale.
• ]
T i e "Pleasant Hours Whist Clu'V I
was delightfully entertained at Dr.
Lager's by the Mitses Hudson on the ;
znd. The artistic prizes, which was•
Jdiss Hudson's own work, were taken
by Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Capen, Mr. |
Street and Miss DeHaven.
Mr. Geo. D. Rand, the noted Bos-,
ton tichitcct, who spent the- entire
wintt•; here with his wife left last night
r
for Btston. (T ^ rt _ Q
\-J
M.i. W. G. Peck is 'attending the
meeting of the Horticultural Society
at Orrnond this week.
On last T h u r s d a y evening the
cottage residence ot Mr. and Mrs.
J . S. Capen was t h e scene of a. merry gathering of about 25 of Winter
P a r k ' s beet people. T h e e v e n i n g !
was spent in hearing vocal and iu- j
strumental music,
rx *» O *VMr. H. B. Plant and parly, includingMess. B. R.. Swoope and J. E. Ingraham were here last Monday an • ;
spent a few hours inspctinp; the possessions of the former. Mr. Swoope, :
so we are told, has the management off
the Plant Investment domains'here for j
this year.
&™7:-hnec/ -fro** £>*£* yr>Z
Deacon Griswold was painfully hurt a
tew days ago by letting a barrel of fer- I
tilizer fall on his foot.
^^^
Mr. Wm. Schui'z, Jr., has purchased
a fine team and carriage and will enjffy
their use this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell are the parents
of a fine boy.

w

Death of Miss .Jura Sparrell.( n h'.8* Tuesday e< e dug the life
and bustle of \V infer I "'ark washu-lie i to listen to sh "eking news
i'1 the d alh of one ot if* highest
esteemed resident , Miss J il a Sparrell. Miss Sj a rell was t.tken ill.
>ibni;t eight days prior 'o her death
and had continued to grow weaker]
and her ease more threat cping, no;withstandiu'g Dr. E-iger's close and j
uuswuiv ng attention. Her deal
caused a certain pang ; m ng the
people of the towih
lidiss Sparrell was a cousin jo
Miss E. A. Sparrell, and they were1
both held in high esteem, not heie
alone, bid, ra Boston where they
have lived for years. II er complaint was paralysis, of the heart.
. Her remains were embalmed and
[shipped on the 12:03 train last
Wednesday night for Boston^ Mass.
Mrs. F. A. Ka^cr,at er sptiidi.^l
a stay here tor more than three
months, lelt las! Thins lay foi K a n t a , City,'Kan.
The firm of Ccau Bros. & Alcott
has the contract lor painting the
lleiikel building.
Mess. A.cotL
tml ISoLle are. doing ihe wos'k.
I h e meetings at the M. K
eimrch room, iu the L'eiik'd building, has been eon tinned this week
Under Rev. Mr. llawl.in*.

Miss Memfe Colic-id has htHni j
spending a short slay in Orlando
: with her friend, Miss Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. (J. L. Mark will
leave tor their home in "Western
Kew York on Tuesday next, taking
the Shenandoah
Valley route,
They will go via N«w Y01 k and
iJofcton to visit their son, a Professor
in Harvard University.
Mr. C. L. Mark thinks we would,
perhaps, get more ram than we do if it
was not for our having voted Winter
Park dry some time ago.
I think Miss Dart deserves n••
lallamouuf! of credit lor the very
celient iiinnntr she has conduced
I her school this team. Just think,
j last year you eoiild almost count 1
j number of scholars attending her
[school on j o u r fingers, while -the
j increase lias been so enormous this
j year that an assistant had to be
! employe:.'.

And then Mr. E . L, Maxs^n is
an excellent .supervisor. His untiring efloits to make the school
•nd to none in the eittfte, of its
kind and size have succeeded and
he can r ^ t in content tor the work
he has accomplished.
Mr. E. J . Coan is. making ids
residence the beauty of the section
where it is located. It is bein?
neatly repaired and every necessary
improvement made to give it the
desir d appcaranee.

.

Winter Park ^ liispcriuas.
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Charles L. Marks and wife M h*>re
to-day for their home in Fredonia, N Y.,
via New York and Boston. They have
a son a professor in Harvard College.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Barrows will occupy their r n W e in their absence this
summer.
\>f
Key. J. B.viVTorton and family have
rented the Alden house for one year, and
arrived here to-day to occupy it. They
• •"me to avail themselves of Rollins College.
The democratic primary is passing off'
quietly to-day at Lansing's stote, and
we hope the best man will win.
Rev. Rader, late of Cleveland, Ohio,
preached in Henkel block on the 16th.
T. W, Mathews, of Orlando, has secured the contract for building Generajj
Palmer's residence. The plans were
drawn by Mr. Porter Barrows, who has
much taste and skill a« an architect.
Dr. M. A. Henkel is treating his block
to a neat coat of paint. It is being done
by Coan Bros, and A l c l t .
Next Sunday is children's day at the
Congregational church, and a very entertaining program is being prepared by
the little folks for presentation at that
time.
Dr. Eager has taken the Gam well
house for one year, and will move into
it June 1st.
The drought is not only getting serious for trees and vegetation, but. the
supply of drinking water is getting
scarce. The lakes were never so low,
and it behooves everybody to take good
care of themselves, as the water in all
the lakes rs more or ^
umiinut; watch
out for bowel troubles.
Dr. Eager was to-day the recipient of
a letter from Germany, in which a noted
German physician inquired for Dr. E.'s
method of treating certain troubles. This
is quite a feather in the Doctor's cap
and is rather peculiar from another fact,,
that the remedies he uses are of German
discovery and manufacture.
Mr. and Mrs. Switzer's elegant home
at Bonnie Burn was thrown open to the
"Pleasant H o u r s " whist club on the
evening of the 16th. The grounds and
verandas were beautifully lighted with
Chinese lanterns, and the occasion was
made joyous by the kindly attentions of
Ihe boat, hostess aud Mrs. Street, ihe
club received two accessions, Miss Cornstock and Mr. Sam'l French. The prizes
were carried off by Mr. French.and Mrs.
Paul, Dr. Eager and Miss Comstock.
The constant care and attentioti Miss
E. A. Sparrell bestowed upon her cousin
and the shock caused by her death have
completely prostrated Miss Sparrell, and
she is quite ill. Everyi»ody here hopes
for her speedy and complete recovery.
Letters from Mr. and Mrs. W, C.
Comstock tell of their safe airival on the
other side, and of their enjoying a fine
rendition of "Der Meistersinger" there.
Mr. W. S. Cassiday is putting in an
irrigating plant on his fine grove.
We are enjiying luscious Peen-to
peaches now. The drought has cut them
"down in size and quantity, but they are
rich and juicy.
N. B. Boynton purchased as fine a
pair of mules as Orange county contains
on the 17th, from Capen & Co., and will
pat them to work on Orlando pavements.

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Mark left
h s t Tuesday mon ing tor F ' t Ionia*
N . Y., their summer home. Mr. and
M r s . Mark intended visiting their!
son, who is a professor in a noted;
college in Boston, Maes., before:
getting home. Thev, o r a t J e a e t ;
Mr. Mark, expects to return Hi
early as August. He is subject to'
the hay fever and Florida is a place I
of refagc from
>mthat
that pestilent.
pestilent. .
f
r
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I was talking with M r . 0 . L .
Msrk last Monday before he left;
tor New York, concern.ng our
streets and road*. He was wide-a
wake and talked freely on the Bub
jeet. Mr. Mane thinks t b * town
council would do the right thing tto
go just as far en that very impor
tant measure as it can and try an
give us a tew paved s t v e e ^ 5? a
drive. Ifr also . U ^ ^
~ n *
^.-.vnoiMrfft" ought to wake up to
the importance of the fact ol claying certain public roads in the
county and quell no efiVt until
something i* done. Mr. M*rk is
not alone in this matter. OrlancV
is anxious for a e!f»v road from that;
place to W i n t e r P s r k and her basi-J
ness men are willing to anbsctihe
to the fulleat extent ot their ability"
to secure the drira. Winter Park
w'll do something surely.
It is reported that Mr. Mathews,a
contractor of Orlando, has the cua
tract tor building the residence of
Gen. P a l m e r . / ) ^ ' J U '
\~Qf%>
Mr. B. C. Rackliff, who has been
eo long in the. store of Mr. II. A
Co^eld SB clerk, resigned his position there this week.
Mr. Porter Carrowe has removed
from tbe W'ilke Cottage, where he
haa resided for several months into
Mr. C . L. Mark's beautiful residence.
The many frienri of Dr. I. B.
Geer will regret to leara of hip
continued illness. Th« doctor bas
been suffering under many paines
tince his accident with no seeming
improvement.
Mrs. IIT M. Robmson, the faithful matron, who has served live
yiarB atJRullins Collega in that position will leave next week, alter
the commencement ' exercises are
ail over, lor Washington where she
expects to spend several weeks be
tore Aroing home The fact that
Mrs. Robinson will not serve as
Matron al the college any longer is>
very unfavorable news to the Trustees, officials and students ol that
notc'l school. Ilei' five years there
hove been pleasantly spent, and
were it not tor her health and the
persuasion ot her children to resign
she would doubtless return.
The cheerful news of another
building to be erected in this vicinity is what we all are pleased to
h ar. For some time news has
b en afloat that Gen. Palmer was
to build a costly and handsome
residence on 1 is magnificent grove
This statement has been corroborated from a prominent source and is
a sure thing. The contract has not
been let yet, as wc know of, but
we hope lo be able in our next to
ell all about it.
^ T W ^ V

Winter Park Whisperings.
WINTER PARK, FLA., May 24,1892.
Children's day was celebrated at the
Congregational church on the 22d, with
a very apppropriate and interesting program.
The regular service as furnished by
the Congregational S. 8, society was
performed, the recitations being by the
following young folks: Children's day,
Millie Hooker; tbe flower's Sunday,
Howard VanSickle; English violets, Annie Guffln ; the rose tree, Mrs. Anderson's class, consisting of Masters Coan,
Maxson, Hawley and Hooker; blossoms
at the top, Mrs. Henkel's class, consisting of Missses Ford, Hooker, Henkel
and Lyman; my soul shall sing, Scott
Hawley; likeness to the king, Josephine Guffin ; giving, Miss Gridley;all
together, A. H. Barrows' class consisting of Masters Dale, Anderson and Henkel; the corn and the lillies, Miss Louise Capen; grasses and roses, Miss
Mamie Carson; dost thou love him?
Miss Emma B. Coan. The responsive
readings were conducted by tbe superintendent, Prof. Barrows. Some fine
musical selections were rendered by the
quartette choir, Misses Peck and Dalrymple, Messrs. Shaw and VanSickle;
some interesting remarks were made by
Dr. Hooker and Superintendent Barrows, a large collection was taken up
in aid of Sunday school work and the
large audience was dismissed with the
benediction by Dr. Hooker.
A very neat pamphlet from our old
friend Col. Paige has an interesting description of his new summer hotel, The
1
Buena Vista Springs, in Maryland. We
wish him a successful season and a tub
foil of money.
Mr. Henry Dunlap, who has made so
many friends at Mr. Paul's the past
year, left for his home in Virginia on
the 19th.
The colored people in this vicinity
celebrated emancipation in royal style
at Lakemont Park on the 21st.
His many Florida friends will be glad
to know that Manager Campbell is located at The Grand in the Catskill mountains—proof positive that the guests of
that celebrated hotel will be delightfully entertained this summer.
As the delightful meetings of the
Pleasant Hours whist club will stop
about June 1, it has met twice during
the past week,at Mrs. Paul's on the 20th,
where the prize takers were Dr. Eager
and Mrs. Paul, Mr. Smith and Miss DeHaven, and at Miss DeHaven's, where
the prizes were taken by Dr. Eager and
Mrs. J. S. Capen, Mr. Bachelor and
Miss Spring, on the 23d.
Mr. Marquis Alexander has been
quite sick for a few days but is improving rapidly and will soon be at his post
at Mr. Ladd's again.
Mr. J. H. Bear has very generously
donated a very fine organ to the Sunday
school at his old home in Virginia.
Messrs. Fries and Harris were here
on the 23 1 looking into road matters.
Frank Burke, the efficient clerk of the
postoffice, has been indisposed for several days but is better and will soon be
around again.
We don't know of any two men that
have had a more monotonous time lately than the weather man for Florida
aud the local news gatherer. We hope,
however, that the dear people have had
more patience with the scribe than they
have had with the weather man, for the
scribe couldn't help it—it was dull anyhow.
We hope our good sheriff will be successful in getting all four of the Monroe
train robbers and the court will lose no
time in convicting and hanging the
whole party. We don't believe in necktie parties, so called, however.
Mr. Jerome Capen has scarcely been
able to attend to his school duties for
some time, and will leave as soon as
school is out to spend his vacation in
Minnesota with his aunts.
Mr. Anderson Paul is getting to be

quite an expert cornet player ar
keeps on improving as he has, will hurtle Arbuckle and Levy.
Miss Dart closes a very successful
school year on Tuesday, May 31; we
hope to have her continue her work
tiere next year.
Mr. Williams has been very successful with the school for colored children
and if Superintendent Bseks will send
him to Winter Park next year he will
please all the patroLs of the school.
Mr. Bartlett, who owns a grove on
Lake Fairview.got $17 25-100 net returns
for six boxes of Hart's Tardiff oranges
the past week.
Mr. Tousey is building a neat boat
house on his property .cently purchased of Col. Roe.
Mr. Chas. B. Holdrege, .no is manager of the large hotel to be milt in Chicago as headquarters for the Endeavor
societies, is an old time friend of the Capens.
Miss Sparrell has so far recovered that
she will leave for her home in Massachusetts about the 27th, accompanied
by Mrs. Dr. Hooker who will visit there
for awhile.

J£o€
Roilim college w J l
cloning exercises t o - d a y
t i n u e until T u e s d a y .
interesting features will
Congrcgational church

H o n . J . It. Mize'l is at home
looking as happy as a Roman g e n e r a l . T h e news which was circulated here some time ago that the
J u d g e had been shot, proved fa'se.
Mayor Chubb is p r e p a r i n g to
leave for Minneapolis about the
middle of ue.vt week. Mayor C h u b b
!& a delegate to the Minneapolis
convention aud he is going pledged
to " s t a n d b»" Hairisoii.

^z3-?a•

Mr. C. Lwnnv, w n t m g i r o m his
; Norihfield, V e r m o n t home, says :
E d i t o r Advocate, D e a r Sir: - W e
arrived home the evening ot the 19.
and w-iketho next rworning to find
it snowing hard and continued to
s n o w a good deal ot the tin.e lor
two days, and to-day is t h e first
time we have scon the sun.
Quite a contraat from what it was
! when we left W i n t e r Park.
We
have received no ADVOCATES and
are anxious to get them
If you
have the copies en hand will yow
send them and all hereafter to my
address as above
We look forward
with great i n t e r e s t to the receipt ot
your paper and don't want to mies
a copy.
Y o u r s Truly,
(\

DENNY.

s~-;u-9*.
Boffins College Notes.
The present school year will close on
Wednesday, June 1. There are no students graduating this year, and hence
no commencement exercises. But on
Thursday, May 31, at 7:30 p. m,, the
musical department will give a grand
concert at the Congregational church.
Admittance will be free, and all are cordially invited.
During Monday and Tuesday, May 30
and 31, there will be an art exhibit of
students' work at the studio in the Lyman gymnasium.
Most of the present faculty will remain next year. It is to be regretted
that the Misses Peck, who are at
the head of the music department, think
they must now go to Germany to study
music for a year or two. The trustees
will firl their places with the greatest
care." The person at the head of this
department must not only have first
class musical talent, but must be a
graduate of one of the best conservatories of music in America or Europe.
In all departments of the college the
trustees will be at any expense necessary to maintain the instruction at the
highest degree of efficiency.
Two years ago in the spring term
there were 19 students boarding in the
college, this term there are 66. The
total enrollment this pear is 167.
Many students are engaging rooms for
next year.
The next school year will begin Oct.3,
1892.

beo;io its
and conT h e most;
b e a t the'
Tuesday

Marshal Butler w a s ' i n Orlando
Tuesday Lo hear t h e preliminary
trial ol McDonald, the colored burglar, who was aiTreefred here b ,
Marshal Lovett some time ago, and
afterward taken to O r l a n d o where
h e has s ; nco been confined in the
county prison.
,

New* is now afloat t h a t Mr.
Swoope, tnrough instructions of
M r . Plant, will have East P a r k
A f e , paved from the corner ot E r g< o l ' s building to t h e W i n t e r P a r k !
C o V , office and up New England
Ave., down to the canal b r i d g e

The ADVOCATE regrets to chronicle that Mrs. Jas. 8 . Capen was
compelled to leave lor Bloomington
111., last Wednesday m o r n i n g to
have her eves treated during t h e
summer. T h e condition ot her
eyes is said to bo poor, and her
physician advised her to go t o a j
cooler climate to h a v e them treated, j
She was accompanied by her daugh '
1er, Miss Louise.

A party ot friends met at t h e
residence of Mr. and M r s A . I I .
P a u l last Tuesday e v e n i n g and
spent several
hours enjoying a
"Whist party, given iu honor of
Mrs. J . S. Capen. T h e gathering
was a brilliant one and all enjoyod
the play, as well as the delicacies.
A m o n g those present were. M r .
and Mrs. J . S. Capen, Dr. and
Mrs. Eager, Mr. aud Mrs. S S.
Capen, Mr. and Mrs. \V. R. Smith,
and Mr. and Mrs. A. H . P a u l , et al.
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Winter Park Wfflsperings.

J u n e 1st, 1892.
The close of another school year at
Rollins College finds that institution in
a very gratifying anil^flourishing condition.
The attendancce the past year has
been larger i n any previous year and
the work has become very enthusiastic.
A good many—perhaps a majority—of
the students will return and a considerable number of rooms are already engaged by them while many more rooms
than are usually engaged at this time of
year are under contract to new pupils
for next year.
The College loses some of its most
valued instructors and members of die
Faculty this year whose leaving is a
source of sincere regret to the Board of
Trustees and to tbe patrons of the Col:
lege. Its first loss was Dr. Hooker
whose failing health made it absolutely
necessary that he should retire from the
Presidency and Faculty.
Miss Abbott—for a similar reason—
will not return next year and—as she
has been a member of the Faculty since
the College opened—she will be greatly
missed by many friends of the College.
The Misses Peck have had charge of
the musical department and have made
it one of the finest departments in the
school. Carrying out an intention of
theirs to study music under the best
German Masters—they will soon go
abroad and the College will lose their
valuable services.
As Matrou and Assistant Mrs. Robinsou and Mrs. Proctor have done their
full shares in building up the reputation
of the College to its present bitrh standard they will be missed very much from
their respective departments.
The place of President will be filled
during vacation by a very prominent
man in educational and financial matters. Prof. Ford, in the meantime being Acting President, which place he
has acceptably filled since Dr. Hooker's
resignation.
The chair of music will be filled by
somebody that is a graduate of a firstclass school of music and, if possible,
inf. one who has studied abroad.
i
A specisiVjt in Chemistry Physics and
German of exteiV'ied reputation will have
charge of those branciVsB.
In other respects the pe'^onel of the
Faculty will not be much changed*.
At the Trustees meeting on the 31st a
very favorable financial showing was j
made and plans for next year laid. The |
curriculum will be somewhat extended. |
An Executive Committee consisting of
Messrs. J. H. Foed, W. G. Peck, W. R.
O'Neal, F. W. Lyman and M. C. Welch,
was elected and arrangements made to
have Miss Ophelia Nettleton, of New
York, in Mrs. Robinson's place as matron, Miss Lamson as matron at Ladies'
College. Mrs. C. A. Abbott, of Orlando,
in Sub-Preparatory Department, Wm.
Ingram as Custodian of the property together with other arrangements not yet
public.
Prominent among the Trustees that
were here were: Rev. Herrick of Tampa,
Rev. Welch of Pomona, Rev. Noble of
Lake Helen, Rev. Brown of Interlachen,
Rev. Dr. Gale of Jacksonville" and Messrs. Peck, O'Neal and Miller.
Miss Dalrymple gave an art exhibit at
her studio on Monday and Tuesday last,
which was largely attended. Miss D. is
a genius in her line, and has made art
one of the features of the college.
On the evening o.f the 31st the Misses
Peck gave a music'ale at the Congregational church. The music was all rendered by their students, and the degree
of proficiency shown by all, told more
than words of the ability of the Misses
Peck. The concert was well attendended, and the audience was delightfully
entertained. Following the concert was
a reception with ice-cream and cake accompaniment, from 9 to 11 p. m. at the
college, at which merry greetings and
WINTER PARK, F L A . ,

tearful good-byes were said, and the
school year of 1891-2, was over.
Students and teachers are leaving now
on every train, and the pleasant sound
of the college bell is hushed for the summer vacation.
The sanitary inspection made this
week by Marshal Butler, shows a very
healthy community, and the gratifying
fret that nnr town has increa«ev" in popn'ation 25 per cent. Ihe past year.
Mr. Taylor's famiiv b-i> h m on the
30th for South Carolina to spend the
summer.
Mr. W. A. Earle, a prominent resident
of Worcester, Mass., was here on the
30th.
Miss Dart's school closed on the 31st
with appropriate exercises, and several
very handsome prizes were given for
conduct aud proficiency.
We neglected to get the names of all
the prize-takers—which we regret—but
among them were little Misses Carey,
Legreve, O'Neill and L use Capen.
Mr. J . S. Capen-, Jerome and Louise,
left for Illinois and Minnesota on the
1st. Mrs. C. went to put herself under
the treatment of an oculist at Bloomington, 111., as her eyes have been giving
her serious trouble lately. Mrs. A. H .
Paul gave a very pleasant farewell company to Mrs. Capen. The evening w:as
spent in music, whist, conversation and
refreshments, and was heartily enjoyed.
Rev. Dr. Hooker left on the 1st for his
' summer vacation. We all hope he will
return with good health.
Hon. Henry S. Chubb left on the 1st
to attend the Republican National Convention at Minneapolis.
The "Pleasant H o u r s " whist club
was delightfully entertained by Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Smith at the Anchorage on
the 27th of May. The prize-takers were
Or. Eager and Miss Hudson, Mr. Max>n and Mrs. J. S. Capen. The closing
irty of the season was given at Dr.
iger's house on the 30th, at which Mr.
im. French and Mrs. Capen, Mr. Paul
id Miss DeHaven were the successful
les.
Several of our citizens are at Tampa
attendance on the State Democratic
nvention. We understand that they
'1 "whoop it u p " for Judge Mitchell.

ROLLINS COLLEGE CLOSES
Its Seventh'scholastic Year-Proud
of its Acheivements.
The

Closing Concert a Success—A
Brilliant Reception in the
Parlors of the Ladies
Cottage.
Rollins College was born a pygmy, but seven years upheaval has
made it a giant in the great contest
for superiority, in bringing from a
mystic world, to their summit, the
thoughts of many proud "sons and
daughters."
Who would have thought, many
years ago, when Osceola and his
stubborn followers built their p a l metto huis along the shores of
Osceola and Virginia, that there
would ever be erected there, stupendous buildings in which would
be inculcated in the minds of young
men and ladies the highest thought*
in human existence? or, who would
have thought, twenty years ago,
when the thoughtless ''cracker"
relentlessly moped around the
shores ot lake Virginia, t'.at there
would, sooner or late, be a Rollins
college built, at which place men
and women would be remodclod
and fitted for the various pursuits
of lite \ iSueh thoughts in that age

would have been considered false
prophec}' ; no ore would have
regarded them as being more than
the dreams of some wild person.
But it is a living reality.
Rollins collins, for seven years
has stood on a beautiful elevation
and gentlemen and ladies seek its
apartments tor those pure trainings
which are so plenteous there. Six
closes had gone by^and they showed
how successful tlie young men and
ladies had been in their studies:
but the seventh one mastered all
others in interest.
We judge that no pains had been
spared in preparing the students for
a grand showing. The concert at
the church was beyond the expectation ot all. The excellent singing
by the Misses Peck and their class
charmed the attention of every
visitor, and sent their longings
with the cchotrom a hundred voices
! into the air and amid the forests
!

,

, . , - • •

The choruses which were participat
ed in by not less than thirly
voices, closed the programme of the
, evenings concert, and the crowded
Congregational church, though not
satisfied to go, was left to follow
the leaders to the ladies cottage
where a grand reception took place.
THE

BECEPTTON.

Although standing room was at
n premium in the tour parlors of
the ladies cottage, the cool ventilation from every point ot the building made it just pleasant enough to
forget that It was the last night in
May, in a hot Southern clime. The
scene was a very brilliant one —
made up cf beautiful faces, brilliant
dresses, accomplished visitors, words
, ot parting, shaking hands, tali and
| shapely persons, and a general hope
to have such opportunity on enother Tuesday evening on the close of
another ochool term.
Ice cream and cake were served
in abundance— eonit were satisfied
with one saucer while others cap
turei two. The entire affair was a
success from begining to end.
Rollins* College, on Wednesday
morning, closed its doors to remain
so until next October, when it will
again take up the moulder ot
knowledge and prosecute studies
of higher things.
tcn7in^eJ

frc>n

pd<\<i

3^X

and

more girls.
For Editor Crabbe of the Record
the next governorship of Florida
To Rev. A. A. Fleming a few
more base ball and band boys eaees
to deal with.
For the ADVOCATE, an office of
its own and 2000 additional cash
subscribers before next July.
For. J . R. Miaell, chairman of
the Fla. delegation to Minneapolis.
To Mr. F . W. Lyman, success as
a missionary worker.
For the Rogers house a successful winter.
For Dr. Moore, an election to the
Bishopric of the A. M. E. Church.
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Winter Park Whispering's.
June 28,1892.
Your correspondent lived about 20
years in the next block from Hon. Adlai
Stevenson, the democratic candidate for
Vice President.
He is one of the most popular gentlemen in tUe state of Illinois, thoroughly
educated, bright, energetic, a fine lawyer, polite, affable, of commanding
presence, a consistent member of the
Presbyterian church and has the distinction of having twice been elected to
Congress from a district that has a republican majority of anywhere from 1,200 to 2,500. I don't exactly understand
where he gets Die title of General from
but on his record as a citizen, a gentleman and an able and hones: public man,
there cannot be found a s i m l e cloud.
WINTER PARK, F L A . ,

The south bound freight train this
mornine ran off the track delaying the
north bound passenger about two hours.
Among the delayed passengers were
Sheriff Anderson, Judge Butt, Mr. Arnont and Major Singleton, of Arcadia.
Maj. Singleton shears with Mr. John C.
Jones the honor of having discovered
the Peace R. phosphates and was connected with the largest company down
there in developing those rich deposits I
up to a short time ago. H e is a very
fine civil engineer and I am in hopes
that Judge Butt and he were looking up
the all-water route from Orlando to tbe
St. Johns.
Coan Bros. & Alcott have secured
the contract to build a magnificent house
for Mr. Dommeric, on the Swoope grove
now owned by him. The house and im"
provements will cost about 25,000 dollars and we all feel a great deal of satisfaction in having these gentlemen get
the contract as the bidding was sharp
and spirited and some very prominent j
firms elsewhere in the State were among ,
the bidders.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul and their children J
left on last Saturday morning for Jacksonville where Mrs. Paul and the children took the Iroquois for the north and
Mr. Paul went out to Pablo to spend the
week—we hope that Mrs. Paul will return in the fall in much improved
health.
Mr. Mitchell and family are at Coronado for an outing. Major Peck and
wife left last week for Duluth where
they will spend the summer. The Major will return in time to complete his
cottage for occupancy early in the fall—
so we are told.
Hon. H. S. Chubb returned from the
republican convention last Friday where
hfi did yeoman's service in nominating
Mr. Harrison for the presidency and is
confident of his election.
Prof. Ford's family is in Indiana for
the summer and the Prof, is doing the
bachelor act in great shape. Speaking
of Prof. Ford—Judge Altgeld, the Democratic candidate for Governor of Illinois
is his brother-in-law, having married
Prof. Ford'8 sister.
be glad to hear
His many friends v
of the almost comple. recov-.., of Mr.
Marquis Alexander.
Marshal Buttler has been a little under tbe weather for a few days—nothing
serious however and he is on the high
road to recovery.
T h e r e was a fine crop^oF rose apples
at Mrs. Rollins' Lochmede Cottage this
year and we were much surprised to find
how many had never seen any of them
before.
Orange trees are very generally putting on tbeir second bloom
here
and if they stay on the trees we shall
have quite a fair crop of fruit where we
expected next to none.
It is one of the worst features of prominence in any line to have a woodcut of
yourself in the papers—for further particulars see the cut of General Steven'son in Monday's Record—it has no feature of his except the mustache.
We had a pleasant call from Mr. Mott,
the nurservman, and his daughter and

granddaughter the past week.
Mrs. Virginia Shipman and friends
were here on Monday from Geneva looking up a cottage for next school year at
Rollins.
Our markets are fu>l of "Gawga Rattleshake and Cob J i m " " m i l l i o n s ; " they
are large, sweet and luscious.
We were pleased to see Dr. Geer out
the other day from his severe accident.
Messrs. Nutt, Bachelor and Guild sat
as a b o a r d of equalization - in this precinct last week.
«
Miss Flora DeHaven is the proud possessor of the nattiest turnout in these
parts.
The rains of the past few days have
been glorious am' have started vegetation splendidly.
The Rand cottage is approaching completion and is one of the most attractive
ones in town.
Mr. Lansing has left to take possession and open the hotel at Coronado.
Mr. Morton and his assistants made a
complete survey of Supt. Swoope's hammock east of town last week.
" S a l l i e " Davis has left us ; his familiar
face will be seen on our streets no more.
What is our loss is Fensacola's gain,
however, and we feel disposed to congratulate Pensacola on its accession.
The Advocate failed to come out last
week aud was greatly missed by its
many interested readers.

Winter Park Whisperings.
June 7, 1892.
We were shown the plans for f'
Dommerick house on the grove he * cently purchased of Mr, Swoope, a few
days ago. It is a beauty, and will cost
about $20,000.
Last Sunday Mr. Switzer's handsome
horse became entangled in a barb wire
fence, and before it got away had wounded itself seriously in several places. We
think the fellow who invented barb wire
should have been hung on the spot without jiUige or jury, and with some of hi*
own wire.
Rev. I,. Hawkins, who has been cou; dnctintf a seiies of revival meeting.here, has been very successful, and on
last Sabbath eleven new members were
added to the Methodist church—nearly
all young people—and many more wih
likely j .in. The Methodist people regret very much that Mr. Hawkins' engagements will not permit him to become the regular pastor of the church
here.
Miss Maud Coan lett here June 1, for
Boston via Fernandina, where sbe goes
to have her eyes treated by a celebrated
oculist. They have bothered her very
much for about two years.
Rev. E. P. Hooker left for New Eng
land on his vacation on the 2d. H e will
be gone two months. He was accompanied by his daughter, Bessie, who will
attend school a t H r y n Maior, Pa,, next
year.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Smith left for
Washington, D. C , on the midnight
train on the 6th.
Prof. Austin is disconsolate over the
departure of his familv for Ohio on the
7th.
Mr. Marquis Alexander has not been
as well the past week—in fact at one
time tiis case was considered critical.
He is rallying some now under the skillful treatment of Dr. Henkel as physician, and Mrs. Rollins, of OrlanUo, as
nurse.
It don't cost anything to predict, and
so here's a guess that before this is in
print, William MrKinley, J r . , will be
the nominee of the convention at Minneapolis for President of the United
States.
Colonel Plant is evidently figuring on
some extended improvements to Hotel
Seminole. They are not public yet, but
appearances indicate something quite
large and costly.
We are told that Mr. Lansing, of this
place, has leased the hotel at Coronado
for five years. Things will just hump
themselves there if that's the case.

y.07
Mr. Huntington, the efficient treasurer of jRollins College, will leave
next Tuesday for the North and Wert.
Prof J. H. Ford, acting president
of Rollins Collige, left yesterday
for Atlanta, Georgia, where he 'will
attend the Southern Teachers Association, which will convene in «that city
next week. ^ ^ ty* ^
ty*
Mr. Will Ingraham is beautifying
the College grounds by having the
big pines cut down and planting out
oaks; bermuda grass is being planted
around the ladies cottage.
Wa are pleased to announce 'that
M. M. Alexander is still improving.
Postmaster Thayer requests the
crowd that usnally assembles at the
postoffice every Sunday evening, to
please keep quiet during the distiibution of the mails. The building is small
and the noise and glib which this
crowd generally keeps up is simply
disgusting and should be stopped.
Mr. Coficld h^s ab^ut sold out hi
ntirj stock cf go d .

WINTER PARK, F L A . ,

Several car loads of clay armed thi
week, and work on the streets is resumed again.
^
/J? *f~*
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Mayor Chubb lelt last Thursday
fttr Ocala to look after hid til til's
interests in that section.
The many friends of Miss F .
Belle Lansing will regret to hear
o f her serious i 11 ness.

ML*s Lilltc L'ackwood, one ol
Jjlaitland's most charming young
ladies, .>pcnt last Thursday in town,
lh-guest ot the Misses Lausinge.
Mr. J. E. Ludden, of New York
who owns an interest in the beautiful Knowles grove in East Winter
P a r k , was in town this week,
From the present outlook, the incoming season will be a prosperous
winter for Florida, and ^ especially jwil
Winter Park enjoy a most prosperous
season.
The fii-nof Coan 13r*»s, & Alcott
ftejran work last Wednesday 01 the
Domeiiok re<doVnce. which i.i to be
erected on ha grove near Maitland.
Mr. L. A. Chase, one of the founders of Winter Park, is spending the
summer in New Hampshire,

Editor Henderson is visiting Sanford, Enterprise and DeLand in the
Mtercst of the Advocate this week.
Mrs. Street, who has been spending
fometime with Mr, and Mrs. Switzer,
lett last Tuesday for Chicago, 111.,'
"here she will spend the summer.

/•f

W i n t e r P a r k Whisperings.
WINTER PARK, F L A . , July 13, 1892.
We were all so busy celebrating the
Fourth at one place and another last
| week that our items were overlooked.
The Christian Endeavor sociable at
Mr. Vansickles' on the evening of July
ist was a very pleasant affair, the program was begun by a business meeting
and then a very good literary program
followed. There were instrumental solos
by Misses Hawley, Emma Coan and Miss
Walker, a vocal solo by Mr. Earnest Missildine, a reading by Mr. VanSickle, a
recitation by .Mr. J. S. Capen. etc.,. aud a
delightful time was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Alcott spent the
Fourth in DeLand.
Miss Ida Missildine r e t u m e ^ f t p m her
year's study at the Piston Conservatory
last week. Dr. ana Mrs. Eager and Lucy, left on the 13th for a summer in Illinois
and Kansas City. Dr. E. expects to attend the national meeting of the Knights
Templars in D e u w r in August.
Mr. and Mrs. Huntington left for a vacation on the 13th. Mr. Maxson will act
as town clerk until his return.
Mrs. Street and Mrs. Atwood left on
the 13th for Chicago and Kansas City respectively.
Mr. Marcus Alexander having fully recovered his health has left for Kentucky
to regain some of his lost weight. He
leaves behind him several sorrowing
hearts among the fair ones. Mrs. Billingsley has her two nieces—Misses Bertie and Adair Dunn—of Sanford, 'dsiting
her.
Col. Plant and party are looked for here
on the 14th or 15th.
Mr. S. T. Hill has been quite ill from
old troubles contracted in the army. He
is improving.

The ADVOCATE regiets to learn
ot the illness-of Mr. Win. SchuJtz.
lie is reported to have contracted
a severe cold recently, which has
confined him to indoors.
Marshal
Butler, who is also
caring for the Seminole Hotel, is expecting Mr. Plant here at any time.
The rumor is that Mr. Plant will cause
some needed improvements to be
made about the hotel during the summer and early Autumn.
Church court at the A. M. E church
last Wednesday night was of great
interest to those present. The attorney
for the church was quite an object of
merriment to the attendants,
Many thanks to Mr. G. L. Brook
ins tor that sample irelon, lrom his
fine proJuction. Brooking has some
of the finest Florida raised melons
we have seen anywhere this season.
They are much sweeter than the
average Florida melon and their
size i* enormous.
We point to "SubrosaV Key West
letter, on another page, in this issue
as one containing interesting items.
Especially is the reproduction of the
letter which appeared in the Equator
Democrat, of Key West, interesting.
It is'of interest because it gives the lie
to falsehood, which, if allowed to go
unharmed would have been damaging
to the colored people and also ol injury to the Republican party.

Judge J. R. Mizell, Collecter of
Customs at the port of Fensacola, is
spending a short vacation with his fam
fly at Lake Mont Park.
A very interesting letter anoers
appers in
this issue of the ADVOCATE from Key
Wert. "SUB«OSA" always makes the
Key West letter interesting, and this
one is up to the standard. Read it.
There is preserved in Trinity college
Dnblin, the harp whose notes were
beard in Tara's Hall when Brian Boru
Was king, and the sight of which in
spired Thomas Moore when he w s
studying at old Trinity to write his
favorite song.
The cost of a woman's education
in the various American Colleges is as
follows : Cornell $500; Michigan $3*0
"Wellesley, $370.; Smith, $4oo; Harvard Annex, $600; Vassar, $400, and
Bryan Mawr, $450.

BAmiELOR SOCim ?.
The bachelors of town, some
caused so by the absence of their
wives, will hold a meeting next
Juvember., in the most appropriate
place in town for the purpose of
trying to ascertain why certain
members of the society do not remain at home after 8 o'clock p. m .
Mr. A. H. Paul is an aspirant tor
president of *he society ror the ensuing year, but since the ADVOCATJ*
baa-iitcii adopted ae th« org-m oi
the society it must name the officials!
and as Mr. Paul is a merchant and
does not advertise in the ADVOCATE}
the paper will be hound to oppose
him.
Mr. Bacheldor is seeking for
honors through the society, but the
faet is settled that he can get n t h ing more than door-keepers position.
Of course he doesn't support the
ADVOCATE.

Prof. J, H. Ford returned last evening from Atlanta, Ga.. a : d Fernandi
ns, Florida, where he amended the
Island City Ch-u auqr.a
The Lawrence & Peckham Cornet
Band will leave next Wednesday
morning for Enterprise, where, they
will furnish music for the Odd Fellows
celebration at that place on the 28.
The World's Fair Directory has
."pent np to date approximately seven
millions and a quarter.
It * is reported that ttie stock
holders of the South Florida U. JR.
will extend their liu« to Key West.

Rollins College Notes.
School opens Oct. 3 1.
New circulars of Rollins college can
be abtained at Curtis and O'Neal's bookstore, Orlando, at Maxon's book-store,
Winter Park, and at Ensrninger's Art
rooms, Sanford.
Thos. R. Baker, one of the new instructors engaged for next year is a
graduate of Goettingen University, Germany, having taken the degree of P h .
D. at that famous seat of learning. He
will teach chemistry, physics, and German. He is a practical chemist quite at
home in a laboratory, tbe auther of an
excellent and popular text book in
physics, and is an experienced and successful teacher. He studied German in
Germany, and is exceptionally well
qualified to teach this language. An accomplished scholar, and a christian gentleman, he is a valuable acquisition to
any faculty.
The college is also to be congratulated
upon having secured Mrs. C. A. Abbott
as an instructor. She took a course of
study in the Boston Normal school some
years ago, and has since been doing successful work in the position for which
she there fitted herself.
Prof. Austin recently went to Ohio for

a visit.
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Prof. Ford has returned frorAGeorgia,
having there attended the Georgia State
Teachers Association and also the meeting of the Southern Educational Association. He says they were large and
enthusiastic conventions.

Winter Park was ably represented at the Republican National Con- fohTJn^ec/
vention, held-at Minneapolis. Hon.
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Mr. Taylor, whose wife has been
absent for several weeks, is desirous
of becoming a membei of the society, but he is opnosed on ihe single
ground that he has too rnaDy children at home.
Mr. J . S. Capen, whose wife is
now in Illinois, is president of the
society, and he is a candidate for
reelection.
T h e ADVOCATE may
favor him ; but it has not decided
to do so yet. Of course Mr. Capen
is a good man and gives the ADVOCATE his bupport.
Mr. Faulkner is a candidate tor
the society operator, and as he is
the only operator in town he may
be elected by acclamation,
Mr. A. Richmond will doubtless
be elected collector, as he is said to
be the best in town. Ho collects
from the ADVOCATE. Mr. J . M .
Hunter may be elected assistant
operator. Mr Wm, Ingrahra is to
be elected marshal.
There is a fine to be placed on
Mr. C. J . Ladd for neglect otduty.
He is the chaplin. II. H . Lovett
has applied for membership, but on
account of color he will be refused. I
And tlien it is feared that Lovett
cannot pay his cues.
Remember the society meets next
Juvember 10 minutes after 4 A. M.
I
Town council met last Thursday!
night in regular session; those present
were t president Jas. S. Capen, alder- I
men McCallum, Ward, Simpson and !
Israel. Mayor Chubb was also pres- !
ent and with his usual sharp eyes •
watched the proceedings of the coun- j
cil and wh<never necessary loaned it
some of his usual instruenve advice.
This was the first meeting of the
couLcil Mayor Chubb-has visited for
somt time; so his presence was much
appreciated. *"l ^ ^ 0 - Q *V

this city.j
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LAWRENCE & PECKHAM CORNUT RArfft Meets every Tueday
A M DA1UI m p h t at their rooms
on Pennsylvania Ave.H. H.Love tt
£ cornet; B. G. Lampkins, B cornet ; James Ginlack Solo Alto; Joo
Green 2nd B cornet; J. H. Walker
1st A l t o ; Wm. Scott 2nd Alto ; P .
W. Williams Baritone ; Jos. Maxwell Tuba; Stephen Smith first
Tenor ; Thomas Ecter second Tenor
Alfred Jackson Snare drnm.
Address
J . H. WALKER. Secy.
Box 76,

WINTER PARK, FLA.

CHUBB and WARD,
Are the Agents For Mapes Fer
iillizer.
The very best brands al.
tfays ktpt on hand.

you canget any Quantity
from one barrel to as many to as
you want. We Sell at Jaackfiovilie
prices. Call ou CHUBB & AV AUD
WINTER PARK,
FLA.

Don't forget to call on
T.

R.ROBINSON,

While in DeLand. ^ae "keeps a-first-colored Bar
"ber shop, Hair catting, Snaving, Hair dressing
and •bamnooiDg neatly done, Go 'one, go all.
No exceptions made, Satisfaction guaranteed.
His place of buainess ia cm yew York Aveasio,
X&& dpor U; £rr. i'lafcer'a 3iug.6iaee.

i

Mrs.
A. E. Rodgers loft list
Thursday night for a several weeks
trip North, Mr. Rodgers will keep
house himself while she is away.
Rev. C. H» Boger, of Astor, who
is making quite a forward march in
his ministerial labors, was anicng
our callers yesterday. Rev. Bogcr
looks as well as we have seen him
for years.
Hon. J. E. Clark, of Eatonville.
was in town last Wednesday night
company with Rev. Mr. Fleming
Among the many visitors in town
last Sunday were : Mrs. D, Hawkins, M.as. T. W. Taylor, James
Merchant, T. A« Pinder and Rev.
T. R. Roberts, of Eatonville.
Maj. W. G. P*ck returned from
his five weeks visit to Duluth Mm.,
last Wednesday evening.
The many friends of the distinuished Dr. E. P. Hooker are proud
to *ee him again after a pleasant
two months stay in Massachusetts.
may get into trouble from which he will
not be let off so easily.
A. W. Lane, agent of the F . C. & P. R.
here, has been away on a short trip for
his, summer vacation.
Elijah Hand has just put up a neat
stone marking the last resting place of
our old friend Mr. Fred. Tolley, in the
Orlando cemetery.
H. S. Chubb left on Monday to inspect
the Heather Island Orange Grove Company's mammoth grove, of which he is
the manager.
Mr. Obenchain, of Chicago, is here
with his f n m i l v

TWO THOUSAND PEOPLE THERE
New Park and Spring Pavilion at*Hotel
Lookoff Dedicated—Many Prominent
Speakers.
|S'^'*/
SUGAR HILL, N. H., Ang. 10.—It has been
a great day at the Hotel LooKoff. The dedication of the new park opposite the hotel
and the Soring with the beautiful pavilion
enclosing it has brought together more than
2000 people from the many surrounding resorts.
In the early aicernv»on the speakers of the
day, oiHcers and guests of the Hotel Lookoff and visitor^ from o'ther.houses formed in
procession, headed by a bard of music, and
marched to the handsome Spring House,
where dedicatory services ^were conducted
by Gen. S. L. Brown of Chicago, assisted by
the Misses Upham, Pane, Phelps, Attmore,
Hoguett and Flossie Attmore.
The committee deciding upon the relative merits of the 64 names suggested for
the spring adjudged in favor of "Lookoff"
spring, and awarded the prize, a beautiful
silver lovine-cup, appropriately engraved,
to Mrs. C. P. Flaarg of Boston.
After adjournment to the park, a bria/
address of welcome by Gen. S. L. Brown
was followed by prayer by Rev. Mr. Nickerson of Sugar Hill.
The toastmaster was Mr. Chase of Boston,
who introduced the following-named
speakers; Mr. Hiram Noyes of Sugar Hill.
"Lookoff spring;" Judge Brooks of Concord, Mass^ "The bench;" Senator Gallagher of Boston. "The lawmaker;" Mr.
Henry Wtiltmore of Boston, "The press;"
Rev. Dr. S. Rossiter of New York, "The
church;" Hon. J. G. Sinclair of Orlando.
Fla., "Politics;" Rev. Dr. M. M. G. Dana of
Lowell, "The Pilgrim Fathers;" Dr. R. E.
Chase of Haverhill, Mass., "The invalid:"
Rev. Waldo Messaros of New York, "Columbus."
Owing to the unexpected but unavoidable absence of Gov. Tuttle the toast to the
State of New Hampshire was omitted.
A letter from Senator Gal linger was read.
In response to the toast to the United States
Mr. J. E. Lees, Mr. W H. Robey. Jr.. Rev.
Mr. Land and others1 were to have spoken
had the time permit d.
The handsome silver loving cup awarded
for the best poem on the spring was given to
Rev. Merle St Croix Wright of New York,
who was one of 15 competitors.
The remainder of the day was given up to
a carnival of sports, music, cako walk and
ball.

T h e work jf cleaning and renovating
t h e college buildings has begun. It ii
expected tu hav« everything in neat
trim by the 3rd of October.
After several weeks stay in the N a
tional Capital City, Mr. W. R. Smith
a n d his
amiable wife arrived las*
M o n d a y evening on the fast mail,
seeming much delighted to get back
t o t h e prettiest town in Florida.
We are pleased to note that Marshal Butler, who the A D V O C A T E announced some time ago as being con
valescent but later on relapsed, is again
able to be up a n d about his work look
ing after It own affairs.

Mr. M . S. Green, of Maitland, was
in town last Thursday evening with a
very fine load of water melons. These
melons aie from a crop planted in
J u n e . T h e y are very fine in quality
a n d delicious in taste.

Mrs. Col. D. H . Elliott has returned
from her summer vacation. She, upon
her return, kept on through to Port
T a m p a where she joined the Col, and
both returned back to Winter P.*rk,
a n d are now pleasantly domicilea at
their lovely home on Interlachen A v e .
I t is quite gratifying to hear the
news of the surity of the erection of
M.g, W. G, Peck's residence, which is
10 be built on a lot owned by the Maj.
adjacent the Seminole tennis ground
lots. T h e bricks have arrived and the
lumber is being cut by Mess. H u n t e r
& M c M i l l a n . Work will begin within
ten days from now, and it ts hoped
that the building will be ready for o c cupancy January 1st.

yo$
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inter P a r k Pointers?
'INTER P A R K , F L A . , Aug. 31,1891
he Rev. Mr. Waterman is now in
harge of the Episcopal church here, and
has made many friends already.
Mr. D. N. Batchelor would like to borrow a few bones from somebody, as
while he has been hsving the "breakbone" fever he hasn't b i d enough bones
for the aches to go aroivid on, and some
of them have been veiy much crowded.
Messrs. Chubb and Capen spent last
week in Pensacola, at t lie guest of Collector Mizell. They were royally entertained, and came back much pleased
with all that they saw in Florida's western metropolis.
Miss Lena Mizell, who has been in
PenBacola with her father for some time,
has returned to her a.tractive home at
Lakemont Park.
The death of the infant child of Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell, which event took
place at Coronado last week, was very
sad, and the bereaved parents have the
sympathy of this community in their
sorrow.
Mr. Faulkner, the South Florida's
efficient agent here, returned from a
short outing last night, bringing with
him Mrs. J . D. Taylor, who is much improved in health,
The summer outings are beginning to
end, and the " o u t i n g e r s " to return to
their homes.
Marshal Butler's many friend's will be
glad to know that he is rapidly improving.
His liver has not "fl -pped" just
right lately, causing at one time serious
illness.
Mr. Cofield will leave here the first ol
September to accept a very responsible
position with a large music house in
Mobile, Ala.
Mr. Will Ingram made the sanitary
inspection this month in place of Marshal
Butler. His report shows a very satisfactory state of health and cleauliness
in our community.
Dr. Hooker returned several days ago
from his well-earned vacation at Clifton
Springs and in the mountains of Kew
York. He is much improved in health
and is now tilling his position as p-asto*
of the Congregational church with renewed health and vigor,
Tbe serious illness of Mr. E . N. C >un,
caused bv overwork, is most unfortunate
as his firm now have their hands full of
work and can hardly get along without
him. All hope for his speedy and complete recovery.
Messrs. Jerome Capen and Frank
Burke report a gain of twenty pounds
each since they left here.
Mr. and Mrs. William Schultz have
returned from an outing at Pablo snd
Ormond, which they greatly enjoyed and
were much benefited.
All reports agree that the next year at
Rollins College promises to be wonderfully successful.
Misses Brown and McClure have j - s t
executed a deed to trustees, by which
the neat mission building built by th«'m
'n O'ceola is secured for missionary, ieligious and literary use. These ladies,
in a quiet, unostentatious way, have!
done much good in this community, and I
this is only an additional benevolence to
many that they have heretofore done.
It is perhaps not generally known that
Mrs. H. S. Chubb is an inventress of
more than ordinary ingenuity. She has
several patents now pending, from some
jof which her friends expect a great deal
The young boy who was arrested for
reaking into Pierce & Matthews' matet and released on account of his exreme youth should be very carefully
ooked after by his friends, as this is not
he first complaint against him, and he
.
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Winter Park Pointers.
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WINTER PARK, Sept. 1, 1892.
A season of prosperity, unprecedented
in its history, seems to have come to the
Methodist church in this town. All
branches of its work have pro us!-ed during the summer. The preacrd il gservices
have been more largely attended than
ever before, and the Sunday school has
doubled its membership and attendance.
On Monday evening, Aug. 22, a reception was given to the newly appointed
pastor, Rev. J'. H. Martin, and family.
The arrangements were under the direction of the officeis of the Epworth
league. Mr. J. D. Taylor tendered the
use of his spacious dining room for the
evening, and it was elaborately decorated
with flowers and foliage.. The rain did
not prevent a large attendance or interfere with the success of the affair. Postmaster Thayer made the address of welcome, and Rev. Mr. Martin responded
very appropriately. Refreshments w(eie
served, and it was the unanimous ver<iict that the evening has been passed in
a delightful manner. .
The Epworth League'-pf the Methodist Church, Chapter Gl37,|has just
passed its first anniversary, an'd elected
its officers for the'present year. President, Miss Mary L.'Jewell; First Vice
President and chairman committee on
Religious W o r k - R . K. Thayer; Second
Vice President and chairman committee
on Mercy and Help-Charles J L a d d •
Third Vice President and chairman committee on Literary Work—Mrs A Pul
*ifer: Fourth Vice President and 'chairman committee on Entertainment-Mias
Jess.e V. Taylor, Secretary and chairman committee on CorrespondenceAlva J. Faulkner; Treasurer and chairman comm.ttee on Finance-Miss C S
Detwiler.
' '

A c o u p ' c o f Sundays ago, J u d g e
McCalluui was called upon to order a warraut lor the arrest of one
T o m Wthwn, who had been wvused
of a s a l t and battery with n t nt t<»
kill, in Volusia county, but had
im.do his escape and was stopping
with his urcic, W. B. Simpsi n, in
Hannibal Square. W h e n O n s t a b e Butler went down to n u k e the
a n e s t he found that instinct had
worried Wilsou the day bttoie thflt
he had decided to ra ike h k e ; capc
mid had gone. U p to this writing
he ha* not been heard from.

L

T h e arrest of Wesley Anderson,
a small hoy, on last Saturday morning by Marshal Butler tor burglary
was not at all surprising to those
who knew ot the actions of this
little thietfor sometime past.
He wears the name of a horn
thiet among th<we who know of his
actions, and though his mother has
often como in a tew licks ot w h i p ping him to death, ho continued to
do slewing more daring than wcnld
he expected of the oldest thief.
H e has otten been caught in the
shops in Hannibal Square, and
would have been ordered to jail
had it not been tor the picas ot a
poor mother. Uor reprimanding
proved useless and he had gone oti
niitil Isst Satnrday, when he was
caught b y M a r k e t - m a n Mathews
in his market, having broke in, aud
was helping himselt to what, h e saw
around him. H e was held until
Marsnal Bntler arrived and wa*
taken to the calaboose where he
was properly i n c a r c e r a t e nnti'
t h a t night when he was treed.

Those people that believes that a
newspaper can be published very long
upon "puffs" should get them ai.d outfit, hire men to do necessary work, and
start up, As every other class of business requires money to back ij up, we
a&mre that class that newspapers also
needs money. Send in your dues at
once, you who are indebted to us, and
let us live.
„ _
_ m .
The improvement now being done
on New England Ave., west of the S.
F. R. R , is of intrinsic value to the
section along th^t very popular thoro'fare. All of the trees and shrubbery
which have been such a hold back to
that avenue are being taken up. The
improvement will add considerable to
the beauty of the section along that
Avenue. Hon. J. S. Capen is having
tb^ work done.
News has reached here that Mr. W,
C. Comstock, one of our largest property owners and most generous citizens
who is at present in Europe, has been
stricken down with the Cholera ; but
has thoroughly recovered from the
attack.
If this is true, and we have no doubt
but that it is, we all may feel proud and
hope that is all. Men like Mr. CornStock are seldcm found.

Rollins College Notes.
President Fairchild writes that he will
be here with bis family on the morning
of the 21st inst. We shall all be glad to
welcome them to a home in Winter
Park.
Still the students come. Mr. M. S.
Dowden, manager of the Whitaker Phosphate Works, Homeland, this state,
engages a room for his daughter, Miss
Daisy. The Rev. Mr. Sundell, of Lake
Mary, has taken a room for his son.
From Orlando, Mr. Samuel Dewey engages a room.
And now comes the northern contingent. President Fairchild sends tbe
following names of students who wish
rooms assigned them: W. T. Norton,
New York City; John Neville, Bay City,
Mich.; Mias Florence Ferris, Buffalo,
N. Y.; Edward Rowland, of Lee, Mass.
The laat two will probably be in the
freshman class.
Prof. Ford says the correspondence
indicates a considerable' number yet to
come from Florida and from the north,
and that the college is now sure to have
its dining room filled.
The year, which opens Oct. 2, promises
to be one of larger attendance and greater interest than ever before.
Miss. Eva J. Root, the instructor in
natural science, writes that she feels
ready for the work of a new year, and
will be here on Saturday, the 29th inst.
Miss Jessie D. Grassie, instructor in
gymnastics and Delsarte, writes that
she will be here before the opening, and
will bring several new students with her.
Well, yes; as we were saying! Here
come some more students: Miss Helen
Cook, from Centre'TTill, Fla.. Miss Yancey and Mr. Empie, from Orlando, Mr.
Geo. Benedict, from Fort Meade, Fla.
Mr Benedict is a brother of Robert, a
former esteemed student of Rollins.
Miss Belle Canfield, matron of the
dining hall and superintendent of the
housekeeping, is on the grounds supervising the cleaning and general burnishing up preparatory to the opening. You
should see how clear the windows, and
how radiant the floor and stairways are
'
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WINTER PARK, FLA.,

The Pennsylvania House opens to the
public under very flattering auspices.
Mr. A. Detweiler has leased the Palmetto, rechristened it, and will run a
neat, comfortable hodse at moderate
prices.
Miss JessieD. Grassie, who has been
engaged as director of ihe gymnasium at
"Rollins," i^~ a niece of Miss Maria A.
West, the well known returned missionary.
Mr. LaMontagne has had some fifteen
years experience in viticulture in France
and is thoroughly posted. He has set
about 30 acres of grapes, on his Lake
Fairview place, and is very enthusiastic
on the subject of grape culture in Florida. He is also the- author of a work
that.is standard authority on this subject
in Canada, where the French residents
have made grape growing one of the
most important industries.
Teachers, studen Is, cooks, assistants
and all the forces are arriving at Rollins
College, and all goes to show the most
prosperous year of of its existence.
Dr. Hooker preached a fine sermon on
the 25th, foundins* it on the touching ceremonies and remarks at the grave of
Whittier.
Mr. Eugene Coan left on the 21st for a
visit to Boston, via the Ocean S. S. Co.,
with the purpose of recuperating from
bis serious illness, caused by overwork
oa the Dommerich and other buildings.
Among those who have returned from
their summer trips are Mrs. A. Richmond, Mr. and Mrs. Huntington, Mrs.
Fore! and family, Mrs. J. S. and Louise
Capen, Jerome Capen and Misss Lamson.
The "campaigners'' that were to have
enlightened us on good solid democratic
doctrine, last Fiiday nitjht, did not-materialize, much to the disappointment of
quite an audienc« which gathered at the
Winter Park company's office to listen
to their eloquence.
The town health authorities will see
that the students here are vaccinated
according to the law of tbe state board
of health.
The town council, in conjunction with
the committed j'ppointed lor that purpose by Judge Beeks, will hold a meeting on the 29th at the council rooms, to
arrange for the proper celebration of
'Columbian Anniversary day" by our
schools.
Mr. Chas. J. Ladd returned last week
from a pleasant cutinsr at Port Tampa,
Manatee river and other points.
De. Batchelor has broken the record
of the world on bicycling, having made
a short di nee at the rate of a mile in
sixteen j
ids, and ihat, too, the first
time he
ide it. We look for wonderful speed from him when he gets the
hang of it thoroughly.
Major Peck's fine house is movinj towards completion rabidly.
The W. C. T. TJ. is hard at work getting up an emertainment iu its interest.
Mr. A- IT. Paul bas purchased the Ergood safe and now has as good protection from burglars as any concern in
Florida.
Dr. J. L. B. Eager and family will return from Kansas City, where he has a
I large drug store., this week.
William Brookfield, chairman of
t h e Kepublican S t a t e Committee
ot N e w York, was a delegate from
that State. H e is well known here
as one of W i n t e r P a r k ' s most prominent winter visitors. H o n . Tbomas
N , Butler was a delegate from tho
State of Pennsylvania!; H e is abrilliant lawyer ot that State. H e has
also spent several winters here, and
ho owus the valuable grove or
which M r . Alderman, Ward lives.
Ol eourse all ot our readers know
t h a t our C h u b b was al6oa delegate
o^romthiiJ State.
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Coan, after a
wedding trip to Coronado, have gone to
housekeeping at the pleasant Sylvan
Lake property of Mr. Wilcox.
Of all the fool laws that small towns in
this county are supposed to carry out
and are under commands from the county board of health so to do, the vaccination law takes the whole bakerv. Our
town authorities are ordered to carry out
its provisions, are told that they will be
held responsible for carrying it out, but
are given no way of enforcing it. The
board itself does not uphold them in any
measures they take and the county authorities write letters to the citizens of
the town and to those who are not citizens nor in any way interested lelling
them that they, our town authorities,
have no right to try to enforce the law.
Our town council are unanimous in thinking that a vaccination law is necessary
and in their wish to sustain the board of
health in all their rules, but are getting
very weary trying to carry out th<e orders
of a board that will not back t h e m up in
the slightest degree, but, on tfcie contrary, does all it can to discourage them
in their efforts and to m a k e t h e m a
laughing stock.
For goodness sake,
Messrs. Health Board, abolish t h e miserable law you have and give us either
no law or one that you can yourselves
respect.

-*4-9a.
Rollins College Notes.
The college bell will begin to ring next
Monday morning, October 3d.
Nearly all of the old students have engaged rooms and many new ones. More
rooms are now engaged than ever before
and this is not the time of year for the
largest attendance. Mowbray, and Flentye, and Fritz, and Robert, and Rex and
the rest will be here. And the girls will
keep up their side of the institution.
The first two stories of the Ladies'
Hall are full and ten rooms are taken in
the third story. When this new building
w?.s put up last year, it was intended to
provide for several years of future growth.
It will be fliled this year.
The following is a list of the faculty
and officers for the coining y e a r :
J. H. Ford, A. M., professor of Greek
and acting president. Nathan Barrows,
A. M., M. D., professor of mathematics.
,T
. E P. Hooker, D. D., college pastor. Rev. L. A. Austin, A. M., professor
of Latin. Eva J. Root, M. S., instructor •
in natural science, history.and French.
Thos. R. Baker, Ph. D , instructor in
chemistry, physics and German. Miss
Kate Deaderick, instructor upon t h e
piano and in voice culture. M r s . Roberta H . Ingrahacn, instructor in music.
Lanie E. Curtis, principal of Sub.-Prep. .
Dept. and matron of gentlemen's cottage.
Mrs. C. A. Abbott, instructor in Sub.-,
Prep. Dept. and matron of boys' cottage
Andy F . Dalrymple, instructor in drawing and painting. Miss Jessie D. Gras
sin, instructor in gymnastics. Mrs^-tjvad
S. Lamson, matron of the Ladies' Cotrage. Miss L. Ophelia Nettteton, matron of the dining hall. M. A. HeukeL
M. D., medical examiner for the gymnasium. H . Huntington, treasurer.
The above instructors have had years
of successful experience, have devoted
their lives to the profession of teaching
and have kept abreast with the times in
new and best methods. New and natural methods are used in studying the I
languages, and in chemistry and other |
natural sciences, the objects will be observed and the materials handled in addition to the study op boous.
The true object of education is to
make larger and better manhood. The
noblest qualities of manhood are found
in the mind and the character. A mind
able to understand difficult things, able
to appreciate finest things; a character
simple, pure and strong—these are the
best results of education. They put the
youth upon a high piano of thinking and
of living.

College Notes.
We met Prof. J. H , Ford on the
streets a low days ago, looking as
I gay and as pleasing as ever we saw "
him. The Prol. spoke very en
couring of the outlook for a successful opening of the college next
Monday, the 3rd. "We will have
frn increase in our opening this
year", said the Professor. "The
outlook has never been more encouraging" he continued^ /%,
Kvery necessary arrangement
and all needed improvements have
been made to assure comfort and
contentment about the college
buildings this year.
Several teachers are already here,
ready to begin their labors on Mon
day.
Every train brings in a host ot
students, who seem to he proud tc
get back to the "Athens" of Florida.

t

Mr. and Mrs. W . C. Comstock c a m e
on tm? fast mail on the 8th, to b e 'with
us for the winter. Mr. C. says that the
report of his having had the chole.ra
while in Europe was not founded in fact,
for a slight case of messenteric-congestion was the worst illness he had while
away.
Mr. Dommerick who is building the
palatial residence on the Swoope grove,
is here for a few days.
Columbus day will be duly celebrated
here by all our schools in an elat rate
manner. Rollins College will unite with.
Knowles public school in the official
national program, and the colored
school, under Prof. Williams, will have
a complete program of their own.
Dr. Eager and family are at home after
an outing at Kansas City and in Illinois.
Rollins College starts out with the
largest attendance in its history.
Mr. Eugene Coan is not doing a s well
as hia friends here have hoped, and t h e r e
is considerable anxiety about h i m .
We had the pleasure of a visit from
Messrs. Hudson and Nokes on the lGtb.
Major Peck is happy over the return
of his wife and his pleasant countenance
is smilinger than ever.
Our farmers are busy getting in their
crops of hay and the way this thing increases year after year gives promise
that the baled abomination for which we
have so long put u p o n r shekels will soon
be a recollection only, and that a mighty
musty one.
Mr. A. H . Paul is expecting his family
the first of next week.

Maj. Peck's Beautiful Cottage.
The cottage of Maj. W. G. Peck,
now under construction by Mess,
Coan Bros. & Alcott, ( will be
among the handsomest and most
desirable residences in the place
when it is completed. We were
shown the designs for the building
last Tuesday and suffice it to say
that lor beauty and magnificence
we have seen nothing to beat it. It
will be a commodious structure,
containing six ro^ms down stairs
and four in the upstairs rlapartment. Its plans are of the latest
style, and when it is completed will
bo a perfect picture ol beauty to
that section. Its cost will be
something like $5,000.
10-1*12.

Winter P a r k Pointers.
WINTER BARK, F L A . , Get. 22ou, 1892.
The enthusiasm here over the celebration of ColuniOus Day was so intense as
to make it, perhaps, the most excising
day in our history. "Cenaiuiy, it we except the day that brought us the news of
the location of Roliius College here and
the day we dedicated our public schools,
nothing to approach the interest of yesterday has ever occurred in our town.
At daylight the blowing of whistles,
the firing of guns and the shouts of the
iawakened people told of the arrival of a
notable uay.
At 8 o'clock carriages and wagons weie
pouring into town Irom the neighboring
groves and farms, and when the bells
began to ring at § :30 o'clock a shout
went up in every direciion throughout
the place.
Promp'ly at the ringing of the bells
Rollins College, some 150strong, started
from their campus, headed by the entire
faculty. At the same instant the pupils
of Knowles School started from their
school house, headed by their teachers,
and from the Winter Park Company's o.fice the veterans, Blue and Grey, marched in company with the town officials.
These all met at the corner of Interlaehen and New England avenues, and to
the lively music of a drum corps from
the college and with cheers and waving
flags marched to Knowles School where
the exercises took place.
Promptly at 9 the master of ceremonies.
Dr. J . L. B. Eager, began tbe exercises
with the reading of the president's proclamation. An elegant fl-ig was (hen unfurled, saluted and
enthusiastically
cheered and "America" sung by all present. Dr. E . P. Hooker invoked the
blessing of God on our country, its flag
and the assembled throng; the "ISong of
Columbus" was sung, led by the school
organ, played by Mr. Mowbray, and the
clear notes of Mr. Watson's cornet,
" T h e Meaning of the Four Centuries"
was declaimed in a clear and masterly
manner by Mr. Henry Mowbray, of Rollins College; Edna D'no Proctor's beautiful ode was beautifully read bv Miss
Milly Hi"^ker. Under the , flicient leadership of their teachers', Vlbses Dart and
Guild, Mif pupils of Knowles School then
sung a Mirring, patriotic song AU\1 e
cuted a flig drill with military-precision.
This \v: i as attractive a fea'ure of the
exerci; '8 as any that were on the program.
A s t i r i n g and putrioiic address was
delivered by our worthy mayor, Hon.
Henry S. Chubb. The doxology was
sung, and, with the benediction by Dr.
Hooker, the exercises co-eluded
While the program above was being
carried out at Knowles school, the colored school under the leaderfehip of its
teachers were engaged in similar exercises, and with addresses by Rev. Brookins, Rev. Randolph Washington and
others, and with a banquet at Masonic
hall, the exercises were concluded at
noon. In the afternoon the colored people, headed by the Lawrence-Peckham
Cornet Band, with their new instruments, paraded the streets, and so from
early morning until late at evening, the
enthusiasm .as kept in
Prominent among th . veterans were
Majors Sidney Herbert, Peck, Noble,
Major General French, Comrades Coan,
Berry, Dieffenderfer, Batchelor, Robinson, Ford, Hill, Taylor, Hawley and
others.
The drum corps, headed by Jerome
Capen and Walter Flinty," was a very
pleasant feature in the parade.
Mr. Robt. W. Given, Miss Given and
Miss Patton, a cousin of theirs, o"
Wayne, Pa., are with us for the winter.
Dr. Mis8ildine, a son of the late Rev.
A. H. Missildine, is here for a few d
at his mother's bouse.

Mr. J . I I . Bear returned last
Saturday night Irom his Virginia
trip and will hereafter permanently cast his lot with HSI Mr. Bear
is a good citizen, a hard worker
and an experienced orange grower.
News is now being circulated
that our desG'nguished friend and
philanthropist, Mr. F. W. Lyman,
whose winters spent here have been
of «o much value to the town, will
go to California.
^^
^
After a several montlis s*ay north
Mrs. A. II. Paul, daughter and son
returned last Mondav night and
are now enjoying Florida climate as'
it is here in October.
Our streets are again graced with
the presence of Mr. R W. Givens,
whov accompanied by lm family,
sister and cousin returned last Wed
nceday night, after spending a very
pleasent summer north.
Mr. L.G. Hntto and iamilly are
recent aeqnisitions to Winter Park.
They are occupying the Smith house
Mr. Hutto says he likes Winter
Park, because of its good school fa
oil i ties.
The sadden and unexpected death
ot Rev. Alfred Missildine at his
home here last Tuesday night, wae
a surprise to all. At the hour ot 7
Mr. Missildine was down stairs pissing jokes and alter having gone up
*»tairs, at 8 o'clock, he was dead.
His death was from appoplexy.
The news of the death spread all all
over town in afew minutes, and it
was but a short time betore his many
friend* were
at the corps.
The"funer>d services was held at
the congregational ehurch, 2 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon. There the
house was crowded and a great ma'y
that could not find room within
were standing around the doors and
window*.
Rev. Dr. E. P . Hooker officiated
The doctor's able eulagy of the d e ceased was very striking and solicit
ed the most profound sympathy. .
There were many floral gifts from
friends ; conspicioue among them
was a large star—shaped floral rear
presented by the faculty ut Rollins
college. Mr. Missildine was born
1128. beiag 64.years old at his death

HASKELL-OSGOOD.
Wedding Party at Georgetown
on Thursday.
Large Number of Friends Preseu From
Boston, Newbnryport, and Other P l a c e s Full Description o
**« Ceremony—Bride
Was Elegantly Costumed, and Presented
a Charming Appearance.
J - J t> .

<h.

The reBidenoe ot Hon. Stephen Osgood
on Lincoln park, Georgetown, was opened
Thursday afternoon, for the marriage of
his only daughter, Miss Charlotte A. Os
good, to Dr. Clement C. Haskell, of Lake
Maitland, Florida. At 3 o'clock the bridal
party entered the large drawing room, to
the strains of Mendehlsoms wedding
march, performed by Mr. Norman MeLeod
of Boston. The beBt man was Col. Loring
L. Chase of BoBton. The maid of honor,
Susie N. Tenney of Georgetown.

ODR 400TH'ANNiVERSARYHOW IT WAS CELEBRATED—
T H E GRAND PROCESSION.
j Eloquent Speeches and Patriotic
Devotion—Mayor Chubb, the
Orator of t h e Day—At
Knowles • Public
School.
REV. R. B. BROOKINS* SPEEKS
IN HANNIBAL SQUARE.
Flags floated from every school
house here yesterday, and also a great
many of the private residences and
business places.
The morning was beautiful and the
sun shone in its usual brightness
crowned every thing under it with a
silvery splendor and gave the heavens
a diamond beauty.
It was 8 o'clock when the bells
from every church, the college, and
each of the public schools were set to
tolling and then a chime was steadily
kept up for half an hour.
About 8:30, a procession of the college students and the scholars ot
Knowles' Public school was formed
and, being led by taps upon a drum,
paraded to'the Knowles Public school
building where many of the patrons
1
and friends of the children and the
occasion were awaiting \he presence
of the procession.
Dr. J. L, B. Eager, master of cerimonies immediately mounted the balcony, where sat, Professors, D. Ds.,
L. L. Ds.r and veterans—both Federal
and Confederate—and in a happy
manner explained the meaning of the
gathering. He then proceeded to
carry out the progiam. .
Of the songs were: "My Country
'Tis of Thee" etc., and "Columbia
my Land'' etc. The singing of those
airs were captivating. The entire congregation assisted. Mr. Henry Mowbry, one of the students ot Rollins
College, with a clear and dramatic
voice delivered the address ; "The
Meaning of ihe four centuries." Mr.
Mowbry certainly did credit to himself
and the college in his able manner of
delivery.
After some beautiful performances
by scholars of Knowles public^school,
Dr. Eager introduced Mayor H. S.
Chubb, "who," he said, would "deliver the address of the day." Mr, Chubb
came forward from the crowd, attired
in a handsome snuff colored Prince
Albert suit. He congratulated teachers
patrons and students, and then took up
the task before him. His voice was
never better and his striking points
never more torcable. He depicted
Colnmbus in a most striking manner,
praised his manhood and gave
Queen Elizabeth a hearty sondoft
that just made the ladies present
feel that women were yet at the
top.
He spoke of the beginning of
the settlements in this country in
beautiful language and praised the
courage ot those poor immigrants
who came here and established
virtue, manhood, and womenhood;
and worked to sustain the same.
M r Ohubb's address was grand —
I t was worthy of its length in the

R olline College is to boast this
year for having in l t s possession as
Musical
Instructor, Miss Kate
Oeadrick. It i 8 said by a great
many of ber admirtrs here [especially among bar students] that her
vocalgtalenta can hardly be surpassed. Her way of instruetmg
is acceptable to all of her students
and it is said that her success will
be phenominal this scholastic year.
Miss Deadriok has been instructed
in music in this country and in
Germany. \ Q ~ % - y
Q^*
A few days sinee we m e ? with
Prof. Ford, the dignified and corteons President of Koliins College.
I h e Professor wore a pleasant smile
and appeared to be as contented as
over we .aw him. H e spoke encouragingly ot the large attendance
—the largest in the history ot the
c h o o l - a n d prophecied a much
larger attendance later on.
Rollins college is certainly »
great acquisition to Winter Park
Just think of the 125 students atj tending there this year (the most
of them boarders) and you have a
taint idea of its worth to the town
A Jiving pPge should be reserved
in every minute of that school to
tell about those gentlemen who so
liberally contributed
their
0f
wealth and about those who l a 1 b 2 r e d *° nard for its success.

Town Council MeetingFirst regular meeting of Town council Oct. 31, 1892. Present Aldermen
Eager, Simpson, Ward, and Aldermen
elect Capen and MacCallum.
A. MacCallum, Justice of the Peace
administered the oath of office to
Henry S. Chubb Mayor-elect, and the
Mayor administered oath of office to
the following: H. Huntington Clerk
and Treasurer, S. P . Butler, Marshal
and Collector, S. S. Capen, Assessor,
J. S. Capen and A. MacCailurn
Aldermen.
J. S. Capen was elected president
of Council. The President appointed
the following committees.
1. Finance, E. N. Coan, A. MacCallum and F. R. Israel.
2. Sanitary and Improvement, J. L
B. Eager. C, H. Ward W B Simpson.
3. Charities, schools and Cemetary
i Ward, Eager, Simpson.
'
4- Rules and Ordinances, MacCallum, Ward and Coan.
5. *ire protection—Simpson, Coan
Israel.
6 Streets and Police- -Israel, Eager.
MacCallum.
Mayor Chubb addressed the Coun- c
cil outlining a policy for the ensuing ©
B
year.
Alderman Eager extended an invitation to the Council to aitend the
Columbian Celebration,
Council adjourned.
H. HUNTINGTON, Clerk.
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pages of history.
Immediately after Mayor Chnbb's
address, the master of ceriironies
called the crowd nearer, and after
Cov>7~)'not ed.
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Winter Park Pointers.
WINTER PARK, FLA., Nov. 3d,

1892.

Winter Park now has three hundred
pupils in its schools.
Eugene Coan is expected back from a
visit to his old home at Hyde Park,
Mass., this week. He will be accompanied by his daughter, Miss Maud, who
has been in Maine and Massachusetts all
summer, and it is a source of gratification
to their many friends that they are both
much improved in health.
A merry party went from here to Maitland Wednesday eve., to call on Dr. and
Mrs. Haskell.
Mrs. A. E. Rogers came back from a
visit to Massachusetts and New England
last week. She-had a good time, and is
more than ever satisfied with Winter
Park and Florida.
Our population, as shown by the last
health census, has increased more than
one hundred in the past sixty days.
Mr. Henry Dunlap is once more at
home behind Mr. Paul's counter.
Mr. W. S. Cassidy and family are at
home from an extended stay in Brooklyn
and vicinity. Mrs. S. E. Burke and son,
Frank, accompanied them.
Geo. D. Rand and Mrs. Rand arrived
on the 2nd, and will at once occupy their
elegant new cottage on Interlachen avenue.
Miss Hudson, daughter of the proprietor of the REPORTER, visited*in Dr.
Eager's family the past week.
Capt. Eaton, of Maitland, has many
friends here who will hear with sorrow
tbat be is not getting along as well as
was hoped after the severe sQrglcaroperation that was performed on him in Boston, Bonie time since.
Mayor Chubb had two cases before
him last Monday by which the town
funds were increased by a small amount.
Mr. Chas. J. Ladd is thoroughly overhauling his building on the Boulevard,
and it is soon to be occupied as a good
boarding house.
Hon. H. S. Chubb has gone to Ocala
to loots after the celebrated Heather Island orange grove of which he is superintendent.
Hallow'ten was merrily celebrated at
Mrs. Paul's.
Arrangements have been made to receive election news at our depot next
Tuesday al! night.
Mrs. Cofield and Miss Memie left last
Wednesday morning for their new home
at Mobile, Ala.
Little Miss Waddell had a delightful
birthday party on the 29th.
Mr. C. R. Switzer returned from Chi, cago this week. Mrs. S. will be here in
a short time.
Please call attention of sportsmen to
the fact that hunting and all shooting is
prohibited within our town limits, as it
may save some trouble and fines.
Chase & Co,, through their efficient
agent Mr. Robert W. Given, are arranging to pack oranges here this winter
again.
,
Captain Bethune was taken suddenly
ill on the 2d.
Our circulating library—than which
there is no worthier object here—will
probably have charge of the dedicatory
exercises of the new hall.

StrayedI
O n morning of October 14, *92,
Iroui iny home on Lake Osceola, a
large Bull Teirier; answers to the
nam^ of Bluff, Color white, with
c-riddl« fepot on right aida of head
covering t h e e j e ; weight 60 to 75
po'.??d«. A n y information leading
to hi* r*"«v«ry will be thankfully
receive.
W m . C. COMMOCK.
" E U T J M O O X , " Oct.

14,

1892.

THE MAGNIFICENT
DOMMERICK BUILDING.
IT'S A

DAISY—HOW

C O A N IfllOS. &

MESS

ALCOTT

HAVE SUCCEEDED,
Maitland, the town whose name
has been
well advertised
and
which was once t h e leading b u s i ness place in Orange county, with":
but two exceptions, has awoke
from its long lethargy, and is j u s t
rejoicing over the nearing of t h e
completion ol one ot t h e finest, if
notlH^JlllWH,
tfJWCflgll
Oisag^
county. Why Maitland is so proud
is because the building is in its
midst, or but one mile from the
post office.
I t is the magnificent Domeriek
building, which is being erected
just outside of his [DoraerickV]
fine orange grove.
On last Monday we visited t h e
building and were more than s u r ,
prised to see such an excellent
building, tbe architecture of which
can hardly be surpassed, in Florida,
T h e buildiug Is a two story one,
with an attio overlooking t h e other
portions of the structure, ai d then
leaving a center pinacle pointing
1
far beyond the roofing. T h e attic
will have three very large rooms
and several modelled hallways.
D o w n in the second story is
where we find several of t h e p r e t t i est rooms in.tne building. T h e
tower e x t e n d i n g from t h e g r o u n d ,
o t h e t o p oi the attic is a heauty.
T h e large parlor and t h e magnificent drawing room on the first floor
are beautifully arch shaped, and
will doubtless be the center ol
much attraction to the n u m e r o u s
visitors expected there next winter.
T h e dining hall is l a r g e and will
accommodate a very large crowd.
Leading off from the dining room
in a northeasterly direction, is a
wing which contains the kitchen
and laundry r o o m s . These rooms
arc large and will contain all of the
modeled i m p r o v e m e n t s . Eroni t h e
trout e n t r a n c e will be a large hall
way shaped like a T .
The plastering used is a superior
mixture called adamant, and it
makes a firstclass plaster. E a c h
room will have its own color.
The exterior of this grand structure
is marvelous to behold. Its many
dormant windows from first floor to
attic adds greatly to the beauty of the
structure.
Around the second story is a piaza
which will be of much comfort in
warm weather to the inhabitants of
the building.
Space prevents us giving mention
of all the'parts at this writing. However, we hope to tell more about this
magnificent structure when the contractors, Mess. Coan Bros. & Alcott
have comoleterf ir

#/3
A large delegation headed by Messrs.
Maxson, Dale, VanSickle and Frank,
went to Kiseimmee to-day to attend the
Christian Endeavor convention. There
were about twenty in the party.
Mrs. G. D. Taylor has returned from
a long visit to her old hom<\
Mr. J. H. Bear ,and Henry Dnn.ap
have returned from a summer's outing
in Virginia.
Mr. L. G. Hutto and family have
rented the Smith house for a year and
moved in. | 0 - % % - *? * V
Mr. Green, a son-in-law of Mr. Detwiler, has rented the Appleby house for
a year.
Mrs. A. H. Paul, Miss Lena and Mr.
Anderson Paul returned last Monday
from Connecticut.
Dr. Eager and Mr. Maxson will soon
move their stocks into the White store
recently vacated by Mr. Cofield.
Postmaster Thayer has rented a room
in the Ergood block and will move into
it about November 1st.
Mr. J. M. Cheney, ayent for Mr. Bennett, owner of the Ergood Block, has lei
the contract it>r the complete renovation
of the bloi•!« to Coan Bros. & Alcott mid
will furnish a neat hall in the north part
of the second story.
Mr. and Mrs. King are the happy parents of a ten pound girl.
Mr. Henry Huntington, town clerk
and treasurer of Rollins College, has
moved into the Lyman house for a year.
As the W i n t e r season approaches
the houses and surroundings ol our
town people are being beautified
There was never a tune in W i n t e r
P n r k when every y a r d presented
such a beautiful appearance—every
thing so perfectly clean.
-» >
M r . Schuitz h a s ^ e v e n p u t bis
home and outside surroundings in
a irore beautiful condition than we
have ever seen it. and now it
charms every passer by.
T h e magnificently beautiful yard
so neatly kept, of Miss Sparrell, is
a scene of beauty While the place of
M»*. Tousey [Bellewood] is as beau
tiful as this splendid autumn sun
shine. •'Interoaks" n e v e r presented ;
a more charming appearance* to the
paeser by than now.
•'Eastbrook** attracts from across
the lake and welcomes into its beauti
tul flower gardens and upon its spacious lawn the weary pedestrian.
It is
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Comstock
and is as attractive as any home in all
Florida.
i

Maj. W. G. Peck's handsome build,
ing presents a more charming apeara r c e as it moves upward. No one can
pass it without stopping a moment to
get a more accurate view of it.
MaVoV Ohtfbb left lalt Tuesday
for H i e t h e r Island where he will j
look alter his firm's interest in the
I l e i ' h e i Island grove.
T h e Lawrence <fc Peckham Cor-j
net Band gave quite a serenade to
some of oui destmguished t o w n s men last Tuesday n i g h t . T h e band
visited and serenaded J u d g e A .
MacCallum, J u d g e J . It. Mizell,
M r . A. H . P a u l , Mr. W m . Schuitz,
Marshal Butler, Mayor Cliubb, Mr.
W . C. Comstock. and Mr. W . R .

smi»h.
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H'HWinter Park Pointers.
Nov. 15,1892.
The "Pleasant H o u r s " Whist Club
held its first meeting with Mrs. J . S.
Capen on tbe evening of the 14th.
The e wsre present the following gentlemen and their wives: Dr. Eager,
Messrs. Paul, Comstock, W. R. Smith,
Price, S. S. Capen, Rand, Switzer,
Schuitz, and J . S. Capen^-also the Misses Comstock, Misses DeHaven and
Hudson, Mrs. Mitchell, Messrs. D. N.
Batchelor and son De.- Batchelor.
A very pleasant evening was spent
and the first prizes were taken by Dr.
Eager and Mrs. Paul, the consolation
prizes going to Mr. Price and Mrs. Comstock.
"Meiu H o s t " Hathaway—the new
manager of Hotel Seminole is here hard
at work getting that famous hostelry
ready for what promises to be a very
prosperous season.
Mrs. Switzer has returned from her
outing in Chicago and vicinity, she was
accompanied hy her mother Mrs. Street.
Our "old reliable" barber has entered
nto partnership with Mr. Williams and
they, have opened a first class barber
shop in the Henkel Block.
Prof. Austin was made happy by the
arrival of his family several days ago.
Dr. Eagan's mother is expected this,
week she may be accompanied by J . S.,
Capen's mother.
Mrs. Biilingsley, the skilful professional nurse, was called to Sanford hy
telegram this week.
Geo. I). Rand, and wife are nicely setfled in their beautiful Interlachen Ave.
cottage.
Mr. Eugene Coan and daughter, Miss
Mind, arrived home last. Saturday on
tbe fast mail. They are both much improved in health.
Miss Given has kindly consented to
act as librarian at the Indies' circulating
library this winter. Many thanks a e
due Miss Lamson for her efficient setvices in this connection ever since the
foundation of tbe library.
There is a proeppct of sjeflin<» a lirstC,as,» teacher of dancing. Prof. Phillips,of
WINTER PARK, F L A . ,

Chicago, to teach a class here this winter
if enough pupils can be obtained. It is
to be hoped that such a class can be
started, and if all whoare interested will
confer with Mrs. Mitchell it will help
i

the good work along.
Chas. L. Marks and family will be
here this week.
Mr. Meeker and family, from Indiana,!
are stopping at the Rogers House. H e
baa out two of his children in Rollins
College and one at the public school.The increased number 1n attendance
>ur excellent public school has made
it necessary to seat the north room down
stairs, and there are but few vacant seats
even then.
Mr. anil Mrs. Porter Barrows are moving into the Appleby cottage.
Mr. I)jmmerich has shown his appreciation of Winter Park and its institutions by a very liberal donation to Rollins College.

The Ergood hloek is to undergo
* thorough renovation soon; a new
- oat of paint i6 to be put on, the
large hall up stairs is tc be properly
furnished with chairs and a fiotelasvstage built, and every other necewa
ry improvement made to put it in
firstclass condition for rent Mr. J .
Al. Cheney, of Orlando, who is the
gene for the company that owns
the building is our authority. Mess.
oan Bros. <fe Alcott, hare tbe
contract and painter Taylor is now
utting tho finishing touches on

the budding, \ \ - \ ' W _ ^ V

WHO T O T R A D E W I T H ,
Read the list of advertisers in the
ADVOCATE and whatever is needed
in their respective hues call on them.
WINTER PARK,

A. II. P A U L .>
Dealer in General Merchandise
F , R. I S R A E L
Dealer in F-tuty and Staple Gro
ceries.
E. L, Maxson; Stationary, etc.
I . W. W I L L I A M S
Dealer in General Merchandise
CHUBB & W A R D
Dealers in Fertilizers.
C. L, WILLIAMS,—Contrator.
R. THOMAS,—Contractor.
CFJWNO.

O. F WIS&.LEMAN & CO
Dealers in iHardward, Stoves
Crockerywa^e etc.
J O H N MILLER,
Hardware ard Tinware.
J . £ , AMOLD & CO.
Fine Groceries, Gasolins, etc.
E D . HUDNALL
Boot and Shoe dealer.

HAMMOND" &JMCCALLUM
Attorneys at LawP.^IFORD.

GEORGETIL F E R N A L D
Dealer in Hardware, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Djmerick, of Winter Park, are in town to-day. They
started with a hired team to drive
to Orlando, but when about two
and a half miles trom town the
vehicle broke down and they were
compelled to travel the balance ot
tho journey or. foot.—Orlando Daily Reporter.
/
Q
r ^
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Will he "Wave the Bloody Shirt.
The Republican party of the
North n u s t be in sore straits
indeed when they take Port Collector E d . Gunby away from his
official duties and send him stumping through the States of New
Y e r k arid Mew Jersey. The gen al
Ed. pulsed through tbe city on Sati
nrday, bound tor headquarters. He
will undoubtedly pirfinsome heavy
li ks in payment kt the plump
office which he holds. We shall
watch his course carefully aud if he
flaunts the ensanguined garment
will pnblis'u his utterauces ,for the
delectai JU of our readers.—Sanford Journal
W e suppose if Mr. Gunby tells
the truth about the workings of the
Florida election laws, it will bo
waving the bloody shirt, and this
;a what the Journal will give its
rciders". Mr. Gunby should tell
the thini? just as it is, and insist
that ?y uthern frauds be abused with
a victory from the North so overwhelming that unjust democracy
»tould forever be scorned.

Mr. Gorge Ji. Rand and fmialy
arrived last Wt dnesday and will soon
occupy their beautiful residence on
Inter! achen Ave.
Mr. • Winter has the cor:tract of
paiuting the Comstock mansion. Mr.
Winter is afirstclasspainter and always
. gives perfect satisfaction in his work.
TniRD*MKKTING OF TOWN CWTNCIL,

Oct. 27th., 1892.
Present Aldermen C a ^ n , Eager.
Simpson, Ward. Minutes ot previous meeting read and approved.
Bill of S . P . Butler, for lighting
and filling 10 street lamps furnishing oil for the same, at $10 per
month, was accepted.
Voted : That th« offer of S . S.
Capen to make the assessment for
1892 for the sum ot $100 be accept
ed with thanks.
Voted: That the ofterofS P .
Butler to collect the taxes tor 18i*2
tor the sum $100 be accepted with
thank?.
Voted : That the matter of sidewalks and trees on Chapman, Ave.
be retered to Street Committee with
power to act on same.
Voted : That the bid of G. C .
Henderson tor printing for the
current year, amount fifty dollars,
be ^accepted.
• Voted : That the ordinance relating to repairing board walks, be
suspended until Feby. 1, 1893, and
that property owners on East Park
Ave. trom N . E . A v e . , to the
Boulevard, and on the Boulevard
trom East Park Ave., to Lake
Osceola, to be ordered to pat their
walks in safe condition at once.
"Voted : That appropriations be
mrde not to exewri '111% following
amounts, from the funds received
the current year :
F o r interest on Bonds. .$900.00
Lighting l a m p s . . . . 150i00
Schools
165.00
n Printing Stationary 70.00
if
Streot Walks
180.00
n
Extra Police
65.00
»» Salaries
467.00
n
Sanitation
50.00
n
Parks
65.00
Sundries
90.00
Boud ot S. P , Butler as Mar_
ehal and Collector, and Bond of H .
Huntington as Clerk and Treasurer
were presented and accepted. Coun
oil adjourned.
H . HUNTINGTON, Clerk.

- \ o-a^Mrs. L. A . Austin, wife of Prof.
L. A. Austin, returned from Ohio
last night. The Professor is justly
proud of her return and her many
friends here will welcome her.
Mr. A. H. Paul has just received
a large stock ot creckery ware— as
fjee a line as has ever been brought
to Wiuter Park. His spacious
building is now filled to completion
with goods ot every description^

4l/G~£

WINTER PARK, ORANGE COUNTY, FLORIDA;

The men wiio ran t k Town
Government—T h e i r Re election
on Thursday.
Thursday was eleetion day here and, although there was? but one ticki* up for
elective honors the interest diRplayed in
endeavoring to get out the full town vote,
iriendly to tne ticket, worthy of note. How
ever, there was not so much hard work an
has been put in on previous town eletionp,
owing to the fact that there was no indication of an opposition to the regular nominees. The poll was opened at 8 o'clack in
the morninsr and was closed at 5 p. m.
There was a very large vote cast. The
votes all being g»lid, the nominees, c»nnis-

tmg of Hon. H. S. Chubb tor Mayor, H. Huntington Clerk, S. P,
Butler Marsh*], S. S. Capen Tax
Assessor, and A. McCallum, E. N.
Coan and J . S. Capen Aldermen,
were unanimously re-elected.

SATURDAY.

OCTOBER 15, 1892;

When looking over the improve was then put on i>s amendment but
ments, accomplished by our officials the atr moment was lost. The
during thoir reign, ive proudly give original was then voted and Mr.
them credit for having given us Capen f"as declared unanimously
good roads and streets in a great elected to succeed himself as presimany important thoroughfares ; dent of thp council.
good and iisdispensible sidewalks,
Alter a brief and timely speech
bridges
unsurpassed
anywhere, Irom president Capen. for the cease
lights to guide our footsteps alter less confidence placed in him,
night and last, hut. far from being
—»*AXO-E___£mUBB
p /
least, two school houses that woud was introduced and in his usual
be creditable to any city twenty J happy and eloquent manner deliver
times the size ot our little town. ed one of the most logical speeches
YVith dueh excellent achievements e?er before delivered before that
Among
why can we all not teel proud and honorable body. $§
honor such gentlemen as long as the many thiugs Mayor Chubb said:
"We have clayed a few side walks
they will allow us to do so.
After the election Thursday, the upon the recommenrhitiun of others
members of the old council, at 7:30, and in claying such walks, we had
met in their chamber in regular hoped to gain an experience, and
seesion and attended to all business'also be profited thereby. 1 am
coining before it. After which, (quite sure that not one of you are in
I favor of putting down any more
clay walks just now. You all are
aware of the fact that we failed in
making a successful selection, lor
the class of clay we bought did not
come up to its recommendation."

'-• y

;/'•>'

•!':;:"::••:•.•'••

H E N R Y S CHUBB.
These gentlemen have served
their town four years, the decission
of Thursday's election was nothing
less than an expression ot the hearty approval, by the voters, tor the
faithfulness of these gentlemenly
officials during their previous official reigns. Every dollar that has
been spent has been spent with a
hope of doing Winter Park good.

president ot council J. S. Capen
6aid, "II there is no further business
coming before this council, thanking you gentlemen, tor the kind
assistance you have been to me and
for the generous support during the
year, just ending, I now declare the
council for the year 1891 and '92,
adjourned, sine die." Mr. Capen's
remarks were eheered by the old
council and the face of every member seemed lit up with a bright
smile, seemingly thankful fcr the
retiring of the old year and the
advent ot the new. Mr. Capen
then vacated the chair.
Judge A. McCallum was then
called and requested to deliver the
oath of office to Mnvor elect Chubb
which he promptly did. Mr. Chubb
after having been sworn, administered the oath ot office to the othere
of the newly elected.

See f*<je

E. N. COAN.

H . HUNTINGTON.

q'5 b -for

Mr. Chubb hoped the blessings
of prosperity would accompany the
people this official year; congratulated the couucil npon its advancement and ceaseless efforts to give
us a good clean set of laws. Mr.
Chubb's speech was successively
cheered.
PRESIDENT CA*E.

with the consenl of the council allowed the committees to stand just
AS they ware betore the election.
Council then adjourned to meet at
the call ot the Mayor in official
session.
NOTK8 OF THE ELECTION.

Capt. Bethnne makes a fair and
]ust inspector.
Inspector Maxson's years of experience as a school professor gave
him a clear kr. owledge ot human
nature.
l>r. Eager voted with as much
dignity as he would diagonise a
case of cholera.
Uoss Ladd anil his little ring
failed to bring their ticket out;
snow heretofore has been too deep
tor their candidates.

ty/6 b.

WINTER PARK, ORANGE COUNTY, FLORIDA;

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1 $ , 1892

The men who run the Town
(continued)

CLERK HUNTINGTON

then asked the council to name its
choice ior President. Judge A .
McCallum named Hon. J. S. Capen
who had already served for three
years, perfectly satisfactory. Mr
Capen uamedJodge McCallum. Mr.
Though there may have been some McCallum offered a motion making
mistakes, no 6ane man, knowing the election of Mr. Capen hy acclathe spirit of our excellent officials,
would lor a moment hold that such
mistakes were intentional or premeditated

JAMES 8. CAPEN.

A. MACCALLUM.

Deacon Griswold's fatherly aud
kindly manners when he voted,
formed an exam rile for all younger
men to emulate a splendid citizen,
the Deacon.
Alderman McCallum was the
best dressed and one ot the finest
looking men at tha polls.
AJaerman J. S. Capen, the 4, little giant," proved himself a power
both as an advocater and manager
in ?.ny cause he may champion.
Genial Dr. Barrows tendered his
ballot with the earnestness and
enthusiasm ot a first voter. No
better citizen lives than Nathan
Barrows.
Mayor Chubb walked among his
supoorters dropping a word of advice, encouraging activity
and
prophecying victory.
Ofcourse the Editor was on hand
voting early and often.
A large majority of the white
voters in towu voted the ticket.
E. A. liodgers exclaimed " T a m many made a clean sweep."
The

WINTER

PARK

ADVOCATE,

the leading .Republican organ ot
mation. Mr. Capen amended the Florida, flies its colors this week
motion by striking out Capen and and comes to us printed on green
inserting McCallum... The question paper.—Sanford Journal;

/// 6
Mr. J. T. Taylor, one of Maitiand's
popular young men, was in the city
last Wednesday.
Tourists are coming fast and early
this season. The Rogers House already has several guests.
Orange gathering packing and ship*
pingia getting to be quite popular and
a great many men are finding employment in these'persuits.
Mr. H. M. Woodruff, our popular
Jeweler, has returned and has opened
up his store in fine style, with an attracts e supply of the very finest jewelrr. \ \ - %
fa.
C|
>
Mr. C. Denny returned from his
6Uminer home in Noithfield, Vermont, this week, lie reports the
weather ae being very mild this
fall.
Prof.,S. A. Williams moved his
family over tr<>m Leesburg this
week. They are comfortably domiciled in the G. L. Brookins cottage
in Hannibal Square.
The fruit on the Hudson grove}
owned by Mr. L. H. Lawrence, and
superintended by Mr. Clark, has been
sold to Mess. Chase & Co., and Mr.
Gtvens, a member of the firm, is having the oranges gathered.
It is pleasing to the many friends of
Col. P. Peckham and his accomplished
wife to welcome them back to their
beautitul winter home here, after a
pleasant summer spent North. Col.
and Mrs. Peckham have not looked
better for sometime.
Mr. C. L. Mark and his amiable
lady returned last Thursday week?
looking wel'. Mr. Mark was troubled
during the sumner with the hay fever
but he does not show it now. He is
glad to get back to the land of flowers
and his many friends here are proud to
welcome him back.
Mr. J. H. King, the popular mana• ger of the Plant system of hotels, was
in town last Friday, assisting Mr.
Hathaway in overlooking ihe needs
of the Seminole. Mr. King, in com •
panywithJfr. Hathaway, left for the
"Tampa Bay" Friday evening.
This week Mayor Chubb, assisted
by Mr. C. H. Ward, is superintending
the gathering and shipping of the
oranges from the Fairbanks grove in
Orlando. We have not heard of the
number of boxes expected from this
grove, but from the looks of the fruit
there will be several hundred boxes.
Rev. M. W. Gilbert, of Jacksonville,
president of the Florida Baptist Academy aud editor of the ''Southern Cour
ier," and Rev. W. A. Wilkerson.
State Missionary of the Baptist denom
ination, were in Winter Park Wednes
day night of last week, the guests of
I, W, Williams.
Mr. Hathaway, the recently appointed manager of the Seminole hotel
was here seveial days Jatt week looking over the needs of the hotel. Mr.
Hathaway teems to think a great deal
of the location of the hotel. He is a
most genial faced gentleman, with an
impressive appearance. There is no
doubt but that he will make a success-

Christmas Wishes.
In our issue appearing a few days
preoeediag Ohristm as day la*t we
mide quite a number of wishes to
a great many of our friends. Some
of them have been fulfilled and oth
[era have jast gone to the opposite' We are going to mike a few more
wishes for a few of our friends now
praying that they «i)l all be fulfilled
bei'ore the Christmas of 189a.
OUB WISHES. AB B :

To Mayor H. 8. Chubb, a long,
lease of official dfe and a popularity
from the Likes to th* Gulf.
To J. S. Capen, 119.000,000,000'
before he is too old to count it overi
To S. S. Capen, a happy life in
his official career.
To Mr. and Mrs. C »m»took, a con
tinuation of their contented and
peasant life.
To Mr. A. II. Paul, a "uceessfal
bu*inea* life and a happy home.
To Mr. Hathaway, the best seasou the Seminole baa. ev«r had.
To Judge A. McCallum, a prosper
oos law practice and continued
srood looks.
To Mr. J. II. Walker, a good looking wife and more daily devotions.
To Mr. F. R. I s r t a \ less flesh and j
more money.
To Coan Bros. & Alcott, a sue- ;
oessful business and plenty ot
houses to build.
To ur. E, P. Hooker; a church
with pleMy of soulfl to preach to.
To C. H. Ward, less work an
more flesh.
To J. R. Mizell, a good position
when Cleveland calls him from hi*
present on?.
To, E. R. Gnnby, a eormrnal move
nn:il he re-»cbe$ Corgres\
To Judge Jame* Dean, a most
' excellent law practice and a national
reputation.
To Dr. M. M. Moore, a member
ship in the Bishop's council.
To Dr. S. H. Coleman, a Secretary
I ihip in the A. M, E. church.
To Judge J. E. Lee, a chance to
get in h;s political work oa the
democrats
i'o Rev S. H. Uadley, a haj py
stay in L e ^ h u r g .
T<> Rev. Gray, a fine toy and a
continued stay at Gainesville.
To our many subsori bers, continued friendship to the ADVOCATE
and that all offchem nmy settle with
us before next March.
To Col. W. F. Paige, die most
prosperous hotel manager in this
country. ^ ' > < . ' >
^-CtO^
To President Harrison: Good
uck, a vitit Jo F'irida this season
and a return to the White House
in '96.^
To President-elect Cleveland, a
larger body and success during his
next term ot office.
To Col. D. Esgan, a quiet life in
Winter Park during ihe next four
years.
To D n J R. Scott, a continued-

j presidency oi Edward 'tVa ters College.
To Col. P . Peckham, long
and good health. .

life

To Maj. M. R. Marks, the passage of a bill i n the next 'egielature
revising this iniquitous election
law iu Florida.
To Dr, T. T. Gaines just what
ha best likes.
To Rev. R. S. Quarterman,
return to D e l and statien aft^r the
next conference.
To Rev. A. A . Fleming, the biggest dollar money report.
To Mr. E . D. Byrd,
Christmas turkey,

a fine

To Pror. J. H. Ford, the Pres
idencv of Rollins College.
To Drt Barrows, long lite, good
health and a million to leave his
friends at his death.
To Maj. W. G. Peck, perfect
ease and contentment.
To Rev. J. A. Quarterman, the
happiest family circle in the State.

Mist Mamie Barnes, teacher of
tae public school at Lone Park, will
give a public concert for the benefit
of the church there on next Monday
Bight.
Miss M. L. Parramore, assistant
teacher in Hannibal Square piblic \
school, will spend the holidays in
Enterprise.^
^ O - Q ^
E . W. Mearweather and family,
of Decatui, TIL, are occupying thtDr, Jones cottage for the winter.
Prominent among the visitors to
our sanctum this week, was Mr.
Amos Hawkins, ot Orlando.
A fine lot of candiea and peanuta
at R. R. Thayer's— P >stoffice building.
A nice Une of baking powdera fir
sale at the pioneer store and wi.'h
every can of powdera the parch *ser
receives a most desirable presfcnt
which is worth the money or the
cost of the powders.
Mr. E. L. Maxson has a nioa hue
o Christmas|20ods on hand which
he is gelling out very rapidly, More
than $4o worth of Christmas cards
wae sold in one day.
City council met Thursday night
at their regular chamVer. Among
those present were Mayor Chubb,
Clerk Huntington. Aldermen Eager,
McCallum, Ward, Simpson add I s real, Marshal Butler, and Assessor
S. S. Capen.
A great deal of buainesi was acted
upon and disused ot in i short
time. President Capen wa« -b^ent
ard iu hi« a*%*iiee ^Aldnman E*ger
Was elected president.pro tun.

Winter P a r k Pointers.
WINTER PARK, FLA., Dec. 30,1892.
Everything is JOW in readiness for the
opening of beautiful Hotel Seminole for
its eighth season and under the skillful
hands of Mr. J. H, King, the manager,
whose plans have been perfectly carried
out by Mr. Hathaway, superintendent—
the large comfortable building has been
made as neat, comfortable and attractive
as on the first day that it was thrown
open to the public.
Mr. D. P. Hathaway on whom the
practical management of the hotel will
depend is a landlord of long and popular experience. He has been at Shelter
Island for a good many years w lere he
has built up a leputation as an all-round
landlord and comfort maker second to
none on that famous Island. Mr. Monroe, the office man, has bad large experience at resort hotels at Lake Hopatcong
and knows just what pleases tourists.
Mr. Purcell, the Stewart, is the right man
in the light place and with a fine orchestra and thoroughly efficient help in
every department, the prospects for a
prosperous season were never better.
Samuel Beswick, a large woolen manufacturer, of Philadelphia, is at the
Rogers with his wife.
Their many friends here and at Attica,
Ind., will be pleased to lenrn of the
steady improvement of Mrs. Meeker.
Through the kindness of Colonel Plant,
Mr. Swoope has furnished our town with
a fine walk and roadway from the S. F.
R. R. depot to the boulevard walk. It
is a decided improvement.
Chase & Co., of Sanford, through their
efficient representative, Mr. Robert W.
Givin, have been very busy packing and
shipping oranges for the past month.
They say the crop is larger than they
expected and of excellent quality.
Mrs. A.. H. Paul, after a serious illness
of about a month, is now rapidly convalescing.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis and daughter,
Lelia, are here at the Rogers House from
Hartford, Conn., where Mr. F. is an extensive manufacturer of rubber.
The Christmas exercises here were
numerous and interesting. At the public school the teachers, Misses Dart and
Guild, bad prepared a famous fishing
pond, from which the students fished
lots of nice things. The fishing pond
was supplemented by a generous gift to
each student by a stranger who was here
that day. At the Methodist church a
heavily laden tree and a charming program of exercises made all in attendance
happy. At the Congregational church
there was a delightful rose festival, after
which the whole congregation was presented with lovely roses. At the Episcopal church, on Wednesday p. m,, there
were beautiful exereises and a tree, and
at "Hannibal Square" were appropriate
exercises, trees, music and general enjoyment.
Miss Cora Cunningham hung up her
own stocking at J. S. Capeu's. It is
needless to remark that it was stuffed
full by the old chimney visitor.
Mr. C. T. MofFett, a prominent business man of Minneapolis, is here for the
winter, accompanied by his aged father,
for whom the trip was undertaken.
Hon. J. R. Mizell, collector of the port
at Pensacola, is here spending the holidays with his family.

/-7-93
Mr B. ,R>6*S^p«\ di the S. F. R.
!R has do: neu eno\feli clay to pave a
r ,fjty foot % aik trou. e a ^ Boulevard
t o l l railroad track. The town aut o c i d e s w u e to have the clay hauled
and pur down, which they did. Mr. S.
g. Co-. .-r\, Contractor. Wonder it the
rhrcric hotd kicker has anything to
say against the proteedure.

IN H AH S IB AL SQUAKE

A . M . K f urch t o d a t th
B - ti t
churcU were tr^e* rieh in »•»• u e n t s
aad a t i s t i o 10 design. Etch of tb*a
prbncs ts ol
tr*»es + a» ladened w-th
r
l u t i n g v>U*e. 1 ^ t - ' ^
3
Mr. K. D. Br' r d, m a n r ot ijr-* no
»ies at the tre
in th A. M. E.
c h a r h , equi r«H him 86 f in eloquent words aud p •<** wx'ens v» y
upo iha oocasio », af'er whi« h th©
ckoi sang and several of the little
folks recited se'ect poeatf, Th*
pr»st-nt» were distributed a-d man;
isoola ware made to fee : pr ud as
:
•DOT n*mos * « e eahed.
THAT WAS A BEAUTIKCJ. TREE,

reared so bewit hingly at the entrance, or j u s t Of.»'itfng the t i t e r , i n
he K^isc p a n l u r c h on tVednesday
following Chrii ma.s day. I t s prtaenta i >n ple> «<1 i*+ 1»^* c< neourse
of f h e n d l aud • roujjht hippy amile*
upon eTert ti<e.
Tbe trea was of cedai, bearing a
beautiful fo i ;ge of g^een. Ornam e n t s of Mtvtry appearan *e added
greatly to the magnific-noe and
g r a n d u r e ot J ho »re* T h e aift*«,
whion ladened * v ry branch of the
re«, were va uaV.e ;vi d >f a most
appreoi.ti e s rt. Happy were ihe
miles th*t gr c d tbe fac s of ih«
little folks *h*m Rr. J L. B. E*ye;
tm<k hw s^-ii nt t'»e <»rg-«n and fchev
were oallad u p m to sing ih* be*u'ifu> Christmas tree anthem. A l e r
this, Mr. W. C Comstock, in a <ew
we 1 chosen and lm. ressive woris,
apvke to th« c o n j u g a t i o n and t>xpUimd t h H the rector wa-» absent
and wouid >ot be there d u-uig the

day.
After t h e close of h»s remarks
Mr. Comstock, AMsUtrd by >he **<dal
Mr. VV. R. Smith b*gan i*gau>g the
cont»-n's of the 'Jee. None * aB
•lighted, but all received a p r e s e n t ;
•'ven my humble self received * p»rt
f the contents.
Th • Laka Mont ChHstmas tre***as reported as surpassing ah previ»ttH trees at that pl*oe—both in
heanty and value. A greflf deal of
interest was manifested i» t * u t
*ec*ion over ' h e tree and all e m f i b
uted something t•> make i*s vd.je so
get.
M a v r Ci-urb m i ,| rig.
Mixell were am nig the distinguished
p* rsons |*©s>nt ha received som
unique piese' ts from he tr* •.
At the Co;>$reg**iona1 church
was a )*rg* a ^ e m b ' a g e on Christmas daj to wifne*.s he *xe r ois8s of
the Sunday School members. All
that wer*1 present were deeply impresed with these ex- rcises and felt
greatly benefited and more than
pleased ov«r th(> opportanity of
having w?tr»e sed such exercise*.
The day ha>« passed now and all
of its c m p a n i o s [the h >ti <a\ s]
are all g >n.#, and wh»re i was *av
but vesterday wi.h joljy cr^>wd-», is
labor ar,«l business to-day. When
anollior twelve months have passed
we will see anV.her jolly time, thav
is, if w. b# h re.

Jp/7
Winter Park, Oct. i7, i8:>2.
Special meeting of Town Council
persuant to call ot Mayor for the following purposes: To receive Assessor's report and act on same. To levy
a regulation tax. To levy a special tax
tor interest on bonds. T o receive and
act on bills and accounts. To hear
reports of committees and act on same.
To act on reports of officers of ICorporations. \ Q - | *f J \
^
Present Aldermen Capen, Eager,
Simpson, and Ward. Minutes of pre^
vious meeting read and approved.
Assessors report showing assessment
of $161,553,48 , received and accepted.
Voted that a regular tax of ten, and a
special tax of five and a half mills, to
pay interest, be levied and that the
Assessor extend the same on his books.
Voucher No. 236 favor of H . H u n t ington for fees and commission was
was receiv ed, passed and warran t
drawn for sum of $18,6o.
Council adjourned.
H . H UNTiNGTON, Clerk.

Postmaster T n a y e r has removed
t h e postoffiee from the Earl building, at which place it has been for
t w o years, or more, to tbe South
room of the Ergood block. This is a
much more desirable place—being
more roomy as well as more c o m lortable. \ O ~ % *\ - V > "
D r . Eager and M r . E . L . M a x son have removed from the H e n k e l
block to the Robert W h i t e building. T h e latter building, which
was recently vacated by M r . Coi
field, is larger aud more roomy
than the former one, and as their
business has been growing «> rap
id!y of late, they round it very
necessary to seek larger and more
comfortable quarters.

H o n . J. S. Cape*; j ^ i d Jacksonville a business viwit last Tuesd;i\ ;
leaving here Monday right on I
Lorth b :und fait, mail and returni g
Tuesd y evenhig'ftt 6:4o o'clock. He
also i.-id Tampa a flying visit,
Wednesday night r e t u r n i n g T t u r s -

Mr. and Mrs. Tor soy returned to
their beautiful "Bellew-x d" borne
h e r ' , so o j a u t fully si u a e d o n L a k e
Osoe la, 1 s t week.
Everything IH begiuing to look
blighter abound the i-'e u no'e hotel.
Mr, Hathaw'&y is i)er^oi^a!ly t;\erseeing the arrtugemer.t of things
[there and is o e m m l y making every
thing lock bright. He is the ii
m-*n in the rijrhc place.
M s . J. S p n r P ]i, Hccowpaned hy
h*r n u c e . Mis, D. Sparred, arrived
F r i d v of lust w-i k and will s i ^ n d
the winder h t a vitfa Miss E, A
Sparre]'.
Mr B . S p u m l i \* t r ( . r a
Mrs. S. . 1 . WiSiaml.'viMited M»i.
S. A. Scott, H t Saafordj this we*k.
M.r. J Kirkpatrick, ao«ompani«d
by feia two d a u g h t e r s , arrived
Thar*day night. T h ^ ^r« c*)mforUbh located a t t h a i i c o t j h m e

DEDICATION.
OF

TYNGSBOROUGH TOWN HA:

-J J

UUednesday Evening, J a n u a r y 25, 1893.

Blti
1.

P I A N O SOLO,

imme.

mill

Polka de la Peine.

Raff

Miss Belle P e r h a m .
2.

VOCAL S O L O .

I t was a Dream.
Miss Grace Littlefield.

3.

ADDRESS OF

WELCOME.
Rev. William Brown.

4.

VOCAL SOLO.

Lowthian

Gates of the West.
Mrs. G. H . Mansfield.

5.

RECITATION.

How Salvador w<m
Miss Clara W. Gregory.

6.

VOCAL SOLO.

F a r from Hom<.

[Tyroliene]

Paul Henrion

Miss Nellie L . F i r h a m .
7.

VOCAL SOLO.

Selected.
Miss Philistia Reno.

8.

REPORT OF BUILDING COMMITTEE.

9.

A D D R E S S E S by several Gentlemen.
Names to be announced.

10.

P I A N O SOLO.

Waltz Caprice.

Scharwenka

Miss Cora B . Littlebale.
11.

RECITATION.

The Pilot's Story.
Miss Clara W. Gregory.

12.

VOCAL SOLO.

Embarrasment.
Miss Grace Littlefield.

13.

T E N O R SOLO.

Ring Out Wild Bells.
E . M. Temple.

14.

VOCAL SOLO.

Going to Market.

15.

GRAND C H O R U S .

Louis Diebold

Auld Lang Syne.

The entire audience joining, the orchestra and piano to accompany.

^

Season of 1891=92.

The first regular meeting of the Church of the
Unity Unitarian Club will be held at the church
vestry, on Monday evening, Nov. 9, at 7 o'clock.
! GEORGE A. HIBBARD, Secretary.
BOSTON, Nov.

3, 1891.

